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WOMEN TAKE TITLE
BLOW OUT CAMPBELL

TARGETING THE TOP

3 SUSPECTS NABBED
MURDER CHARGES FOR 2

Men move to within agame of first place

-SEE SPORTS,AlO

- SEE SPORTS, A10

- SEE NEWS, A2

SGA rallies support for block-tuition movement
(.

(

(

Event drew large '
crowds aimed at
blocking proposal
MARK JUSTICE
Staff Writer

Student Government Association officials rallied the student
body in front of the Student Union
on Thursday protesting block
tuition, a proposal that would
require full-time students to pay for
15 credit hours regardless of the

actual amount they are enrolled in.
As elective members addressed
the crowd on a stage that resembled
a factory, petitions were circulated
among hundreds of students who
attended the event At least 450 students signed the petition.
Sen. Matt DeVlieger, who has
been instrumental in the crusade to
prevent block tuition, referred to
the factory as an education mill and
likened its satirical fast-track graduation process as "the embodiment
of how students feel they're being

treated"
"Students feel like commodi-

ties," DeVlieger said "The school
treats them like a product and puc;hes them through."
He said many students are
unaware of what block tuition is at
first but are willing to help after
they are educated on the subject.
Despite SGA'.s rallying efforts,
some students felt indifferent
toward block tuition.
·~ lot of students don't want to
be bothered;' DeVlieger said.
"Some feel that because they're
graduating, it won't affect them, but
block tuition will affect everyone."
Senate Speaker Sean. Lavin was

also on hand. garnering support
against block tuition, likening the
prc:sposal to "ordering a burger from
a fast food restaurant and being
charged for the value meal, but still
only receiving the burger."
''You may want the value meal,
and you're not getting it, but you're
still being charged," he said
Lavin later condemned the block
tuition movement as "a tax on intellectual curiosity:'
,
· Among the throngs of supporters, , freshman Stacy Kowalski
PLEASE SEE
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Candid SGA·candidates
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Willie Bentle}'., Jr.-

McClain Woolsey-

Keith Rea-

Josh Edftmndson-

Pavan Talakala-

Winwood Truitt-

• Current SGA vice president
• 2004 Homecoming King
• Member, UCF TrialTeam
·Junior, political science/law

• Current SGA director of
Governmental Affairs
• Former SGA senator
• Senior, business

Presidential
Election

(•
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Faculty contract ·
includes raises,
gay protection
UCF and facultjr union
coming close to agreement
Managing Editor

forum last Thursday allowed the three 'slates for student body president and vice president to state their
cases prior to the opening of today's election. What
follows is an edited transcript of that forum:
;-

SGA

How many credit hours are you taking this
semester?
Credits Percentage of students

HEIDI A. DE VRIES

Those running for president
debated over the merits of the
grading scale and Master Plan

Moderator, Brent Fieser, elections supervisor: On the
topic of enrollment, with the demand on teachers and classrooms at an all-time high, departments are turning to more
web-based classes. Do you feel that a web-based class can offer
students the same educational benefits as a face-to-face class?
Willie Bentley Jr., presidential candidate: Web-based
classes, what it does is it challenges the student to actually be
more disciplined A lot of times students will. be teaching themselves
and creating their own schedules
and pace to be working. It just
depends on the actual student, their
work style and their work ethics, but
I do think having web-based classes
Students can vote
are good because we do have a lot of
non-traditional students.
for SGA president
About 25 percent of our student
and vice president
body are non-traditional, which
now online at
means they're working, they're takhttps://my.ud.edu.
ing care of a family and they just
Voting
continues
don't have time to come to the uniuntil 5 p.m. on
versity to take classes.
Wednesday.
And a lot of our students, a lot of
our non-traditional students, may
feel uncomfortable coming to classrooms where they are 50 years old and they're coming to class
. where most ofthe students are 21, 22; it jµst increases the intimidation factor. Web-based classes does provide another alternative, so I think it's definitely a benefit to our univers~ty.
Keith Rea, presidential candidate: I've actually taken
FEEDS (Florida Engineering Educational Delivery System)
classes before. The FEEDS alternative, it was started in engineering I believe, is one of the options that off-campus students
have.
I really enjoyed the opportunity to re-watch the classes I
happened to miss. Not that I tried to miss them, but there are a
few opportunities where you can really grasp that opportunity.
Some ofthe personalities ofnon-traditional students are students that have to work full time, of students that can't come to
classes for multiple hours of the day. So I think that alternative
is always available to them and should be provided
I'm definitely in favor of the video-feed courses and in continuing that tradition. I don't want the campus to tum into some
video service where all the classes are like that, but as an alternative it's a viable optional.
Pavan Tulakala, presidential candidate: Am I in favor of
web-based classes? I am partly, but I don't want web-based
classes to replace the traditional live classes.
Students come to the university to have that one-on-one
interaction and it's come to the point where we can have webbased classes and FEEDS classes to accommodate those nontraditional students who can't come to regular classes.
But as a custom, and in my opinion, we definitely need to
have on~n-one based education rather than make those webbased classes replace traditional classes. We definitely need to
have face-to-face classes along with web-based and FEEDS
classes. Tbat's my stand.
Moderator: Recently, the grading scale has come under
· scrutiny. You've all suggested ways to improve the system
including making it plus only, adding an A-pllJ.S or returning to
the traditional letters-only scale. Specifically, why is the current
system flawed, and how would you fix it?
Rea: One of the flaws in the system is the fact that there is a
level of judgment ai: all of the colleges' nationwide on the plusor-minus scale.
.t
You can have the A,B,C, D, F in different colleges whereas
here, we have the plus-or- minus system, at some ofthe schools,

Block tuition

• SGA senator served four terms
• President of the Materials
Research Society and the
Electrochemicaf Society
• Graduate student, material
science and engineering

• SGA senator, served three
terms
• Past president of SANGAM,
· Graduate Student Association
• Graduate student, computer
engineering

• SGA senator, served two terms
·Co-founder of Progressive
Council, NORML, Campus Peace
Action, Knights of the Round
Table
• Juni.or, political science

• • Member of business fraternity
Delta Sigma Pi, Pre-physical
Therapy Club .
• Senior, business

After a year and a half of negotiations, the
contract between UCF administration and
the UCF faculty is finally close to being done,
tJCFs chief negotiator Thomas Keon said
''We decided to have further negotiations
before going to a formal impasse," said Keon,
the dean of the College of Business Administration. ''We came to a general understanding
on the agreement ... we're now working on a
final version."
Dawn Trouard, president ofUCFs chapter
of United Faculty of Florida - the union for
professors and other faculty - agreed the
process "is working really well."
The contract will include raises for faculty;
create a stronger sabbatical policy and pro-.
vide faculty with a better way to gain feedback regarding employment and tenure.
The across-the-board raises would be 2
percent, with a 1 percent merit increase available for qualified employees. Rights of academic freedom have been solidified, and pay
for teaching summer classes has been
increased
The contract also will add "sexual orientation" to the university's non-discrimination
policy, thereby officially elevating gays and·
lesbians as a protected class. The union has
sought that change for decades. The Faculty
Senate endorsed the added language in 2003.
With the completed contract in sight,
Trouard said, "I've run into people I haven't
seen for months because of this bargaining
process, and everyone's saying I look transformed"
UCF Provost Terry Hickey said it's been "a
trying time for us all" In an e-mail sent to all
faculty; Hickey wrote, "Labor neg9tiations are
always difficult and can sometimes become
heated, but our objective has remained the
same: to negotiate a mutually beneficial contract that rewards our outstanding faculty and
other professionals."
Keon said that the university is hoping to
have a plan finalized in a couple of weeks.
Trouard said the two teams are working hard
.to make sure the agreement is ratified by the
faculty in advance of the next Board of
Trustees meeting on March 31.
At this point, ''While we have reached conceptual agreement, the final document still
must be.written and proofed by both teamsno small task with a nearly 200-page document," Trouard wrote to members of UCFUFF.
. "It's like any other work in progress,'' Keon
said "It's hard to put a finishing date on it. But
we're making the-final adjustments. We have
hopes and desires. The hope is that we'll have
a contract in a couple weeks.''
Then faculty will vote on the document
during a two-day period
Just two weeks ago, it looked bad for the
negotiation process. However, tJCF and UFF
jointly decided to try to work things out
"Before there was an idea that 'we're management, so we'll decide things,' but then we
had this internal re-working," Trouard said
"Real bargaining means you get things and
give them up, and I think [the UCF bargaining
team] realized that there were some things
we weren't going to budge on, and so they ·
decided to say, 'Hey, what can we get for
that?'"
She said UFF had to make adjustments for
the process to work out as well. "From our
side, [there was] a real commitment that this
had to come out of the bargaining process."
As UCF concludes its bargaining process, .
PLEASE SEE
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Around Campus
News and notices for
the UCF community

Leadership Week 2005 ·
Leadership Week is an
annual UCF tradition that recognizes and develops leaders
throughout UCF. Events will
be held throughout campus
from various organizations.

Become a mentor
The department of Housing
and Residence Life invites student leaders to learn techniques for effectively mentoring first-year students. The
information session will be
held at 11 a.m. toda,y in the Student Union Garden Key ~21AB.

Image makeover
Greek students interest~d
in changing their fraternity's or
sorority's reputation and
image can attend a presentation at 2 p.m. today in the Student Union Garden Key 221
AB.

Tatertot ·
A workshop that will give
participants the opportunity to
develop and enhance leadership skills through fun, interactive and creative exercises
with Mr. Potato Head will be
held at 3 p.m. today in the Student Union Garden Key 221AB.

Heterophobia
A presentation put together
by REACH Peer Education wm ·

help students raise awareness

regarding sexual diversity. The
event begins at 1 p.m. tomorrow in the Student Union Garden Key 221AB.

Epcot near you
International ambassadors
from Disney's Epcot Center
.w ill come speak to students
about leadership around the
globe. The event starts at 4
p.m. today in the Student
Union Garden Key 221AB.

For the greater good
Help a friend or loved one
with an eating disorder by
· attending ·a presentation at
Jp.m. today in the Student
Union Key West Room 218A.
For more information, contact Andrew Blair at 407-8232811.

In a quandary
Information sessions to
·help students pick a major,
· change a major or decide
. which courses to take will be
held at 1 p.m. Wednesday in the
· Student Union Room 316CD.
For more information, con. sact Sonia Gonzalez-Smith at
. 407-823-3789.

:.Jheater production
•• The UCF Conservatory
.!fheatre presents The Visit, a
;story of a rich woman who
returns to her impoverished
P-hometown to share her wealth.
'. Tlie event begins at 8 p.m.
Wednesday in the Theatre
, Building Main Stage. .
·: Tickets are $12.50 for adults
:,and $7.50 for students.
:. For more information, con;"t:act the Box Office at 407-823-

' 'lsoo.

Let us know
, The Future wants to hear
• from you! If you have a club,
~.organization or event and want
t your information to be consid~ ered for the Around Campus
~ <:olumn, send a fax to 407-447' A556 or an e-mail to
~ editor@ucfnews.com. Dead~ jines are 5 p.m. Tuesday for the
; ·Thursday edition, and 5 p.m.
•:Friday
for the Monday edition.
t

Progress ·m ade in murder case
Officers arrest 3 in
connection to
apartment slaying
ELIZABETH MURRAY
Contributing Writer

Three suspects believed to
have played a part in the fatal
stabbing of 16-year-old Trumain M. Lee pf Oviedo have
been arrested by the Seminole
County Sheriff's Office.
On Feb. 10, officers arrested
Michael Boykin, 18, of Oviedo;
Luis Batiz, 20, of Orlando and
Shannon Aurand, 21, of Orlando.
Boykin and Batiz have been
charged with premeditated
murder and are being held
without bond at the Seminole
County Jail. Aurand is charged
with knowingly providing false
information to a law enforcement officer concerning a capital felony. She has bonded out
of the Seminole County Jail and
is required to appear before
Seminole County Judge Marlene Alva on April 5.

Trumain was last seen leaving a party at Pegasus Connection Apartments at about 4 am.
Dec. 31 with the two male suspects, Boykin and Batiz.
Conflicting stories by
Boykin, Batiz, Aurand and Ashley Albritton, the party's host,
led investigators to believe the
four were involved in Trumain'.s death.
A major bre;ik in the case
came when Robert Walyus,
Batiz's roommate, was brought
in for questioning and told
police he believed the murder
had taken place in his apartment at Addison Place.
According to arrest reports,
Walyus said that at 4 a.m. the
day ofthe murder, he was awakened by Batiz, Boykin and
another male entering the "
apartment.
Walyus stated he then heard
Boykin say to Batiz, "I have to
kill him" and Batiz replied, ''You
really wanna go through with
this?" Boykin responded, ''Yes, ·
this is something I have to do."
After he heard a radio being
turned up, Walyus said he
thought he heard a knife being

Nation &World
Keep current with headlines
you may have missed

•

flipped opened, followed by
The four suspects also told
China tries to persuade North
thumping noises and a faint police they remained at the
Korea to return to nudear talks
scream. He said he later heard party until daylight, but cell
someone scrubbing the floor.
BEIJING - Wang Jiarui, a
phone records indicate differWalyus said he walked into ently.
top Chinese Communist Party
·official, was in North Korea's
the living room
"They said they had split up,
capital Sunday seeking to
after the two but the cell phone records show
draw Pyongyang back into sixmen left his the lines were burning up,'' said
nation talks on its nuclear
apartment and Steve Olson, a Seminole Counweapons program after the
was overcome ty Sheriff's Office public inforby the strong mation officer.
North reportedly rejected further negotiations.
According to arrest reports, ·
odor of bl~ach.
Jiarui's visit came as SecreHe also saw investigators later obtained
tary of State,Condoleezza Rice
dark stains on additional statements from
BOYKIN
the
couch, Albritton and Aurand which
and Defen5e Secretary Donald
which ·
he stated they actually saw Tru- .
Rumsfeld met with their
believed to be blood.
main leave with Boykin and . Japanese counterparts and
urged North Korea to rejoin
On Jan: 4, Trumain's body Batiz. When Boykin and Batiz
the stalled negotiations.
was found floating in Lake Har- returned to the party without
China's effort to persuade
ney in northeast Seminole Trumain, the two women: said
North Korea to rejoin negotiaCfounty by a county employee.
Boykin had a fresh cut on his
tions has taken on greater
Trumain's mother had · hand wlrlch Batiz told them not
urgency since Pyongyang's
reported him missing a few to say anything about.
unconfirmed declaration earlidays earlier.
Although Walyus does have
er this month that it has
Police reports stated an a criminal record, Olson said,
become a nuclear power. Beiautopsy revealed Trumain was his allegations have been subjing is a key source of food and
stabbed to death.
stantiated.
.
energy aid to the impover~
According to pblice reports,
A motive for the murder has
the conflicting stories began yet to be released, but accordished North, but fears that cutwhen Boykin said 1hunain left ing to Olson, "We [The Semiting off supplies might risk
with three white males while nole County Sheriff's Office]
instability and send a flood of
' refugees across the border into
Batiz said he left with three have ~ome theories, but they
are unsubstantiated right.now."
black males.
China

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
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Israel'sCabinet approved pulling
out of Gaza Strip and West Bank

Petition will be given to state Legislature
FROM A1

turned into an activist to help
gather signatures for the petitions.
"It's good to get people
aware,'' she said "I feel like we've
accomplished something here
today."
Many of SG.A's presidential
and vice presidential hopefuls
took time to stop by the event
Josh Edmundson said he felt
opposing the block tuition proposal would help ''protect the
education and future of UCF
students:'
Willie Bentley Jr. stressed the
importance of getting students
involved in the movement
against block tuition.
"Representing the students

of UCF is what SGA is all about,
but the students must · be
involved to be truly represented," he said "That's why I'm
here:'
DeVlieger said he was hopeful the event helped educate students about block tuition, and
considered the rally a 5utcessful
first step in the crusade to block
the proposal.
The proposal was made last
year by Gov. Jeb Bush as part of
his plan to get students through
the university system faster.
SGA is hoping to present
signed petitions to the Florida
Legislature or Gov. Bush next
month.
''We [SGA] are standing up
for the students,'' DeVlieger
said

Pope appears healthy during
.ad<tress at St. Peter's Square

CHARLIE BENTON I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

SGA senators gathered outside of the Student Union on Thursday to protest block tuition.

Legacy leaves imprint on building
John T. Washington
Center named after
first black professor

' ing to the

~

ty and Affirmative Action.

welcomed there and would
receive the support they needed from the community.
Unfortunately the church
munity leader and activist.
did
q.ot survive after WashingTaking a position with organizations such as the National ton's passing.
However, the effect that he
Association for the Advancement of Colored People and had on the university and the ·
the Orlando Housing Commu- Orlando community did surnity, Washington is recorded vive. A foundation for minori· on the diversity Web site as ty students, scholarship prohaving "the unique ability to gram and annual luncheon
bring diverse populations help to honor Washington's
together to work for the good legacy.
of the community."
The foundation helps keep
The site also says that he his message alive. Washington
was "particularly passionate" believed in community supabout the Meals on Wheels port and encouraged others to
program, which brings hot aspire to be all they could be.
Although he is missed, the
meals to the elderly.
He was also ordained as a things he gave UCF and Orlanminister shortly after his mar- do continue to live on.
riage to a mother of two, and
More information can be
· founded the First Church of found on Washington at the
Peace here in Orlando, where College of Arts and Sciences
he served as a pastor. He built Web
site
(http:/ I
under
his church foundations on the www.cas.ucf.edu)
staple that everyone would be African American Studies.

, , r\'1 .. ~r;~:fla in~o~s::s °f ~:~~~d~~~~
i,\ )\ ; [

to

com-

&r.."1)~., pdloectetor~.is
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SHANNON BENNETT
Staff Writer
, ' sociology. As a
professor, he's rememHome to UCF's own Star- bered as a teacher who lived
bucks cafe, Barnes & Noble what he taught, often having a
bookstore, barbershop and line of students waiting outcopy center, the Student Ser- side of his office.
.vices Building, now formally
On campus, he pushed the
known as the John T. Washing- affirmative action and equal
ton Center, is probably one of opportunity programs to the
the most used buildings on point where three offices were
formed to follow his work,
campus.
The center is named for even as he continued to offer
John T. Washington, the first himself as an adviser to minorblack staff member and pro- ity students.
fessor at the l,lili.versity. It was
The programs he devised
named in his honor in 1984, were the African American
after his untimely passing the Student Union, the Office of
Multicultural Academic and
previous year.
Washington taught at the Support Service, which is now
school from the late '70s into the Barbara Ying Center, and
the early '80s, while commut- the Office of Equal Opportuni-

•

JERUSALEM - Israel's
Cabinet gave final approval
Sunday to the government's
planned withdrawal from the
Gaza Strip and four West Bank
settlements, marking the first
time an Israeli government
decided to dismantle Jewish
settlements on land claimed
PY the Palestinians for a future
state.
.
Ministers voted 17-5 for the
plan, sealing· the political
defeat of withdrawal opponents seeking to put the' plan
to a national referendum. The
evacuation of about 9,000 settlers will begin in July and take
two months.

VATICAN CITY- Pope
John Paul II appeared in good
form and spoke in a strong, relatively clear voice during his
Sunday address at St. Peter's
Square, his second since being
released from the hospital 10
days ago.
From his window at the
Vatican, the 84-year-dd pontiff read his entire address,
stopping briefly to cough and
skipping a Latin prayer, but
continuing to the end with no
apparent problems.

•
•

•

•

•
•
•
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As serial rape suspect returns to
Denver, residents express anger
DENVER - As a serial
rape suspect returned to Denver in handcuffs, about 250
people gathered outside a
store owned by one of the victims and expressed anger that
the man had been allowed to
go free after allegedly confessing to another crime.
Brent J. Brents, 35, is a suspect in five sexual assaults on
women and girls earlier this
month in Denver - crimes
committed after police said he
confessed to an earlier attack
but was released
He was arrested late Friday
in western Colorado while
driving a car believed to have
been taken from a woman
PLEASE SEE
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RELOCATION
Brand New Office!

Dr. Tiffany Ta)tlor,
formerly located on UCF Campus

407-447-7193
Optometrist Owned & Operated
3151 Alafaya Trail, Suite 102. Orlando

(3 lights South of Uni~ersity, 2 lights North of Colonial)

•Advanced
Diagnostics
• Digital Imaging .
•Huge Designer
Frame Selection
• Prices Flt Every
Budget
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Union wins court battle and university recognition

)

FROM

Al

three UFF chapters at other
campuses around the state have
been newly empowered to
negotiate contracts for their faculty. .
After two years in court, the
UFF chapters at the University
of Florida, Florida State University and the University of West

Florida must finally be recognized, following the terms of a
Feb. 10 ruling by the Florida
Appellate Court.
When the Florida Board of
·Regents was abolished and
replaced by individual university boards of trustees in 2001, the
UFF lost its state-wide status as
the organization to represent
faculty in negotiations with uni-

versities. The change required the motions for appeal yet, so I the same work, in the same jobs,
each school's board of trustees don't lmow if it's going to stick," under the same supervisors, by
to individually recognize the said Tom Auxter, the president operating the same facilities,
carrying on the same enterprise,
UFF on its respective campus.
of UFF, "but I thinkit will."
At the time, eight universities,
The appellate court ruled providing the same service."
including UCF, voluntarily rec- that the state could not ''unilatThe three universities affectognized the UFR The union sub- erally terminate its obligations ed by the ruling may now begin
sequently went to court in hopes under a collective-bargaining the bargaining process.
"UCF has a new concept for a
that the other three schools agreement simply by reorganizing the executive branch, where contract ... it's not the dismal sitwould have to recognize it
"They haven't gone through .the employees affected perform , uation it was two weeks ago,"

Auxter said. "The good thing is
that any place that does not currently have a contract will have
the old state-wide contract to fall
backon." ·
"It looks very good for us
now:" he said.
The bargaining process typically takes about two years. UCF
and UFF have been in negotiations for about 18 months.

Constant Worry
Irritability
Inability to Relax
Difficulty Concentrating

·Cfusic (.'3 MAZDA EAST 401-681-2222

SHOW YOUR PARENTS

YOU DIDN'T

•,)

THROUGH ECON.

.

~

~ $500 COLLEGE GRAD REBATE:

A FEW DODD GRADUATES!

We'll lay an extra $500 on you toward the purchase of any exhilarating new Mazda, as
long as you'll graduate within the next six months or two years (depending on degree
program)- or you have graduated within the past two. And that's even on the all-new
MAZDA3. The car that delivers so much for so little. it'll make you rethink what'~ possible,
407-681·2222 • crogers@classicmazda.com •HWY 436 BETWEEN ~
COLONIAL DRIVE & UNIVERSITY BLVD NEXT TO CLASSIC NISSAN t=i:~~i!r==-=1

l
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ALL UNDERGRA:DUAT.E MAJORS &
,N ON-BUSINESS GiR ADUATE STUDENTS

(

Restaurants and

more to your door
Choose from the following options:

Wing Zone
Natura Coffee & Te~
Pita Pit
Firehouse Subs
Pie in the Sky
Devaney's
Little Apple Deli
Duffy's Subs
Uno's Chicago Grill
Wild·Bean Cafe
Huey Magoo's
Smoothie King
, Fusian Sushi & Japanese Eatery

•
•
•
•

Good ·GPA and GMAT/GRE
Prefer ~uaranteed classes
Little/ no work .experience
Prefer internship opportunities

D

BE\f4BD!
+
+

FV,LL-TIMI DAY MBA

•
•

12 r:nonth full-time course of study +
meets daily Monday-Thursday ·while
allowing students to gain professional ·•
work experience.
WWW.UCFMBA.UCF.EDU

•

1-YEAR ACCELERATED PROIRAM
AACSB ACC.REDITED
COHORT &ROUP
CAREER-ORIENTED INTERNSHIPS
AWA'RD-WINNINI FACULTY
MERIT SCHOLARSHIPS FDR
S3,0DD-S 1 D,DDD AVAILABLE ,
TOP-NOTCH EDUCATION AT STATE TUITION

APPLICATION DEADLINE FOR FALL ADMISSIONS: APRIL 15, 2005
- 1

Menus Available Online! - -

Call (407) 875-CAPS or visit
WWW.KNIGHTCAPS.COM for more info.

II L!!J i:I II;]
I

"' l

Located·in the University Center on Deanand University Blvd.
behind Firehou~~ Subs. *You must beat least 21yearsold to order
Alcoholicbevelages and 18 yearsold to order tobacco products.

Uc.F

1COL1JEGE OF
BUSINESS ADMINISTRAT ION

For more information: 407-UCF-GRAD
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Nation &World

Higher Education
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

San Diego investigates
campuslV sex broadcast
SAN DIEGO-The University of California, San
Diego, is investigating
whether a student-produced TV show violated
any campus regulations by
broadcasting a 10-minute
segment showing a student
having sex with an unidenti~
fled woman, a campus official confirmed.
The segment appeared
earlier this month on Koala
TV, a 90-minute program
carried on the university's
Student Run TV, a closedcircuit station that can only
be viewed on campus.
Because it is a closed-circuit station, Federal Com- ·
munications Commission
rules apparently do not
apply to SRTY.
The show is a video version of The Koala, a satirical
magazine distributed on
campus that has poked fun
at blacks, Jews, Asians, Mormons and gays, and carried
graphic sexual photos and
illustrations.

Students charged with having
weapons, ammo at university
ESTERO, Fla. -,- Two
Florida Gulf Coast University students were arrested
after campus police found a
loaded handgun, a rifle and
more than 500 rounds of
ammunition in their car,
officials said.
Jonathan T. Brady, 20,
and Zachery E. Dueger, 19,
were arrested Wednesday
by universitY police acting
on a tip from another student, officials said. They
were charged with possessing a weapon on school
grounds and having an open
. alcohol container.
Brady, the car's passenger, was also charged with
grand theft larceny. University police said they also
found a stolen Social Security card and two credit cards
in Deuger's Toyota MR2.
The students, who were
released from jail Thursday,
were also expelled for violating a campus policy banning weapons on campus,
university spokeswoman
Susan Evans said.

Students attend rally seekin~
assistance for higher education
FRANKFORT, Ky. Hundreds of college students attended a giant pep
rally, complete with school
mascots, at the Capitol on
Wednesday to decry tuition
rate increases:
The students urged state
legislators and Gov. Ernie
Fletcher to put enough
rµoney into higher education to head off another
round of tuition hikes.
Public universities in
Kentucky have resorted to
raising tuition to make up
for state funding that has
remained essentially flat in
recent years.
The University of Kentucky recently announced
plans to raise tuition by 14.5
percent for the 2005-06
school year. It would be the
third-straight year that UK
students were handed a
tuition
double-digit
increase.

Nevada schools could be forced
to return funds by Bush plan
LAS VEGAS - Nevada's
two universities could be
forced to return $8.75 million in federal student loan
money if one of President
Bush's proposed education
cuts goes through Congress,
school officials said.
The . administration's
proposal would eliminate
the Federal Perkins Loan
program and require institutions to pay back what the
federal government has put
into the program in the past
46years.
The $6 billion in savings
and recalled Perkins money
•w ould help eliminate a $4.3
billion gap in the Pell Grant
budget and extend the grant
program to about 5.5 million
more students in the next 10
years, said Ed Walsh, ·
spokesman for the U.S. Education Department.
Members of Nevada's
congressional delegation
have also expressed concern
over Bush's proposal calling
the elimination "outrageous."
q
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is
'' this
my life.·
I have a problem with
adrenaline - I can't get
enough of it. I can't just sit
by and watch others pull
crazy stunts, I have to
try them myself. Dirt
washes off and bruises
heal. Besides, there's no
glory in riding the couch. I
write a column for Orlando
Sentinel's Friday Calendar.
If you want to read all the
gory details of my outdoor
adventures, you'll find them

PHIL MCCARTEN I ASSOCIATED PRESS

Large sheets of plastic, used to help prevent erosion around a hillside home are shown
Saturday; in Los Angeles. Downtown has already seen 28.55 inches of precipitation.
FROM

A2

whom he allegedly beat brutally.
At the rally Saturday outside
a pet shop owned by one of the
victims, residents shouted and
shook noisemakers when a
friend of the victim asked how
many were angry and baffled
that Brents had been freed after
previous . allegations against
him.
'

Southern Californians brace for
another blast of rain and snow
LOS ANGELES - Light
showers kept Southern California wet Sunday as residents
braced for another blast of the
stormy weather that has caused
flash flooding and thousands of
power outtages.
Downtown Los Angeles has
already gotten 28.55 inches of
. precipitation since July 1, the
seventh wettest water year on
record.
The latest series of. storms

Week in Health
NASEEM SOWTI
Senior StaffWriter

Rare drug-resistant HIV strain
detected in New York

arrived Friday, causing two days
of scattered flooding, mudslides
blocking Amtrak service and
generating two small tornadoes
that briefly touched down in San
Diego and Riverside counties.

•

inside .. ' '

•

Vic-~~~~

•

Eric Michael,
Orlando Sentinel columnist

Former.Presidents Bush, Clinton
tour tsunami sites in Indonesia
BANDAACEH, Indonesia Former Presidents George HW.
Bush and Bill Clinton visited
Indonesia's tsunami-ravaged
Aceh province Sunday, flying
over a vast wasteland ofdestruction, the likes ofwhich Bush said
he'd never seen.
The two former presidents,
who are leading private U.S.
tsunami· aid efforts, met with
Indonesian President Susilo
Bambang Yudhoyono after
arriving from Thailand, where
. they got their first look at the
devastation and grief unleashed
by the Dec. 26 disaster.

SKATEDOARD PARKS
OUTDOOR EVENTS
ADVENTURE PARKS

•
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potential to prevent HIV infection.
Researchers hope these
agents, which are designed to
be applied to the surface of the
vagina to prevent sexually
transmitted : diseases, will
become tools to fight the
spread of HIV/AIDS. The
microbicides under investiga- .
tion are PRO 2000 and BufferGel; they have both shown
activity against HIV and other
STDs in laboratory and animal
testing.
Approximately
3,220
women will be enrolled in the
trial, which is expected to last
about 30 months.

A rare strain of HIV that is
highly resistant to most antiretroviral drugs and causes a
rapid onset of AIDS was reported in a local patient in New
York last week.
Detection of multiple-drugresistant strains in newly diagnosed and previously untreated
patients is extremely rare, and
the finding .has created public
health concerns among health
officials. The virus was discov- Chew on some carrot
. ered in a man in his mid-40s to ward off cancer
A naturally occurring comwho had frequent unprotected
anal sex with other men while pound in carrots reduces the
risk of developing cancer by
using crystal meth.
. Although' scientists cannot one-third, according to results
predict the ultimate signifi- from a recent rat study. The
cance of the new strain, they compound falcarinol, which
emphasize the importance of helps protect carrots from funusing protection during sexual . gal diseases, also made it less
likely for the rats to develop
intercourse.
full-scale cancerous tumors.
Florida doctors to promote patient Falcarinol can be toxic if coninformation through pilot system sumed fu large amounts, but it
Physicians from six Florida would take 400 kilograms of
counties have started referring carrots to reach a lethal level.
their patients to a pilot program Although the study reiterates
which provides up-to-date, reli- the importance of daily intake
able and consumer-friendly of fruits and vegetables, the
information about a specific cancer-fighting mechanism of
this food group still remains
health concern.
Part of the job of this pro- unclear.
gram, MedilinePlus, is to give
patients authoritative and com- Alcohol drinkers three times
mercial-free information that as likely to die from injury
doctors can use to supplement
Regular alcohol drinkers are
information provided in the three times as likely to die from
office or clinic. MedilinePlus injury as are non-drinkers and
has information on more than former · drinkers,
shows
700 health topics, and under research from the Center for
eaCh, patients can find informa- Injury Research and Policy at
tion on symptoms, diagnosis the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg
and treatment, clinical trials, School of Public Health.
current news stories and even
The study found that the risk
of drowning was most strongly
video tutorials.
MedilinePlus is also avail- related to current drinkers,
able in Spanish. The pilot pro- with drinkers being 3.6 times as
gram aims to improve health lit- likely to drown as non-drinkers. ·
eracy and patient education. A Also, female drinkers had a
national initiative is expected to . greater increase in risk of comfollow this pilot study.
mitting suicide or homicide
than male drinkers.
Researchers hope that these
International trials for two HIV
results lead to greater undermicrobicides begins
Scientists have begun trials standing and awareness of the
to test the safety of two topical role of alcohol consumption in
microbicides that have the all fatal injuries.

High Society Pipes &Cigars
"Fine Glass Smoking Accessories"
• Phat Pyrex Pipes
·Wood Pipes
•
• Metal Pipes
•Sherloc.ks/Bubblers

•

·"Detoxify"aeaners
·Scales
• Hookahs
•Water Pipes

• Hand Blown Glass
·Ceramics/Acrylics
• Incense/Pipe Cleaner
• Body Jewelry

•

Pick up a fresh, ~ew Calend~r in the
Orlando Sentinel every Friday.

I •
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9PECIAL MEDIA fJUE9T9:

Mercedes McNab

"Buffy the Vampire Slayer"

Brian Pulido Lady Death
Peter S. Beagle The Last Unicorn
Mark Waid
Tommy Castillo Aaron Lopresti
Marv Wolfman Tone Rodriguez · Ron Marz
Ethan Van Seiver Mike Perkins
Mike Deodato
George Perez
George Tuska
Gene Colan
Wilson Tortosa Steve McNiven
Billy Tucci
Phil Jimenez
Greg Horn
Allen Bellman
Chuck Dixon
Andy Runton
Roy Thomas
Monte Moore
Dan Brereton
Alex Saviuk

,,

tAMAIA &.tJO#-A-1.11'! HHf!ff
STOP BY DREAMWORKS PICTURES BOOTH
(#814) DRESSED LIKE SAMARA OF THE RING
FOR YOUR CHANCE TO WIN A DVD OF THE RING
AND YOUR CHANCE TO WIN TICKETS TO THE
LOCAL ADVANCE SCREENING OF THE RING II
BEFORE ITS MARCH 18TH RELEASE!

MEDIA GUESTS

THS UIRCSST ANIMS tOSTUMS
tONTSST IN THS SOUTHSAST
~JI~ HOSTSD BV ANIMS SUSHI!

1111

.

'llrn11

RICHARD HERD-THEMINISERIES 11/"
RICHARD HATCH - "BATTLESTAR GALLACTIA"
co.SPONSORS
LOU FERRIGNO - "THE INCREDIBLE HULK"
JOHN KASSIR- VOICE OF '7HE CRYPT KEEPER"
SANDY FOX - VOICE ACTOR IN IIAKIRA"
LEX LANG - VOICE ACTOR IN IIJUSTICE LEAGUE UNLIMITED11
ctllCS
SAM JONES &MELODY ANDERSON - THE OlllGIHAL "FLASH GORDON11
Gil GERARD, ERIN GRAt THOM CHRISTOPHER
and FELIX SIU.A - "BUCK ROGERS"...and more to be announced!
1

(

,.,............

For more information visit us at: www.megaconvention.com
email: info@megaconvention.com phone: 727-796-5725

,

'GUEST LIST SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. PURCHASE qF AN ADMISSION DOES NOT GUARANTEE ANAUTOGRAPH FROM ANY AITTNOING GUEST.

543 S. Semoran Blvd, Winter Park• 407-679-8365

10% Discount with Student ID
Must be 18to enter, ID requi!'f<I

THE gouTHEAgT'g PREMIER COMIC, AN/ME, CAM/NC, MUl Tl-MEDIA EVENT OF THE YEAR!
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'Grading scale needs scrutiny,
'uniformity says Talakala
) FROM

Al

when you try to get into medical
school or law school, that would
) be a lot different scale than if
you were trying to apply for a
job elsewhere.
,
One of the alternatives to
apply for the studentswould be
an A-plus; obviously, I think that
would be a good start with the
> Faculty Senate. I think once we
have an A-plus we could definitely transition to a plus-only
scheine like they have at other
' universities in the state. I think
the best opportunity· for students here on this campus
i would be a plus-only scheme,
but we do have to take it in small
· steps, and I think the best first
step we take would definitely be
1 anA-plus.
Students who tend to excel in
academic . and student life
sho¢d be given this first priori' ty and I think that it would be a
good start also with the Faculty
Senate who can actually judge
l our students'-excellence by that
A-plus. I would really like to see
that initiated.
·

Joshua Edmundson, Rea's
> running

mate: I'd just like to
say that over the years the candidates who have won have campaigned on a plus-only gradiilg
) scale and we've found through
that experience that it's not very
effective, quite often they make ·
) it in and it comes down to living
up to your promises.
We'd like to make this promise now that we're going to push
> for an A-plus in the plus-orminus system. We're not going
to promise a plus-only system,
it's not realistic and it ean't hap. 1 pen now, but eventually it can if .
we work it the right way.
'Thlakala: I have no problem
going
back to a traditional A,.._ B,
1
C grading system. But the fact is,
I'm pretty much . leaning
towards the plus/minus grading
, system because it definitely
depicts the real caliber of the
student. ·
This grading system shows
where a student stands when
compared to the rest of the students. For example, a student
who gets an 81 who gets a B

'
grade and a student
who gets an
89 also ends up standing at a B.
It's fine to think that if we have
this plus-and-minus system we
can have the students depicted
where they stand
This is already initiated, so
what we want is to have this systern spread all over the campus.
Right now, some students may
have the faculty awarding them
a B-minus and another member
of the faculty may award them a
B. Obviously, they're going to be
hurt because the transcript does
not depict what the letter grade
stands for and it's going to go ·

sometimes a plus/minus system
is better. It definitely helps when
a student has a couple of extra
points. But that minus hurts in
_the long run.
·
This year we've been working·with the provost and this is
an issue that's been brought in
front of the Faculty Senate, but
the biggest thing the administration has been harping on is the
academic freedom that they
grant teachers here at UCF, and
that's something that's in the
Golden Rule, so that's something we would actually have to
go into the Golden Rule Review
Committee and change and figure out how we can re-work it. .
One of the candidates says
that a plus-only system is unrealistic; when you put a group of
students together, nothing is
unrealistic. As long as we have
· the support of our students, and
even help from .other universities, maybe we can even have a
campaign to have a univer~al
system throughout the state so
that one school isn't competing ·
with another because the unbalance just hurts all of our stu·
dents.
Rea: There does need to be a
sense of unifornuty on the grading
system with all of the faculty
- PAVAN TALAKALA
having their, what you like to
PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE
call, academic freedom. We feel
that there should be academic
freedom, but not at the cost of
against them when applying to the students' grading and being
graduate school or for jobs.
~ble to compete for a higher
UCF needs a plus-and-minus level of educatioIL
grading system uniform all
, One of the things that we're
across campus. We can also add . going to do is lobby the Faculty
an A-plus to the present system Senate as representatives and
used at the university, which is make sure that the faculty does
good for the students who work make a decisive choice on how
hard and should be awarded for they are going to grade the stutheir hard work.
dents here. Having a plus/minus
Bentley: One of the biggest scale in some classrooms and
problems we have here, I think, having an A,B,C, D, F in other ·
is that we have some teachers. classrooms really does hurt
who have a plus/minus system some students.
and some teachers who don't
Tulakala: We want to reinhave a plus/minus system. I state things that right now we
want to rush in and enroll in one have been promised for four
teacher's class just because she years now, as Mr. Keith Rea has
doesn't have that system, ·and told, for a plus-only grading systhat's the kind of competition tem, which is probably one way
we don't want to have here.
we could do. things, but it's not
We definitely need a grading
. PLEASE SEE REA ON A6
system that's universal, and

"The
plus/minus
grading system
••. definitely
depicts the real ·
caliber of the
student."
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Muslini Student Association
we)uld like to invite you to

)

Presented by Former
Christian Minister
Yusuf Estes
Follow up presentation
by converted Muslims titled
.,

Islam, More in Common than You Think
Monday, February 28th at 4pm
in the UCF Student Union
Cape Florida 316 CD
Why I Came to Islam
Tuesday, March 1st at 4pm
in the UCF Student Union
Key West Room 218B

.

If on are interested in 1

atiout Islam lease contact MSA at MSAUCF@y.:::ah
=o=o~.c;..o--::=
m:-_ _..._ ___.._ ___.
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Rea: Community needs more
substantial ties to university ·
large part of S~s responsibili·
ty is to distribute the funds from
.the activity and service fee
bud.get. What is your litmus test
for determining whether or not
a club gets your endorsement
for the funds?
Bentley: Generally as long
as a club or organization is within the outlines of student body
statutes, as well as they are providing services that students
pay a large amount for and a
part of our student body is benefiting from the organizatioIL If
the club or organization is
receiving money so they receive
some kind of skilled service that

executive branch to make sure
that this money is going to bengoing to depict the real caliber
efit the students. They have.to
make sure if it's goingto be benof the students. We want to be
efiting all the students -for
precise and we want to show
the students what we stand for,
instance, if they're going to travso we're going to go for a
el for this thing, I want to see
plus/minus grading system
what they're going to bring back
with an A-plus.
to the university. If they're going
Bentley: I'm also a big fan of
to bring back something for the
being realistic as well, and there
studentsj l'm sure they'll have
are certain things that we defimy endorsement.
Moderator. As president,
nitely have to be realistic about,
but I don't think there is anywhat ties would you seek to
thing wrong with having some
establish in the community?
Rea: We plan to establish
goals that would appear to be
really, really big goals.
what's called a student business
For example, we were talkpartners agency of student goving to some members of SGA at .
ernment. It's going to be an
UF and they actually have it as a
agency that directly seeks out
common practice on their camemployment for students in the
pus to have a plus-only system.
direct community not only
It's not something that the unilocally but nationally.
One of the things that I have
versity has mandated; but in
talking to their university offibeen working on for the Senate
is this agency. It was not succials, they say that that is something that is a general practice
cessfully passed with a legislative initiative. lt's an executive
on their campus. They're a
Florida state university system
initiative I fully plan to take up
and accomplish during my onejust like us. There's no reason ·
we can't have it also.
year term with Josh's help.
The student business partModerator: The Master
ners agency will go out into the
Plan has become a controvercommunity and interact and
sial issue. What would you say
involve the students, all 42,568
to someone who is strongly in
of us, and make sure the comfavor of going forward, [and]
munity understands that the
what would you say to someone who is opposed to its
University of Central .Florida is
-KEITH REA
implementation?
one that does graduate students
PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE
that are well-qualified to be
Tulakala: If anyone has
employed The industry and the
problems, I would look into
community will more than bentheir problems. I would like to
look into those concerns and they can bring back to the stu· efit from the relationship
see what we could do in the dent body, then the organization between the two and I think we
should definitely seek this
best interest of the university. should be granted the money.
Edmundson: Personally, I • agency out and work on it as
I'm not going to give up any of
the university's priorities believe that if you're registered soon as possible for the benefit
because of somebody's con- with UCF and you pay the activ- of the students for employment
cerns, but definitely, if we can ity and service fee and you are purposes and also so the stuaccommodate those concerns, involved with an organization. dents can continue grad school
I'm going to go and see if the no matter what that club or
F.dmund.son: We're actually
Board of Trustees can accom- organization is, if they are in already talking to a representamodate those concerns and good standing with SGA and the tive from Universal Studios.
choose and make them also Office of Student Involvement, When it comes to admissions,
happy. If it's going to compro- then you deserve some funding. do we get a package at univermise some of the university's I don't believe that any organiza- sal? Things like that. It all ties in
priorities, maybe no, I'd try to tion should ever be zero funded with industry.
oppose them too.
I don't really think that the
Tulakala: I feel strongly that ·
Bentley: I think that we're beliefs of your organization we should be working toward
moving in the right direction on should ever take a role in deter- building relationships with local
campus and there's been talk mining funding.
companies and multinational
about having a golf course.
Tulakala: It is the responsiPLEASE SEE STUDENT ON AB
What's going to happen is that bility of the president and the
the students are going to lose
their on-s::ampus recreation
space. It's going to be taken up
by the golf course; it's going to
be taken up by the recreatioIL
. So that's one thing we're actually going to be losing, and it's
going to be up to the students
whether we're going to compromise that for the new developments that are to be on campus.
For a person who is against
To the newly selected 2005-2006 Ambassadors
the Master Plan, I wotild say
things like we're in the process
Jennifer Andrews
Jonathan Negrin
now of expanding the Career
Cristina
Blanco
Tiffany Quail
Resource Center, which is useAlanna
Buono
Christine Ramirez
ful to UCF students who have a
fear that when they go out into
Sarah Fraden
Jared Rosenfeld
the workplace, they won't be
Felisha Garcia
Jenna Roth
able to find employment.
Ryan Gasparovic
Daniel Samuels
Expanding the Career Resource
Alicia
Hayden
Michelle Sgammato
Center is something that with
Kyle
Lacertosa
Raquel
Torres
the Master Plan we have an
opportunity to do.
Sonya Muller
Sara Wilkinson
Also, the Master Plan helps
For more i.nformation abou.t 4EVER KNIGHTS,
~
to facilitate the growth of UCF.
We can provide more op-camplease v1s1t www.ucfalumrn.com.
ALUMNI
pus housing, and that's something that people were really
looking at with the Master Plan
when it came time to vote on it.
The statistics show that the
more students who live on campus, the higher their GPAs and
the more they're involved on
campus.
So, for a person who's
against it, just to recap, I would
say it facilitates the growth of
UCF's campus and pretty much
with everything you build
spmething has to be taken away,
so that would be for someone
who says "let's go with it:'
Rea: I've been a senator for
four years, and so I'm · quite
versed in the Master Plan and
Bentley did a very good of summing it up.
Nothing is ever final, and
there is always a student voice,
and one hope's that the student
voice will be the one that speaks
up when the necessity of the
Master Plan is not in the student's best interests.
Our administration hopes
that we will get a bargaining
chip to throw in for the students
and the aspirations of the students so that our education is
not unacceptably compromised
by the Master PlaIL We hope to
ta}ce a primary role in developing the next phase ofthe Master
Plan, and we also want students' input on that and the
future of the Master PlaIL
Moderator: As you know, a
FROM AS

"The fact is UCF
students are
not employed
and they
should be
employed at
those local
places."

CONGRATULATIONS!
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UCF Commencement
sar1nu2005
DATES:
THURSDAY, MAY 5j 2005
I 0:00 AM COLLEGE OF HEALTH AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS
AND BURNETT COLLEGE OF' BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES (5 TICKETS)
2:00 PM COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINIST~ATION (5 TICKETS)

FRIDAY, MAY 6, 2005

I 0:00

AM COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES I (ALL CAS MAJORS EXCEPT
COMMUNICATION 1 LIBERAL STUDIES AND PSYCHOLOGY) (5 TICKETS)
'
2:00 PM COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES II
(COMMUNICATION, LIBERAL STUDIES AND PSYCHOLOGY) AND
ROSEN COLLEGE OF HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT {5 TICKETS)

SATURDAY, MAY 7,

(

2005

I 0:00 AM COLLEGE OF EDUCATION (6 TICKETS)

2 :00

PM COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND COMPUTER SCI.ENCE
AND COLLEGE OF OPTICS AND PHOTONICS (8 TICKETS)

Be sure to pick up tickets by the dates specified.
UCF ORLANDO CAMPUS
l..ocAilON:
Tickets not picked up by the specified date will
STUDENf INFORMATION *
be given to candidates desiring extra
(Orlando campus students do not order
UCF ARENA
tickets.) Candidates must pick up
tickets.
tickets at the UCF Bookstore April
CAP & GoWN PRE-ORDERING:
If students are unable to pick
25-30, during bookstore
hours, Monday-Thursday,
FEBRUARY 28 - MARCH 4 AT UCF BOOKSTORE
up tickets, they may desig8:00 a.m.-7:00 p.m.; Friday,
nate a third party to do so
by providing them with a letter authorizing UCF to
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. and Saturday, 10:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
release the tickets. Letters must have the student's
A photo ID wlll be required at the time of pick up.
Doctoral candidates and platform party guests, please
social security number and signature and must be
pick up your tickets from the Office of Constituent
presented at the time of ticket pick up.
Relations, MH 396. Their office hours are M-F, 8:00 am5:00 pm. (Platform party participants will be notified at a
ADDITIONAL TICKETS
Candidates from all campuses may pick up unclaimed
later date.) Questions can be directed to the Registrar's
Office at (407) 823-3100.
and excess tickets at the UCF Orlando Bookstore on
May 2. The number of additional tickets received will be
based on the number available. Any tickets remaining
REGIONAL CAMPUS
after M1ay 2 will be available at the bookstore through
STUDENT INFORMATION
Regional candidates may order and pick up tickets at
May4.
their area campus location (Daytona Beach and Cocoa
only). Tickets must be ordered April 11-15 and picked up
SIMULCAST LOCATION:
April 25-28. UCF Daytona Beach candidates, please
Guests who do not have tickets for UCF Arena seating
contact the Administrative Services Office (Building 34,
will have the opportunity to view a live telecast of the
Room 105) for your tickets; and Cocoa campus cpndiceremony via closed circuit television at the Classroom
dates, please contact the BCC Bookstore.
Building 1 (CL 1), room 121.

The Rosen College of Hospitality Management student's
tickets will be available at the Rosen College Bookstore
for pick-up Apri1_25-28.
·
All other regional campus students must pick up tickets
at the UCF Orlando campus. If a candidate misses the
order period, their tickets will remain at the UCF Orlando
campus for pick up between April 25-30.

INTERNET BROADCAST: ,
Commencement ceremonies are available to be viewed
live over the world Wide web. Visit this site and view Fall
2004 commencement for an example:
http://webcast. oir ucf edu

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA

REGISTRAR'S

OFFICE

Unit of Academic Development and Retention
Division of Student Development and Enrollment Services

'
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Student asks: How will
hopefuls lobby for UCF?
\

Talakala: Once we're in dents can park and providing a
office we want to make sure that trolley transportation service
companies and make sure that it's made an agency in student like the shuttle service, because
we have partnerships which government and to make sure I know that's been real successallow students to have intern- that the promises made in this ful for our off-campus affiliated
ships, co-ops and other activi- campaign and on platforms.
housing. The shuttles are always
ties on campus too, so the stuAgain, if you want to see this full so that if a person doesn't
dents can benefit from these happen you have to have fresh live in affiliated housing they
partnerships.
people in office and make sure it need to park somewhere off
I'm sure that we now have does happen. What has been campus. A parking lot that's
our student government paying said and what has been done has going to be regulated by UCF.
$200,000 for a night at Universal been analyzed before and again
Another policy is something
Studios. I think that the students broken promises. It's up to the that's really unpopular but it is
at UCF give business to those students; they have to make done in a lot of schools across
local entertainment places. sure who gets into office.
the state. I know if there are any
Why not be given a night of free
Bentley: One thing I think freshmen in this room I'm probadmission instead of paying · we should do is just build better ably going to have to eat my
$200,000. And this is possible by relationships with all the agen- . words, but I know a lot of
building a relationship with cies in Orlando.
schools don't provide parking
local businesses which I think is
Let's build new relationships, for freshmen. I know that it is
possible by having a better let's go with another company. something that's unpopular but
understanding between student When Islands ofAdventure tells they've seen a very, very big
government and those busi- us they're going to charge us reduction ofparking proble~. I
three times the amount this year do think that should be a last
nesses.
Bentley: We should just
resort.
expose UCF to the community
The first line of defense
just' for nothing but creating
should be going to the adminis'~We
more school spirit. I know you
tration and saying we pay the
go to Tallahassee, all you see at
most so you should be inclined
the mall is FSU. When I go to
to give us the most and that's
the mall, I want to be able to buy
something that can easily be
a UCF shirt from another place
done.
other than the UCF bookstore,
Edmundson: What we'd
and that's something that we
like to do is expand on the shutcan do. It's something that's very
tle service. It's excellent, I ride
simple but it's something that's
the shuttle to school and Keith
very important.
rode it with me today. Ifs a great
A lot of students go to a unisystem and a lot of people really
versity, and I know academics
like it.
are very important, but students
One thing we're looking to
also go for the traditions. They
do also is to rework the Safe
Ride program. We've done
realize that for so many people,
athletics and tradition on camsome research and the numbers
don't really line up with the
pus is very important.
Also, we want to build relamoney we've been spending,
tionships with local governand we could really make that
- JOSH EDMUNDSON
ment organizations so that
student money. We want to
VICE PRESIDENTIALCANDIDATE
when it's time to lobby we can
introduce a' new shuttle system
start here in Orlando and our
that would at the same time as it
first line of defense will not be in·
reduces drunk driving run to
Tallahassee. We know a lot of as they did last year, that's not downtown business areas and
the time in the legislature, they our only option.
the Waterford Lakes area. This
,
get bogged down on the state
I think that by building those would all reduce·drunk driving
level, and if we have an open relationships it will be so much and also provide a transporta~
line of communication with our more beneficial to the stUdent tion route for student that don't
local delegation,, we'd get a lot body.
come here with cars.
more accomplished
Moderator: Parking can at
Keith and I are not for
For example, we have an times be problematic. What restricting parking at all. We
internship with Sen. Constan- types of restr ictions, if any, would really like to stress the
tine in Tallahassee. Why not would you support to ease park- expansion of the shuttle prohave one with the mayor of ing-lot congestion?
gram. Drunk driving is still an
Orlando? Our student governT.l1akala: One of my plans to issue on campus, daytime and
ment officials can have the ear address this parking issue is to nighttime. It is really important
of the mayor, can have the ear of build a centralized parking lot · that we look at the Safe Ride
the city council members, can where we can park the students program and see what we can
have the ear of the school board and have the shuttle service run- cto to make that money go a litning all over the campus so that tle bit further for students.
members.
Also, let the city of Orlando we can meet the parking
know that the Orlando commu- · requirements and take care of
At this point, questions were
posed from the audience. One
nity owes tis. UCF provides so this issue.
much revenue for the city of
I know there are some uni- example, followed by concluding
Orlando. We have a research versities which try to make up remarks:
park on ~ampus; we generate so some restrictions saying that the
much money for the city. Also, freshmen need not park on the
Student: What do you plan
let them know that we're pro- campuses, but a Golden Knight to do to lobby for students?
ducing so many future employ- is a Golden Knight. I don't want
Edmundsom You can walk
ees for them and pretty much if any Knight denied any privi- in the door and look at your repwe work together now, we can leges on campus just because resentative face-to-face. Here's
help foster better relationships they are freshmen. You cannot one: You can send massive
so that when students do join go and implement any decision amounts of e-mail, you can send
the workforce, they're not that would hurt anybody's out a lot of letters, you can send
applying to go to .a different rights on campus because one a postcard; you can make a lot of
state, they're going to stay right of our top priorities is to pro- phone calls. All of these are
here in Orlando and give back to mote student rights, student things we plan on doing with
the community as it's been giv- interests and student privileges. ourGAC.
Maybe this centralized parking to them. So those are pretty
We will create an alternative
much the reasons we should ing garage which can accommo- no matter what we have to go
expose UCF to the whole coin- date a good number of students through. We can also lobby
can be a good plan in the right through Florida Student Associmunity.
Rea: How do you accom- direction, so it is possible to ation not just as UCF but as stuplish the fact that you don't see negotiate with the administra- dents in the entire Florida state
UCF apparel in local apparel tion and make sure we can university system.
shops? The fact is UCF students make those necessary changes
Also, something that strikes
are not employed and they and plan to accommodate this near and ·dear to my heart is
recycling on campus. Every
should be employed at those parking garage.
local places of business.
Bentley: What we need to -year the state legislature passes
We .have a governmental' do is let the administration a law saying we have to have so
affairs agency right now that is know that we need to come up much recycling on campus but
ineffective in my perspective in with some new alternatives for they don't give. us enough
student interests, and we want parking and we need to come money. I'd like to lobby on
to spend a kit of time on that. up with them now. Some of the behalf of that as well as numerThis is one agency that we want ideas that we've come up with ous other things, including the
to develop, and I think that is are having some alternative
definitely the first step to take.
locations on campus where stuPLEASE SEE CANDIDATES ON A9
FROM
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can also
lobby through
Florida Student
Association not
just as UCF but as
students in the
entire Florida
state university
system."
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Candidates close arguments
with hopes, visions of future
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entity that addresses -the concerns of all its students. We
have realistic plans that can
provide only answers, no
excuses, on our most important issues. Plans that can make
sure we can bring a new uniform grading policy on campus
with an A-plus, fight against
the rising tuition hikes, fight
against this block-tuition plan,

important to students.
I think that at UCF we are
going to continue to grow and
it's not about being for or
against a certain issue but making sure that when these two
sides come together we are
creating a solution, that's good
for everyone.
Bentley: Just in closing, the
things that I think make
McClain and myself the two
most qualified candidates are
just because of the slogan
. we've come up with: experience, integrity and vision
Those three things are still
important. Experience is definitely there. We're the only
ticket that has legislative and
executive •experience, and
when you're rw;ming an organization that's key to having the
.
experience.
f
•
t:
t
Neither one of us has ever
been in judicial but we've both
pad the opportunity to sit on
the Student Conduct Board,
which hears issues and determines whether or not it fits the
rules.
·So in some instances we've
- WILLE BENTLEY JR.
PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE
had the opportunity to be
involved in all aspects of student government.
which is ridiculous and also
As far as integrity, it's just so
bring student privileges on important. When you're part of
campus.
an organization that allocates
We'd also like to expand the · about $11.5 million it's just so
multicultural center. We also important to have someone
want to bring reforms in stu- who has integrity.
dent government elections
When you're dealing with a
because we want to make sure lot of students and programs it
that every student who wants is important that students also
to run for position here is able help choose these programs so
to have a shot at it by making it's not just the· mainstream
some reforms, which would group that benefits from these
make them eligible to run for programs.
As far as vision, there's
these positions.
Finally, my dear Golden always been this big stigma
Knights, I ask you to give me an that student government is this
opportunity to lead this great elitist club and you have to be a
student body.
member of a certain group and
Edmundson: I'd like to say that's not the case at all.
that our campaign is based on
Our membership right now
resUlts and how do we plan on · consists of members from
doing that? Through responsi- WSU, members from some
bility and creativity, we think Greek organizations, members
those two things . are very from the UCF trial team.

accessibility of oill education in
·. general making it quality
'Thlakala: We want to lobby
for all those promises that we
make, especially block tuition
and fighting tuition hikes. But
also bringing more resources
through the state government
and the university and this is
possible through a committed
effort toward what we want to
do. I don't think you should hide
behind promises but do actions,
so once in office we will take
action and make sure we have
this as soon as possible. That's a
promise.
Bentley: Sen. Edmundson
, actually criticized this current
administration on its lobbying
efforts and one thing we definitely have to do is lobby the
legislature. On March 8 we're
going to have UCF Day at the
capital and a lot of students are
coming up with us. We're also
lobbying through the Florida
Student Association When you
· have all the universities come
together on the steps of the
capitol as a united front, it
makes a bigger impact. That
was one ofthe successful efforts
we had when it came time to
lobby for Bright Futures. As you
can see, Bright Futures is still
here and it's not even a major
' issue on this year's agenda So,
just working with other schools,
making sure we have effective
communication with the students and lobbying to the
appropriate people.
Moderator: We're going to
go into our concluding statements.
Talakala: What we have
here is me and Winward Truitt
running for SGA because we
have vision A vision for a university that can make it a
respected university, a university that can address the concerns of all students.
We want to make the student government of the University of Central Florida an
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Baseball
splits two
matchups
with Irish

With two A-Sun games
remaining, the men are a
game out of first place

Newlin rolling with
win .over Notre Dame

ANDY VASQUEZ
Staff Writer

In order to win without injured Marcus
Avant, the Knights knew someone would have
to stand up arid fill the void · ·
Will the real Marcus Johnson and Justin
Rose please stand up?
Johnson and Rose provided the sparks, and
Josh Peppers did the heavy lifting. as the
Knights (18-8, ll-7 A-Sun) overcame a nightmarish start to defeat Georgia State (13-13, 10-7
A-Sun) 70-65 at the UCF Arena Saturday
'
night.
.
Peppers tied a career high 22 points for the
second-straight game and hit the shots when
the Knights needed them most. Johnson and
Rose proved to be the heart and soul of the c
Knights; diving for loose balls and leaping for
rebounds. Johnson scored 12 points and
hauled in ll rebounds, and Rose had nine
points and eight rebounds.
In a tight game that featured five ties and
eight lead changes in the final 20 minutes, the
turning point came with 6:30 remaining. Pep- c
pers grabbed an offensive board and dished it
to Rose for an emphatic dunk, tying the game
at53.
Moments later, Peppers capitalized on a
'
turnover with a strong drive to the basket, and
gave UCF a 57-54 lead which it would not
relinquish.
It was a game it had to have and UCF sim- •
ply out-hustled the Panthers, forcing
turnovers and grabbing rebounds in the second hal£
UCF Coach Kirk Speraw called it a "gutty"
win.
Gutty was definitely not pretty. ,
The injured Avant, out with an ailing back, (I
watched from the sideline in a wheelchair, but
it was his teammates who looked crippled for
the first eight minutes of Saturday's game.
Just how bad was that opening stretch for
the Knights? UCF didn't score in the first
eight minutes, and managed to turn the ball
over five times. With 12 minutes left in the
first half, the Knights trailed ll-0, arid it could
have been a whole lot worse if not for the
UCF defense.
"We were able to withstand, hold our
ground and get stops defensively until our
offense could kind of get into little bit of a
rhythm," Speraw said. "Hopefully that's a sign
of a maturing basketball team"
.
·
UCF's defense forced the Panthers to miss
six of their first nine shots.
To their credit, the Knights recovered "
from their poor start in style. Will
Bakanowsky scored UCF's first basket 8:07
into the game with a baseline jumper.
·
The Knights capitalized on a steal 12 seconds later with Kingsley Edwards running
the fast break and lobbing the alley-oop to
Rose who threw it down with authority.
Anthony Williams then dished a pretty pass '
to Peppers who laid it in, and UCF was back
in the game.
That sequence got the crowd ofl,824 back •,
into the game as well, and propelled the
Knights to a 23-5 run over six minutes. Gary
Johnson capped the run with a three-pointer
giving UCF a 23-16 lead with just under five
minutes in the half.
At halftime it seemed to be a minor mira- .
de that the score was tied at 31 after UCF had
gotten off to such a bad start.

JEFF SHARON
Staff Writer

Sure, the Knights are No. 30 in the
nation.
But the UCF baseball team missed
a grand opportunity to raise some
eyebrows by splitting a pair at home
to the Notre Dame Fighting Irish this
past weekend.
The 3,000-plus fans that witnessed the series could have seen it
coming, based on UCF's good-butnot-great performance Friday night
against Florida A&M.
UCF (7-2) started the weekend off
on the right foot with a. 10-2 win Friday against FAMU, but a closer look
would expose a few chinks in the
armor.
The Rattlers came in 0-ll, having
already lost 18-3 to the Irish that
afternoon. The story of the day for
UCF was starter Darren Newlin, who
advanced to 2-0 on the season with a
dominating performance, giving up
an unearned run on three hits, walking two and striking out a careerhigh nine FAMU batters.
UCF took an early 1-0 lead and, in
the fifth inning, the Knights tabbed
another trio of runs on shaky Rattler
pitching. Meanwhile, Newlin continued to tame Rattler ~atters until the
seventh, when a hit batsman scored
FAMU's first run.
UCF's bats woke up again in the
following inning against FAMU
reliever Jim Beauford. Two consecutive walks and an infield hit .set the
~able for Chandler Rose, who
PLEASE SEE
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Legendary
coach easy
to praise
Players and fans take
time to recall Torchy

MOUTHING -OFF
ASHLEY BURNS

•

The term old school is thrown
around a little loosely these days.
I joke that I'm old school because I
was here when Daunte Culpepper was
quarterback. I call my buddy Budg-e
old school because he was here when
Gene MacDowell was the football
coach.
But when it comes to UCF athletics
there's one guy who is the pinnacle of
old school. One man stands above all
else in the pantheon ofUCF sports and
he was honored at halftime of the UCF
men's basketball game Saturday night.
Gene "Torchy" Clark is the man
who started it all. He WlJ.S the very first
basketball coach at UCF - actually
Florida Technological University and he was this school's first legend.
He created the foundation for the basketball program that thousands of
UCF fans enjoy today. I could rattle off
stats like his 274-89 career record at
UCF or tell you that he was an inaugural inductee into both the UCF Athletics and Sunshine State Conference
Halls of Fame. But it's so much better
to hear it from the fans who watched
him and the.players that he molded.
Fans and alumni from the days of
the Citronauts could have used a million words to describe Torchy. I'm
serious. If you ask one person from
PLEASE SEE
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BRETI HART I CENIBAL FLORIDA FUTURE

·

Semor guard Kingsley Edwards was one of two UCF men's basketball players to record a double-double against Georgia State Saturday night.

Sports Editor

TORCHY ON A12
·~
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PEPPERS ON A11
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Women.secure second A-Sun
regular season title in a row
a career-high 18 points. Johnson canned five of her.
six triples in the second half.
"She's not on a lot of teams' scouting reports,"
Striegler said. "CJ can really light it up, and will
make teams pay when she is left open."
Guard Francine Houston chipped in 13 points
hitting four threes of her own, while forwards
MATT.DUNAWAY
Senior Staff Writer
Keunta Miles and Roberts 10 points had apie·ce.
UCF (17-7, 15-2 A-Sun) crushed the Camels 53-20
Senior Day was extra special for Ali Roberts and in the final 20 minutes, starting the half on an 18-5
Takira Allen. '
.
run in the opening 6:41 of the half. The Knights kept
The UCF women's basketball team claimed going, and used the next 6:08 pushing the advan. their third consecutive regular season Atlantic Sun tage to 63-29 on a lay-up by Miles· with 7:05 remainchampionship with an 81-40 thumping of Campbell ing.
on Saturday afternoon ext~nding the winning
Campbell (7-16, 5-ll A-Sun) was held to 31 perstreak to seven games.
.
cent shooting, and hit only two-of-15 three-pointers.
· The last A-Sun home game was the all-time Guard Kristin Vuckovich paced the Camels with
largest victory for the Knights in A-Sun action as six points, but was three-of-ll from the floor.
UCF improved to 14-1 in 2005.
"Our defense is what has been carrying us all
"I've always said that you will go as far as your. season," Striegler said. ''.And it's what will have to
seniors will take you," UCF Coach Gail Striegler cQntinue to carry us if we want to make the
said. "This was a great way for them to conclude NCAA'.s."
their career in this building." ·
.
The Knights opened the weekend with a 64-57
Four players posted double figures for the
.
MICHAEL SNEAD /,CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Senior Ali Roberts was one of four Knights in double figures Saturday.
Knights led by guard Claudia Johnson who scored
PLEASE SEE DEFENSE ON A12

Johnson scores career-high in
blowout victory over helpless
Campbell women's hoops
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Softball wins three in home opener
With ace pitcher
out, softball falls
·in only one game
ASHLEY BURNS
Sports Editor

UCF softball opened at
home this weekend after
spending the first three weeks
of the season on the road But as
the Knights learned Saturday,
sometimes there's as much turbulence on the ground as there·
is on a plane.
'
The homestand started out
fine for the Knights as they fired
off wins against Longwood and
North Dakota State on Friday.
Saturday looked like it might pan
out the same as the day before as
UCF opened with a 6-4 win over
Boston University in the morning game.
But then the Knights' plans
of sweeping their opponents at
home fell apart with a huge
upset loss to NDSU in the
afternoon game. The Bison bat-:
tled the Knights into extra
innings and walked- away with
a3-2win.
"This was a perfect example

il~
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HEATHER WEIBLE
Contributing Writer

Volleyball champions crowned
BREIT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Junior transfer Justin Rose chipped in eight ~oints and nine rebounds in Saturday's win over Georgia State.

Peppers continues t.o bloom as

men knock off Georgia State
FROM

AlO

"Basically we just sucked it
up," Gary Johnson said. "We
didn't play a good first half.
Coach said if we wanted it, it
was there for us to get. That's
what we had to do: suck it up
and play."
And play the Knights did.
UCF out-rebounded the Panthers 27-12 in the second half
and got 18 second-chance
· points in the game.
"That's my main job right
there, the rebounding," Johnson
said. ''.And I haven't been doing
it. I had to step it tip tonight."
Edwards contributed a solid
. game as w~lL He grabbed a
, career-high ll rebounds and
scored 12 points.
This game was UCF's last
ever home game as a member
of the A-Sun conference as the
Knights will be moving to Con. ference USA for the 2005-2006
season.
The victory was the Knights
sixth in their last seven games.
UCF also beat Mercer 79-65 last
Thursday: The Knights gained
control of that game quickly,
building a 21-point lead in the
first half. UCF has had a hard
time closing out its opponents,
and it let the Bears get within
seven points in the second half,
but eventually closed out Mercer to get the win.
Its recent hot streak has
allowed UCF to stay in the race
for the A-Sun championship
with only two gaffies remaining.
The Knights trail A-Sun leader

Gardner-Webb (15-10, 12-6 ASun) by one game, but will travel to face the Bulldogs this
Thursday.
"We've been looking forward to that game," Peppers
said, "because they peat us in
our first conference game at
home. We've been waiting."
Before that crucial game, the
Knights will focus their attention to non-conference opponent South Dakota State. That
game is at 7 p.m. at the UCF
Arena, and is UCF's last home
game of the season as well as
Senior Knight.

"We just sucked
it up. Coach
said if we
wanted it, it
was there for
us to .get."
AN EARLY 11-0 DEFICIT

Join UCF Gold Team
Do you love football? Are you interested in joining one of the most prestigious
groups on campus? Are you looking for a way to network and meet people
with similar interests? Interview for an opportunity to join a student
organization that assists the UCF Athletic department in the recruiting process
of the nations top student-athletes.
Come be a part of the fastest growing 1-A football program in the nation! Gain
knowledge & experience in Public ~elations, Teamwork, Communications
and of course FOOTBALL!

Karaoke

SUNDAY

Blues Jam, 4- Bp.m.
---No cover
SMOKERS WElCOME
CLASS A PLACE

401-211~1665
(At 408 & E. Colonial)

Applications: Available at the Wayne Densch Sports Complex from 8am-5pm
Monday-Friday. Must be tumed in by Thursday, March Srd.
Interviews: March 8th and March 10th. You can sign up for an
interview at the Wayne Densch Sports Complex's Main Office.
Questions: Feel free to call 407-823-5506 · ·

.

IJ2727 East Colonial Dri ve • Orlando, Flonda

Now hiring: Sports officials
for flag football. If you are interested in becoming an official,
attend one of the rules clinics
for all of football. The clinics
will be held at 8 p.m Tuesday
and 7 p.m. Wednesday. All
meetings are in the Recreation
and Wellness Center Room 206.
Contact
dionwade@mail.ucf.edu for
more information.

NOW HIRING
,All
Positions, All Locations!!
Applebee's team members enjoy competitive wages with
great benefits, flexible scheduling and real advancement
opportunities.

Orlando Locations:

- UCF GUARD GARY JOHNSON
ON FIGHTING BACK FROM

Emenalnmem

THURSDAYS

Take the legs ofFran Tarkenton, the arm of Vinny Testaverde and the accuracy of
Troy Aikman, and what do you
have? You'd have a really old
quarterback. But in their primes,
you would have had the ideal
passer. That's what it took to
win the first ever IM Sports

Intramural Sports wants you!

MICHAEL SNEAD I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

llVe

Open MIC Night
with Ramez

Quarterback Challenge results

Q!.tarterback Challenge competition Saturday, and Ron
Eubanks edged Anthony Albanionte on the final throw to take
the title.
Participants where judged
on distance, accuracy, speed and
mobility at the intr.a mural fields.
Eubanks was the top scorer in
the accuracy round, which gave
him a birth in the final five along
with Albamonte, Kyle Gregory,
Brian Council and Assakorn
Sae-Heng.

Senior guard Gary Johnson will play his last home game at UCF Monday night. .

21+ ID Required

WEDNESDAYS

The open-recreation division game got the Recreation
and Wellness Center pumping,
as a capacity crowd saw The
Rams beat ATO, 25-16 and 25-23.
The Rams rallied from a 10-1
deficit in the second game to
leave ATO in the dust.
The competitive division
game lived up to its billing as
two sensational teams battled in
three sets. Arnold's FUPA beat
the Franchise, 12~25, 25-15and1512, to take a k.-1 victory.
In the c<f.'.ed game, the Ball
Smackers slammed the Spikers
in straight sets, 25-16 and 25-ll.

DISCOVER ·

FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY

Call for Info

Another thrilling volleyball
season Came to an end as champions in the women's, open
recreation, open competitive
and co-ed divisions were
recently determined.
In the women's title game,
Ace It took down the DeVos
Destroyers in straight sets, 25-21
and 25-17, to win. After losing
Ashley Martin to an injury, Ace
It rallied with only five players.
Andrea Austina led the team in
kills.

of why we have to play with the
same intensity day in and day
out," UCF Coach Renee LuersGillispie said. "North Dakota
State was looking at us the same
way we looked at Washington
last weekenfi."
. Kelly Mcintyre pitched six
innings for the Knights and
allowed two runs while NDSU

pitcher Allison Bakke pitched all
eight innings for the Bison, also
allowing ohly two runs. Bryttani
Lindheim provided the only
offensive flair with a two-run
home run in the bottom of the
seventh. The shot was 'her first
in her two seasons at UCF.
"Kelly pitched a whale of a
game," Luers-Gillispie said. "It
was unfortunate that we were
unable to get her any run support, but that shouldn't take away
from what she was able to do out
there. for a second straight day."
UCF (9-6) had to play this..
weekend without the team's
dominating senior pitcher Lindsay Enders, who was absent
from the five weekend games
due to an illness. In Enders'
absence, Mcintyre started two
games while Jennifer Tomasetti
and Ashley Baker also made ,
starting appearances.
The Knights closed out the
weekend with a 3-1 win yesterday over Longwood. UCF
scored all three runs in the third
inning to secure the win, which
was the Knights' seventh in their
last nine games.
UCF returns to action tomorrow in Tallahassee for a doubleheader with Florida A&M.

GO KNIGHTS!

UCF
12103 Collegiate Way
Orlando, Florida
407-282-2055
GM: Tony O'Neil

Heathrow
7055 CR46A
Lake Mary, Florida

407-444..9930
GM: Bobby Shomo

Maitland
298 Southhall Lane
Maitland, Florida
4-07-838-3585
GM: Kathy Kingston

New Store Opening Soon in Altamonte Springs!!
OakGroves Shopping Center
Corner of SR 434 &Jamestown Blvd.
995 SR 434 Suite 303
Altamonte Springs, FL 32714

•
INSIDE THE

Defense comes
through as usual
FROM

AlO

Around the A-Sun

victory over Gardner-Webb (8-15,
6-10 A-Sun) on Thursday night.
Allen scored a season-high 20
points off the bench, and picked up
her seventh career double-d6uble
pulling down 10 rebounds.
The game went back-and-forth
in the first eight minutes, and the
Knights took an ll-10 lead on a
three-point play by Miles with ll:21
to go in the opening half. Miles
scored five first-half points in four
minutes of action.
UCF never relinquished the
lead, and took a 32-20 advantage
into the.locker room. The Knights
opened the game up in the second
half going up 50-31, capped by a
steal and a lay-up by guard Celeste
Hudson with 13:44 to go.
GWU charged back, and got
within one possession at 58-55 with
one minute on a Shameka Smith
free throw. Smith led the Runnin'
Bulldogs with a double-double of
her own totaling 19 points and 12
rebounds.
The Knights picked up a huge
defensive stop on a block shot by
Roberts. Down the stretch, Hudson made all six of her free throws
in the final 17 seconds giving her 12
points for the game.
UCF returns to action at Troy
(10-13, 9-7 A-Sun) on Thursday
night. Tip-off is slated for 8 p.m. as
the Knights finish the regular season with three games on the road.

B
3

.

The Trojans had their league
long six-gaµie winning streak
snapped at Jacksonville (5-18, 2-14
A-Sun) on Thursday night. JU had
four players score in double figures
paced by gua,rd Sheena Carpenter
who scored 21 points.
Troy went 0-2 during the Sunshine State roadie dropping 65-61
decision at Stetson 02-ll, 9-7 ASun) on Saturday afternoon. Center Kristy Brown poured in 20
points for the Hatters.
The Nashville schools, Belmont
(13-10, 8-8 A-Sun) and Lipscomb
(13-10, 10-6 A-Sun), held serve at
home, and swept past Georgia
State (12-12, 10-7 A-Sun) and Mercer (9-15, 7-10 A-Sun) over the
weekend. Three of the four games
were decided by less than seven
points.
FAU (ll-13, 9-8 A-Sun) was
upended by Gardner-Webb, 55-45
on Saturday afternoon after sliding
past Campbell by a count of 66-51
on Thursday night.
UCF has already clinched the
No. 1 seed while defending champion Lipscomb is in second place.
The Bisons are a half-game ahead
of Georgia State who leads Stetson
and Troy by that same margin.
If the tournament started today,
FAU along with Belmont and Mercer would round out the field.
Gardner-Webb is on the outside
looking only a half-game behind
Mercer.

•
•
Home runs hit by UCF
baseball players through
nine games

3

d

that era to tell you about
Torchy, you'd better pull up a
chair. There's not a negative
word that could be $a1d about
this man from anyone lucky
enough to be at FTU or UCF
during his career.
He was a no-nonsense
coach. He didn't accept substandard performances on the
court and he wouldn't take it in
the classroom either. Torchy
was an educator before acoach
and he's a father and husband
above all else. He lived by the
belief that basketball always
came after God, family and
rschool.
He made sure to incorporate
each pf those into his coaching
style. His practices were broken down into three parts. One
third would be offense and
another third would be for
defense. But lie opened practice with 45 minutes of philosophical talk. He'd talk to his
players about everything from
God to family, and they
respected him for that.
My buddy Bill "Hoops"
Beekman, who attended UCF
during Torchy's tenure, said the
legendary Clark was the best
game coach and teacher of the
game he'd ever seen. He said

Combined earned run
average of UCF
baseball pitchers

Who's hot

Who's not

Baseball pitcher
Darren Newlin, who
improved his record
to 2-0 in two starts
this season with a
win against Notre
Dame. Newlin leads
the Knights with a
0.75 ERA.

Men's basketball
forward Anthony
Williams, who
fouled out of
Thursday's win over
Mercer with zero
points and had four
fouls against
Georgia State
Saturday.

•

(.'

·~

Upcoming
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and Dee Brown popped out,
Ryan Bono doubled to rightcenter, scoring Ray and giving
the Knights the 2-1 lead.
Billek got the no-decision
despite giving up a run on four
hits in 6 1/3 innings, mowing
down six. Despite three strong
outings this season, Billek's
record remains 0-0.
Sunday exposed UCF's
offensive weaknesses, particularly in late innings, as the
Irish held off the Knights for a
4-2 victory. UCF refused to
help their own cause at the

plate, repeating their mistakes
of the past ·two days by leaving
12 runners on base, briilging
their total for the weekend to
33.
Notre Dame broke through
in the top of the fourth with
one run, but UCF answered in
the bottom on a sacrifice fly by
Drew Butera.
The deadlock continued
until the top of the sixth, when
the Irish plated three runs off
of Tim Bascom to take a 4-1
lead. Propst slammed a Dan
Kapala pitch over the left-field

wall late in the game ,for his Sophomore transfer
first career home run, bringing Matt Horvath makes
the tag on a throw
the Knights within two.
from catcher Drew
The final blow came in the Butera to take out a
bottom of the ninth, when Notre Dame runner.
with a runner on second, Ryan
Bono struck out to end the
game.

Torchy was the kind of coach
who made it simple for his
players: you don't make grades,
you don't play. He would find a
way to win no matter what.
His letterhead perhaps
described him best. Hand-written and Xeroxed, Torchy
opened each letter with this
message:

Happiness for me was going
to basketball practice on
-Thursday morning (I loved
practices) in Wisconsin.
Coming home at noon my wife is cooking the turkey
- the five kids are all around
the fireplace - it's snowing
outside...
And the TV is on and the
Packers are kicking off io the
lions.
,
Torchy had three sons - Bo,
Mike and Tom - who played
for him while he coached at
UCF. Bo, who once scored 70
points in a game, and Mike are
also in the UCF Athletics Hall
of Fame. He ·had five children
total and each went to UCF.
Maybe it was because children
of faculty and staff received
free tuition but most people
believe it's because Torchy
truly loved UCF.
He's the kind of guy who
could make Jerry Prather pull
hi~ car over while driving

through downtown'Tampa to
talk about him, simply because
he'd do "anything for Torchy."
Prather, who played under
Torthy from 1974-78, said that
playing for such a coach was
simply great. He recalled the
humor of the coach throwing
his jacket every time he was
upset and he recalled the 45
minutes at the start of practice
when the team would simply
talk about life lessons.
"It was fantastic playing for
him," Prather recalled. "He was
a great coach. I loved all four
years I played for him. He was a
very intelligent coach, too. He
was a high school football
coach, too, and he'd incorpo- •
rate a lot of football plays into
our games.
.
"He used to talk to us
about things he'd done and
he'd tie the life lessons into
basketball. Being a good person was one thing he'd preach.
He was God first, then family,
then sports."
Prather said the honoring of
Torchy at Saturday's halftime
brought back a lot of memories, despite the fact that his
FTU team never played in the
Dungeon. Torchy's squad
played in the gym in the old
education building, a venue
now s~ply used for practice.

Men's basketball hosts South Dakota State at 7
tonight at the UCF Arena ... Men's golf continues play
at the Mercedes Benz Championships today ...
Women's golf tees off at the Miccosukee Tribe of
Indians Invitational today and tomorrow ... Baseball
heads to Daytona tomorrow to face BethuneCookman ... Softball travels to Tallahassee tomorrow
to play FAMU.

Quota bles
"We've been looking forward to that game."
- JOSH PEPPERS ON THURSDAY'SMEN'SHOOPS
MATCH UP AT GARDNER-WEBB

(

Notes
UCF is now 7-2 on the sea-:.
son...The Knights now head to
Daytona Beach to face
Bethune-Cookman at Jackie
Robinson Ballpark...First pitch
on Tuesday is at 6 p.m.

Torchy preached family and God above sports
·

·•
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Home runs allowed by UCF
baseball pitchers through
nine games

FROM AlO
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Runners left on base by UCF
baseball in three games
this weekend

Florida A&M no match for Irish or Knights
knocked all three runners
home, extending the lead to 71. In the very same inning, the
Knights again loaded the bases
for Dee Brown, who in turn
launched a triple to score
three more runs.
UCF reliever Dominic
Petracca closed the book on
FAMU, throwing two innings
of two-hit relief, surrendering
one run.
Saturday brought 1,506 fans
to Jay Bergman Field, not to
mention the 20th-ranked
Fighting Irish of Notre Dame.
The Knights obliged the seventh-best turnout in school
history with 2-1 victory over
the Irish, their first win over
the Golden Domers since 1979.
Pitching again was the catalyst for UCF, as starter Mike
Billek dueled with Irish hurler
Tom Thornton for five shutout
innings. Then the Knights
broke through on Thornton in
his final inning of work.
Leadoff batter Courtney
Propst singled, then stole second and third with one out.
Matt Horwath, playing in his
second game as a Knight,
knocked Propst in with a RBI
single.
The Irish rallied to knot
things up in the seventh, but
the UCF bats would answer in
the bottom frame. Matt Ray
singled to lead off the inning,
and then stole second · and
third. After Horwath walked

•

When asked if any games
stand out in his mind, Prather is
quick to recollect a game against
Rollins from his freshman year.
FTU was dowri by 20 at the half
and Torchy coached his team
back into the game. FTU riot
.only tied the game up and took
it into overtime, the Citronauts
ended up winning by 20.
That's the kind of coach
Torchy was. He never gave up
and his players never gave up on
him.

Twenty years fro:qi now, I
hope that I can be at a game
when we're honoring someone
from this era at halftime. That's
why I'm always preaching for
UCF students to go to games.
There's nothing more fulfilling
in sports than being able to say
you were there when a legend
was born.
Monday night's a good night
to start. It's the last home game
ofthe season. It's the last chance
to say you watched Gary Johnson, Kingsley Edwards or Marcus Avant in a UCF jersey.·
Let's pack the Arena one
more time. If not for yourself, do
it for a guy like Torchy who gave
us the gift of UCF basketball.
I think he deserves it.
Ashley Burns can be reached at
sports@UCffU!WS.com

Two Free tickets to the

M.TV .Movie AWards!

,,

To enter, swipe yo'ur valid UCF student
1.0. in at least 15 UCF home sporting
events* between now and the end of
Men's Basketball Season. One lucky
student and their guest will win an all
expenses paid trip to California for the
live taping.of the MTV Movie Awards!

t,

For a listing of sports ~chedules,
log onto www.udathletics.com
* includes football, volleyball, men and women's soccer and men and women's basketball

(
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Services

..

Permit Regulations:
Apermit is required for all motor
vehicles parked on campus . .
Permits MUST be ordered online,
and can be picked up at the South
Garage or mailed to your home.

,.
•

Daily permits are available.

Vehicle assistance offered
. by Parking 'Services:

•

•

• Jumpstart your car
. ·Call atow truck
• Inflate tires .
·Give directions

•

Parking Services Hours:
Mon-Thurs: 7:30 a.m. - 6p.m.
Friday: 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m .

•

Online
Submission of
Citation Appeals
~ ll:equired
-~:·

How to get your parking permit
Order your parkiD9
permit online at
www.parking.ucf.edu
(complete instructions
are online)

Pay for your permit
·Avoid the lines. Pay online with Credit Card and
have your permit mailed to you.
• Pay online and opt to pick up your permit.
• Pay with personal check, cash, or Credit Card at
Parking Services Office.
I

Your permit must be ordered online!..
www.parking.ucf.edu
For info call: (407) 823-5812
. Student Escort Patrol Service (S.E.P.S.).
provided by the UCF Police Department
Escorts for students on campus at night.
Call (407) 823-2424

• •
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OUR STANCE

~eement works
(

best for everyone
T

he faculty union and UCF
are in the final stages of
agreement over a new faculty contract.
No longer are the two groups
on opposing teams. No longer
are those that teach the students
and those that run the university
at odds with one another. No
longer should students feel tom
in their support.
Thankfully, the teams of the
UCF administration and the
UCF faculty have worked out
their differences like the adults
they are to set an example as.
What's ironic is that UCF was'
· one of the universities to recognize the United Faculty of Florida chapter before it was mandated by the state. Back in 2001, the
Florida Board of Regents - an
all-encompassing group that
governed Florida universities was replaced by individual
board of truste.e s for each of
Florida's ll universities.
The boards decided for themselves whether to recognize UFF
as an official representative for
the faculty. Three universities
decided not to. The rest, including UCF, voluntarily accepted
UFF as a representation.
Then began the UCF contract
negotiations. As Thomas Keon,
the university's chief negotiator
said, "When there's a brand-new
agreement, it generally takes two

years and we're quickly
policy - the last addition that
the faculty union has been workapproaching that mark" The
negotiations began in September ing toward for more than a
2003.
decade.
Then came the disagreement.
This is a good time for UFF.
Talks broke down and the uniNot only is UCF a month away
versity declared an impasse from closing a deal that would
effectively saying that the two
raise th~ value of the faculty, the
sides couldn't reach an agreestatewide UFF chapter has won
ment, and outside help was
a court fight that will force the
needed.
University of Florida. Florida
At the time, Keon said after a
State University and the University of West Florida
year of negotiations, UCF and
Though more than 90 perUFF had agreed on only four of
cent of faculty members at each
32 articles.
The faculty rallied together
of these universities claimed
UFF to be their representative,
and showed up, in a solid show,
UF, FSU and UWF refused to
at the Jan.18 Board of Trustees
meeting. They held up signs,
formally acknowledge the union.
1\vo years of court cases have
asking UCF administrators to
changed that.
respect them and to work with
UCF administrators can
them.
claim, on the same page as
The signs may have worked.
Because only a month later, UCF "fastest-growing university," that
UCF is also accepting and liberand UFF worked past the
al-thinking when it comes to facimpasse, got rid of the special
magistrate and are in the final
ulty representation.
The agreement between UCF
stages of getting out this contract.
·
and UFF can only mean good
. things for the students at UCF.
What does this me~ for .
UCF students? Well, it means
Not only will teachers be happier (because of pay increases and
they can look at their P.{Ofessors
more chances for sabbatical),
and their administrators with
but the contract may end up in
admiration again.
But it also means that faculty
more classes being available,
.
will be paid more, that academic now that teaching summer classfreedom will be protected and
es pays significantly more.
sexual orientation will be added
Thanks for being such good
to UCF's Anti-Discrimination
examples.

OUR STANCE

Bushjumps pond
to ease relations
P

resident George W. Bush
rebuilding Iraq. Bush's entire
set out today for Europe,
trip goes back to his campaign
kicking off a three-counpromise of reaching out to ·
try tour in hopes of repairing
allies when it comes to foreign
policy.
American relations with
Europe. The president will visit
Bush understands that the
both European Union and
rift caused by the March 2003
NATO institutions to discuss
invasion of Iraq won't be healed
international help with rebuild- overnight. Bush described the
ing Iraq.
Parisian-led global opposition
President Bush will be visitof the war as a "big difference
ing a continent where an overof opinion."
whelinin~ majority do not
. "But now is the time for us
approve of his actions. Between to set aside that difference and
invading Iraq and the Kyoto
to move forward in areas where
Protocol, President Bush has
we can work together, on issues
not been making many friends
like Iran's nuclear programs,
across the pond. Even his closthe Middle East peace process
est ally, British Prime Minister
and ending Syria's presence in
Tony Blair, has been pushed to · Lebanon," Bush statetl in a
the wayside. Blair pleaded with
roundtable interview with
Washington to reconsider signreporters.
ing the Kyoto Protocol in the
Iran will definitely be a topic
beginning of February, only to
of hot discussion for Bush with
every leader he meets. All EU
be completely ignored.
Many of the piaces Bush
leaders will assure Bush that
plans to visit will be accompathe diplomatic process will prevail in the Iran situation.
nied by unprecedented
amounts of security, due to the
To qualm the fears that Iran
coalition of protest groups vow- is building nuclear weapons,
ing to march the streets during
Britain, France and Germany
his visit. Peace,.trade and envihave been negotiating with the
ronmental groups will all be on Islamic republic to bring its
hand at every Bush destinatio,n. nuclear program under strict
The EU as a whole has
EU supervision.
acquired a certain distaste for
While U.S. officials are anxBush and his foreign policies'.
ious for Iran to be placed in
German Chancellor Gerhard
front of the UN Security CounSchroeder, wbo won his recil, the Europeans are patient
election in 2002 on an anti~
and truly believe a safe comBush platform, and French
promise is attainable. They
President Jacques Chirac both
think that Iran will comply
opposed the invasion of Iraq.
once it understands the lucraBush will try to sway both allies tive trade agreement the EU
in order to gain assistance in
will offer.

Hopefully all of these~
will prevail, because who
knows what l!Ction this administration might take otherwise.
Over the years this president
has proven that he is overly
ambitious in spreading democracy, and neither the EU or the
United Nations has been able to
keep him sidelined.
A military strike might be
the solution America is considering but not at this moment.
Bush said that talk of a U.S.-military strike on Iran's nuclear
programs was "just not the
truth," but he expressed growing impatience iwith Tehran's
response to the European-led
solutions.
It seems that Bush actually
learned something from the
war with Iraq and that is, war is
expensive. Without similar
·
allied support America had in
the first Gulf War, Bush is realizing that the bill may be to big
for our economy to pick up
alone. With billions more being
appropriated every week, one
can't help but wonder what the
outcome of this war might of
been with actual financial support. An educated guess would
be that it would have ended
sooner and cost less.
Bush doesn't want Iran to
end up like Iraq, an expensive
bureaucratic chaotic mess.
Bush also desires a Middle East
free from oppression. Maybe
this time he will do a cost effective analysis of the situation
and let the rest of the world do
some of the work
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READER VIEWS
Candidate address

Talakala not ri2"ht

In response to \\Pe'"chiesday's SGA presidential debate, I would like to commend the elections commission for an extraordinary job. I
feel this was the most successful debate thus
far. I also would like to commend the candidates for a fine job. Although some (clearly
inexperienced) candidates struggled, overall,
most of the issues were addressed
During my long, illustrious, career in SGA,
never has it been so apparent that a particular
ticket was more overwhelmingly qualified to
hold this office than that of the Willie Bentley

Jr/McClain Woolsey campaign.
The Bentley/Woolsey campaign is the only
ticket with experience in two branches of government. The Pavan Talakala/Winwood Truitt
ticket comprises its SGA experience solely on
Talakala I asked 'Iluitt at the debate, "How
could you possibly hold the office ofV.P. without ever being involved in the association?"
In ti;ue political fashion, 'Iluitt ineptly skirted the issue. Former Sen. Talakala's record on
Senate is all but commendable. He was voted
out of his chairman position in a Senate committee due to his neglect of duties, leading to
his removal from the Activity and Service Fee
Committee soon after.
,
How can our student body support a candidate who has consistently neglected his SGA
duties? The position of student body president
doesn't allow room for half-hearted efforts; ·
there is too much at stake. I feel that the
Talakala-Truitt ticket would be the least competent to fulfill these duties.
I urge students to support the
Bentley/Woolsey campaign. They have
proven, both in the UCF community and at
the debate, that they believe in a realistic, positive vision for the university and the student
body.
They have proven to be successful leaders

while in office. I firmly believe they will continue this success and hard work, if elected. I
wholeheartedly support the Bentley/Woolsey
ticket for president and vice president.

· I have worked tirelessly throughout my
college career to do what I am doing now.
That is, to run for an elected executive position - vice president of the UCF student
body. During my time here I have worked
with other students to create two organizations, the National Organization for the
Reform of Marijuana Laws and the Progressive Council, to help speak out on students'
concerns that often went overlooked by higher authorities. I have also served as a resident
assistant, helping students stand up for their
rights as residents. This position helped me
to better understand the wants and needs of
students from a community perspective.
I have worked hard serving two years as a
student senator, where it has been my honor
to represent my peers in the College of Arts
and Science. I have risen to leadership as the
past chairman of the Governmental Affairs
Committee and as the current chairman of
the Operations Review Committee. I am
proud the Senate has elected me to represent
them in the Activity and Service Fee Committee, which works to delegate the $10.7 million .
budget that is provided by your student dollars through tuition. Because of this experience, I have an extensive knowledge of how
SGA works in relation to university administration as well as branches of government
I have spent my time at UCF representing
you, the student. It has been hard It has also
been great fun. Whether as a senator, RA or
someone whose voice often went unheard in
the past, it has been my pleasure to serve the
students ofUCF in many various areas of student life. From the Golden Rule Review Committee to administrative open forums, I have
represented the students.
Now, I ask for the opportunity to do so as
your vice president. I will work hard to represent students creatively and with accountability. I will strive to ensure that strong relationships are maintained with all entities involved
with UCF, including the local business com-

- EVAN ROSENBERG
DEPUTY PRO TEMPORE

PLEASE SEE
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READER VIEWS ON A15

The Future encourages comments fromreaders.Lette~ to the editorshould not exceed 300 words and must include
full na~e and phone number.We may edit for length, grammar, styleand libel.Send lette~ to editor@UCFnews.com,
submit them online at www.UCFnews.com orfax them to407-447-4556. Questions?Call 407-447-4555.
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MAN ON THE STREET
T HE

WORD

AROUND

CAMPUS
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'Who are you voting in the
SGA presidential election?'

WILSON CASILLAN

DIANARAYAN

Computer engineering

Psychology

"I want to vote for the BMOC. I know
he's not running but he's still a
dreamboat"

"I'll vote for the guy who is most in
touch with his feminine side since
there are no women c.andidates."

I)

BRENDA BANUELOS
Psychology

"I'm voting for the guy with the blue
signs on campus, Ilike blue."
\)
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Psychology

Undeclared

"Idon't even know who is even
running." K

''Woolsey, the guy that took his shirt
off in SGA on BMO(;. he's got nice abs."

"Election?"

()
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munity, various branches of
government, UCF administration, the surrounding community and the environment.
When Keith Rea asked me
to be his vice president, I was
excited to accept. He has been
11 elected for four consecutive
terms as a SGA senator and
has done an excellent job of
serving his constituents in the
College of Engineering and
Computer Science.
I know that as a team, our
skills and experience in repre0 sentation will combine to
improve the state of student
advocacy and maximize the
potential of every student dollar that goes into UCF.
Keith and I have proven to
be responsible leaders in SGA
i and demonstrate the resilience
to create actual results. This is .
why we are the best team for
the job. For more information
) please visit www.rushucf.com.
- JOSH EDMUNDSON

VICE PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE

Where's the box?

If it is vision, leadership and
- most importantly - representation that you look for in a
student pody president, then
Keith Rea/Josh Edmundson is
, your ticket to a better university that truly advocated student
education and success.
I believe that Keith Rea has
' the most vision I have ever
seen in a single individual.

J

accountability that will have
Rea is a student researcher
working on research for highly the most overall impact on stuadvanced plasma spray manudent life.
I have talked to both of the
facturing techniques. He is
also an entrepreneur, working
other candidates with an open
o'n bringing his research out of ear to hear their vision. Pavan
the lab and into the marketTalakala does have some good
place.
ideas and has represented his
His business instincts, aspiconstituents and the student
rations and skills, love of scibody well in the past, and I
would hope that Talakala will
ence, desire for "opening up
the box" by stopping wasteful
continue t6 work with the
Rea/Edmundson administraSGA.spending and, most
importantly, true integrity, is a
tion.
balance that should be underAs for Willie Bentley Jr., I
spoke with him to find out his
stood and well received by all .
where his fire of passion and
groups on campus who are·
working so hard to open that
viSion really lies, and I can
box.
honestly say that I did not really get anything out of our conRea and Edmundson want
·
versation. I personally felt
to fund more scholarships, '
allocate money for more·
nothing from Bentley.
undergraduate research
There was no real single
· driving passion that led him to
opportunities and establish
business development partner- where he is today. He stated
· that he was interested in poliship programs to establish
tics for a long time and so he
channels with industries. In
ended up getting involved with
addition, they want to implement real lobbying efforts by
SGA.
providing buses for students to
This is your university. Vote
travel to Tallahassee to lobby
Rea-Edmundson, and let's rush
UCF to create long-term
their representatives directly
change that will benefit all and
instead of paying law firms to
put individuals in the pilot's
"represent" student interests.
Rea and Edmundson are
seat of their dreams that will
make the closed box look truly
down-to-earth people who are
not out politicking, but worklaughable.
I give my full support to
ing hard on a grassroots, student-driven coalition to stop
Rea and Edmundson for stuallowing a few inside groups to dent body president and vice
president. If you care about
fund themselves into luxury your education and you being
thus closing the box to others.
This movement is about makin control of your own destiny
ing the smart long-term invest- then so will you.
ments and providing the ·
- BRIAN CREGGER

UNPLANNED
PREGNANCY?
Loving Families ~re
Waiting ·to Adopt
Let us help
you with living
·expenses, medical
expenses, counseling,
and the attention you deserve.
Attorne S. Brenner

FREE LEGAL SERVICES

a

IIIII

STUDENT
LB GAL
SERVICES

IIIII

Currently, enrolled students are entitled to consult with
program attorneys about legal matters and receive
advice. In addition, legal representation, up to and
incluCling all stages of trial, may be provided in· certain
types of cases, such as the following:
•

Landlord/tenant problems affecting student's
l iving arrangements in the community.

•

Consumer problems confronting individual
students.

•

Traffic qases

•

Criminal Jaw

ENEERPRJlSIZ$, lne.

•

Uncontested dissolution of marriage

Need a

•

Bankruptcy

CONFIDENTIAL

Business Plan,
but can't afford one?
We can teach you
or do it for you!

1·

www.stulegal.sdes.ucf.edu

Students in need of legal service should contact,
either in person or by telephone ( 407 -823-2538),
Student °Legal Services in Room 155, Student
Resource Center. All consultations are by appointment
only. No legal advice will be given over the phone.

CALL
TODAY!
407-810-4728

or 407-977-2462
www.DVandJ.com
Se Habla Espanol

Call 407-8:23-2538 to set up an appointment, or visit the
Student Resource Center, room 155, .
Monday-Friday 8am-5pm.
·.
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I dare you to move,

to a place off-campus

Certify your business skills from ·home!

<'

COMMENTARY
. SHANNON MAU
Opinions Editor
~

"

a

For the past month, every
college student has had this
question run through their
mind at least once: where am
I going to live next year?
Signing leases might possibly be the most hated, individ• ual responsibility placed upon
independent students. There
are so many pitfalls that can
cause you to hate where you
live but if you play your cards
right, you might actually enjoy
your collegiate abode.
What do you want to live
in? Living in dorms is OK for
first-year students, but more
than one year and you are an
» idiot. A spacious living room,
personal bathroom and'frequent keg parties are all

amenities that we off-campus
people enjoy thoroughly.
After you decide to live offcampus, which you will, you
then must choose where to
live. The age-old debate of ,
house versus apartment is an
easy one in my book. Go with
a house. Rent tends to be
cheaper in the long run, you
can have pets and no noisy
neighbors, except for you. But
you do have.to be mindful of
the Home Owners Association. Even if you are an engineering major, these people
will still tell you to take down
your IO-foot beer-can castle.
Lay low from the HOA, keep
the parties to the weekends
and you should be OK.
House not for you? Then
you must chose froll). a cornucopia of crappy complexes.
Don't listen to what these
leasing offices say because no
matter what, these three
things are true everywhere. 1)
Your car will get vandalized
qr stolen. 2) You will get
charged for everything even if
you weren't there that month.
3) There is no roommate
selection process.

Car crimes are rampant
everywhere; My old car, an
1989 Mazda 626, was broken
into at my complex. That's
right I said my '89 Mazda was
broken into. Thieves in this
area have no shame.
Always count on receiving
letters saying you overran you
electricity limit. It doesn't
matter that there was a hurricane and there was no power
for a week, you still used
enough power to run Louie
Anderson's liposuction
machine. Complexes will
always find ways to get more
money out of you.
Finally, do not rely on the
complex to provide a random
roommate for you. You may
end up walking out of your
room at 3 am. to get a glass of
water only to see your roommate urinating on the living
room carpet because he's so
wasted from all the coke he
did on your kitchen table that
he has no idea where the john
is. True story - swear to God.
With all that being said I
wish you good luck finding a
nice place because the reality
is, you probably won't.

~UCF
The
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Register online WWW. ucf.edu
or call 407 .882.0260
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1~EARGMrORUM

Annual showcase of Diverse Student Research

mpus, Student Un·on

Hosted by the UC Division of Graduate Studies and the
Graduate Student ssociation, the Graduate Research Forum
will include poster displays and oral presentations of student
research and creati e projects. The forum is open to UCF
graduate students all disciplines and the coillU,lunity is
welcome to attend.
The submission d adline is February 8, 2003:
~

Visit www.gra

and many more...
Programs starting at $99

02.~5 GRADUATE

March 22, 200
UCF Orlan~o C

Leadership
TeaID Building
Sales
Customer ,S ervice
Finance
Colllmunications

o..-

It

CLASSIFICATIONS
100
125
150
175
200
225
250
275
300
325
350

OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

By Phone: ( 407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFnews.com
In Person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chick-Fil-A

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Tues: for Thurs. issue

375 For Sale: Pets
· 400 Services

Help Wanted: General
HelpWanted:Part-Tilll'!
HelpWanted:Full-Time
Business Opportunities
For Rent: Homes
For Rent: Apartments
Roommates
Sublease
For Sale: General
For Sale: Automotive
For Sale: Homes

SOO Events

525 Events: Greek Life

550 Events: UCF
600 Travel
700 Worship
800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted
999 Lost & Found

lrr.Ti't

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS

3361 Rouse Road #200
Orlando, FL 32817

AD RATES

PAYMENT METHODS

Cash, Check, Mastercard
VISA, AMEX, Discover

(407) 447-4555 • dassifieds@UCFnews.com

(
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Seminole Chronicle

UCf's award-winning newspaper
published twice-weekly.

Serving Oviedo and Winter Springs,
distributed every Friday.

{

•Classified line ads are published in both the Future and the Chronicle
• Local rates from only $8 a week, student rates from $4 a week
·Economic way to be placed in up to 40,000 weekly issues
•Reaching Oviedo, Winter Springs, UCF and East Orlando
•Ads also viewable online 24 hours a day

HELP WANTED:

~General

Bartenders wanted.
$300 a day potential.
No experience necessary!
Training provided. Age 18 +OK.
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107.
EXPERIENCED VETERINARY NURSE
& NURSE'S AID
Needed for busy full-service veterinary
hospital. Located in Petsmart across
from Oviedo Marketplace. Competitive
pay. Fax resume to Melissa at
. 407-359-7528.

KREYOL/ENGLISH SPEAKING
FIT LEGAL ASSISTANT FOR NEW LAW
FIRM COLLEGE PARK, SALARY BASED
ON EXPERIENCE. EMAIL RESUME
ferglaw@comcast.net
Cook needed for large Preschool in
Oviedo. Morning hours. 407-366-2100

MONEY FOR COLLEGE
The Army is currently offering sizeable
bonuses of up to $20,000. In addition to
the cash bonuses, you may qualify. for up
to $70,000 tcir college through the
Montgomery GI Bill and Army College
Fund. Or you could pay back up to
$65,000 of qualifying student loans
through the Army's Loan Repayment
Program. To find but more,
call (407) 281-1274
Earn up to $80 tor participation in an
educational research experiment. Flex
schedule; in Research Park.
Requires 2, 3-4 hr sessions. For info:
407-380-4990 or 380-4645.

Receptionist Needed
for busy Pet Boutique In Oviedo.
407-366-8187

Dial America Marketing Inc.
4

ONE OF OURCLIENTS
IS EXPANDING
.AND WE NEED
YOUR HELP TO FILL

150

Preschool in Oviedo
Teachers, Assistants & Bus Driver
(407) 366-21on
Two Men and a Truck is !ooking tor
FT/PT team members to move
residential/commercial customers.
Must be neat in appearance, have
clean driving record, strong work .ethic, &
exc. customer skills. We offer excellent
wages+ tips. & bonuses. 407-816-0915.
We are located west of the airport
at 2901 McCoy Rd, between
Conway and Orange Ave.

Egg Donors Needed
Earn $5,000-$10,000 while helping
others create their families. For more
information visit www.tamilymiracles.com.

$20 for 2 Hours of Work
Seeking Female UCF Student ASAP
To Hang Flyers Across UCF Campus
Need Access to Own Staplegun.
Call: (321) 223-5541 for more Info·
Swim Instructors wanted to teach
summer swim classes FIT, PIT
$10.00-$13.00/hr +bonuses. Come
work for Sharks an~ Minnows and
change the quality of a child's life•
Call 407-699-1992.
www.sharksandminnows.com

CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED!

Call Today... Start Tomorrow!
Full Time Pay ...Flexible Hours!
• Paid training with guaranteed salary after
· Career advancement opportunities
• 2great locations
·Weekly paychecks
• 401 Kplan with discount and benefit plans

SPANISH BILINGUAL AND KOREAN BILINGUAL NEEDED! (For the o~ando Office)

Call today for an immediate interview!
UCF Office: (40l) 673 _9700
Orlando O~ice: (401) 243.-9400
to speak with Lachelle or Chmsandra

Have a fantastic summer and get paid for it
at Circle FDude Ranch! We are seeking
counselors for a traditional residential
summer camp in Lake Wales, FL. Activities
include horseback riding, waterfront, sports,
rock wall/zipline, paintball, and more.
Staff arrives Tuesday, May 31 and
leaves Wednesday, August 3.

Call

407-295-0080

or visit www.drcle·f·duderanch.com
for more information

Hiring 50+ customer service & sales
agents. February 19 from 10am •
2pm. Call 407-384-4220 ext. 1137

!'" . Valet parking atiendanis needed ior • "!
I

j

.

the Orlando/Winter Park area.
Seasonal positions avail. Great pay.
Immediate openings available.
407-971 -9131.

~·-·-·-·

I

j

.

·-·-·-·-·- · -·-·~

CAMP TAKAJO tor Boys, Naples, Maine,
TRIPP LAKE CAMP for Girls, Poland,
Maine. Picturesque lakefront locations,
exceptional facilities. Mid-June thru midAugust. Over 100 counselor pdsitions in
tennis, swimming, land sports, water
sports, tripping, outdoor skills, theater
· arts, tine arts, music, nature study, ,
nanny, secretarial. Call Takajo at
800-250-8252. Call Tripp Lake
at 800-997-4347. Or apply online at
www.takajo.com or
www.tripplakecamp.com.
Longwood Research Firm is looking
for college students to participate in
a paid research project. To see if you
qualify please call Product Insights
Inc. @ 407-774-6165

Winter Springs, FL - Swim team coach/
Aquatics Mgrfpersonal trainer; Looking
for energetic team player to coach swim
team w/ possibilities of managing the
aquatics dept, Personal training & fitness
a plus. Seasonal and YR round positions
available. Send resume and cover letter
to g.howe@tuscawillacc.com or
fax (407) 365-1309.

POSITIONS
THIS WEEK!

We Offer:
• $100 sign on bonus and weekly bonuses
• $9 - $18 per hour average
• 2 shifts to choosefrom
• Relaxed business environment

AVAIL. Cybis Communications produces
live events across the country. We are
seeking exp. camera, audio, lighting,
announcing, directing, editing and stage
assistants for audio/visual prod in
Orlando, Seattle, Atlanta, and Pittsburgh.
Please Visit
www.thinkcybis.com/spring2005 for
details.

Experienced construction workers
wanted in drywall, metal studs,
framing, and roofing. Transportation/
tools req. Fax resume to Lorenzana &
Ream Inc. at 407-977- 1242
OFFICE ASSISTANT
New FT position. M-F. Need computer
literate team member to answer phones,
make appts, and handle clerical duties.
Apply @ OVIEDO VISION CENTER 875
Clarke St. Oviedo, 32765 or fax resume
407-366-4129

INSURANCE/BILLING SPECIALIST
FT position M-F, exp req, private
practice. Nonsmoker lor all NR
functions. Apply @ OVIEDO VISION
CENTER 875 Clark St, 32765 or Fax
resume to OVIEDO VISION CENTER
407-366-4129.

_/
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HANDYMAN FOR FARM
Mechanical maintenance, feeding,
fence, skills required. 25 hr/wk in
exchange for free rent, utll not Incl.
Greenhouse partnershlp opportunity
available. No substance-abusers,
background check. Call
407-365-5715 for appointment.

!ti

highly-motivated
self"5tarter.
Must be creative in
marketing approach
and ideas.

•·

Summer Jobs
• $2100
• co.:Ed Camp
• Seven Weeks
• Room and Board Included

For more information please visit:

www.nditech.net/jobs ·
Educator/PT, OT, ST
Early intervention. Educator for
home visits to children ages 0-3.
Therapy home visits ages 0 and up. '
Call 86J-427·0672 or fax
1-800-701-0401 .

•1

Phone Sales
Experienced, Money Motivated.
Only 20 hrs/wk. 5-9p.m. Mon.-Frl.
$350 base + comm & other bonuses.
Call Nick 407-467-4102.

''

· Get Paid to Play!
The Florida Elks Youth Camp
(FEYC) needs male and female
Summer Camp Counselors ages
18 and up. FEYC is an overnight
camp ,located off of Highway
450 in Umatilla, FL. The camp
runs June 6 - July 23. Please
contact Krys Ragland at
1-800-523-1673 ext. 250 or
352-669-9443 ext. 250.

>..
0
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Looking for energetic, kid loving,
Spanish speaking person to be a PT
Mommy's Helper. Will work w/ your
school schedule. Please Call
407 -641-4530.

rt5·t~
unique student apartments

Orpington

/)

to join young
sof1"'.arecompany
Must be . m tongwood.

St.

•
•
Weight Loss Supplements Antioxidants
and Exercise Study
The Exercise Physiology Laboratory at the
University of Central Florida is currently conducting
a 24-Week WEIGHT LOSS STUDY.
This study is looking .at the effectiveness of
Dietary Antioxidants (i.e. Vitamins),
Weight Loss Supplements and Exercise
All Study Participants Receive AT NO COST:
• Physical examination
• Dietary Analysis
• Complete blood work
•Assessment of Antioxidant status (levels of Vitamins)
• $300.00 at the completion of participation
To qu.alify must be healthy and between the ages of 25 to 50.
This study does not involve any invasl.ve procedures
(except for two blood draws).

Please call 407-823-5163
Are you interested in an.exciting career? ..

.,

••••••••••
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Are you a current college
Freshman or Sophomore?

•:•

U.S. A.TR FORCE

····~·····
Do you know what you want
to do after graduation?

R•O•X•C
CROSS INtO THE BLUE

Qualified Freshmen/Sophomore students enrolled in
Air Force ROTC can apply for available scholarships.

Incentives
include:

• Up to $15,000 tuition per year
• $600 in textbooks reimbursement
·Monthly stipend ($250-$400)

•Special scholarship programs exist for Engineers and Nurs.es
• One year scholarships for qualified Seniors and Graduate Students

•

For more information,
please call:
( 407) 823-1 247 or
visit airforce.ucf.edu
PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
...www.dogdayafternoon.i:iet'..
Call 40r.628-3844.

3/2 split plan, Winter Park schools, very
clean. Fenced yard, remodeled
kitchen/bath, wood floors, fireplace, and
garage. $1175/mo. Call Bill 407-678-2160

Need a PT job? - $6/hour
Assisting a disabled person in UCF area
w/ light house keeping. Must be
professional & able to drive. Flex hrs.
Please contact Erika @ 407-657-6936.

Are you a responsible female with
leadership skills? R/A exp preferred to
manage a beautiful huge home near
UCF. 6/3, 2820 sq ft, large yard, tons of
storage space, comm pool. If fully rented
all util, cable & internet will be incl. If you
are able to rent out my home to
responsible female students on a 1-year
lease·you could live for free or have
severely reduced rent. Also call me if
you're a female looking for female
roommates in a 4 or 6 bedroom house.
4-bedroom avail Mar. 1st. 6-bedroom
avail April 1st. Rent ranges from ·
$375-$475/mo. 913-908-8185 or
rebeccaduke01 @hotmail.com.

LEGAL RESEARCH POSITION
Flexible hours, paid training provided.
Call or email resume to Edgar Vanegas
edgarv@curadebt.com
1-866-422-1004
Helper/Housecleaner Needed. Waterford·
1 "Lks area. Mostly cleaning. Must be detail
,oriented, honest & dependable. Morning
~ hrs. 5 - 6 hrs/wk. Flex Schedule.
"; Rahge: $9/hr. Call 407·249-1086.

••

~:

Classified

S~les Rep

~Needed for the Central Florida Future &
:Seminole Chronicle. Must be comfortable
~'"making outbound sales calls. Exp pref.
: earning potential unlimited! Base salary
• plus commission. E-mail resume to
~
FredC @Knightnewspape rs.com

1 ,2, &· 3 Bedroom apts starting at $480
Resort/style Amenities
Pegasus Connection 407-382·4114
Apply online at
www.collegeparkweb.com
Call for more info on our current special!

WANT FREE RENT?

Avalon/UCF Area. Almost New 3/2 town
home wt 2 .car garage in-Avalon Park.
Very spacious, great amenities.
Call 407-275-9595
Legacy Real Estate Group Inc.
House for Rent, Very close to UCF
212 with Washer/ Dryer, Only $700/mo.
Call 407-923-9186

Brand New Oviedo Townhouse
1,915 sq. ft., close to UCF
(Aloma/Tuscawilia). 312.5/1 w/
driveway. End unit for privacy! Living
room, family room, den. Alarm
system, community pool. NEW
appliances (refrigerator, stove,
dishwasher). Outside maintenance
included! 407-257-2488

TOWNHOMES FOR RENT
2/2.5, $750 at Cambridge Circle
http://26274.rentclicks.com
3/2.5, $1,250 at Waterford Villas
httpJ/55847.rentclicks.com
Call for details 407-310-6583

Awesome Brand New Home

Needed for the Oviedo/UCF area to
hand out flyers for local firm. Contact
407-737-1848 or
n2phj@hotmail.com
Granite/Marble Fabricators & Helpers
Located In E. Orlando, Forsyth Rd.
Call Philip at 407-448-9913.

Receptionist
needed for local art studio. Must be
familiar with various computer
appllcatlons and administrativ e
tasks. Call Ramez @ 407-808-5558

,.

•

Earn $75 to $200 per day as a promo
spokesmodel for Destiny Inc. See our ad
In the lndlel Contact us via email:
destinylalentusa@yahoo.com and check
out our website at www.detinylalent.com.

200
NEW TOWNHOME, GREAT LOCATION
3/2.5, $1500/mo pl\Js utll.
Incl lawn maintenance.
Call 407-443-7340.

ONE MONTH FREE RENT

Fully furnished room w/ economic
efficiency in Waterford Lakes . Quiet
neigh. 4 min from UCF w/ private
entrance. Comm. pool, tennis,
basketball, etc. $500/mo. 1st and last.
$300 dep. All util incl. Call 407-758-3939.

Village @ Alafaya Club

$$ Willing to Negotiate Price $$
Master BDRM Avail in 4 BO I 4BA
All utils incl, ethernet, W/D, cable, neict to
clubhouse. Fully furn. Reserve Parking.
Call Bridgette @ 561-542-7646
One large bedroom w/ private bathroom
available in Arden Villas. M preferred .
Pool table in large living rooml Move-in
ASAP! $414/mo. + util. 407-492-8451

UCF I Dean I Blanchard Park Area
Large 4/3 house with 2.5 car garage
1/2 acre property w/ Fenced yard. Quiet
Area. $425/mo including utilities, cable,
and Internet. 407-625·0238

~ FOR SALE:
IW:..
General

Female roommate wanted to share 4/3
close to UCF. N/S. No pets. $500/mo.
Utilities, Internet, & cable included.
Call Angie 407-366-4035 or
954-494-8659.
F UCF student seeking clean resp.,
F roommate. No pets. $450/mo incl.
furnished BR in a very nice subdivision.
6 mi. from UCF and 2 mi. from Waterford
Lakes. Util., cable, Internet access, and
local phone service. Also incl. pool and
tennis court access. Call Nicole at
407-616-2221. Starts early March.

POSTERS
For Depressed Walls
www.RightBrainTerrain.com

LOOKING FOR DISCOUNTS?
TV'S & ELECTRONICS
including but not limited to video games
DVD's/players, Digital cameras etc.
••••• ..www.BUYTVSNOW.COM••••••••

ROOM FOR RENT-MALE
312 home, 10 mins from campus.
Tiled floors in great rm, fenced yard,
cable/roadrunner, 2 car garage, w/d.
$425/mo + 1/4 util. 407-521-5563

8' full slate regulation pool table
Dark red felt wood outline
Contact Micah@ 407-923-7379
mmackubin1 @atlas.valenciacc.edu

Room available, 15 minutes from UCF.
Utilities included! Only $400/mo.
Call 407-227-7579

ANNUAL COMMUNITY SALE
?am Sat Feb 26 & Sun 27 @ 3700 .
Palm Valley Dr, off of N Alafaya Tr. 3
miles N of UCF. Hundreds of items.
Furniture of all kinds. Small
Appliances. ~inens. Antiques &
collectables. Bake Sale. Also serving
food and drinks. Dealers are
welcome II II

UCF Cypress Bend
4 Two-Story Homes - 513 and
413/1 One Story. Gated/Brand New
2005. Prof. roommates. Rooms for
$390/mo + util. $600/nio for Huge
Master. Util. avg = $80. Photo: Model
home. Anette 407-716·0848.
Room available for immediate
occupancy! 5/2.5 home in Ashington
Park. $450/mo incl. utilities, high speed
internet, W/D call 407-737-8312 or email
info@ucfrentalhomes.com Realty Home

3/2.5 condo, clean, w/d, $800.
Located on Goldenrod & University.
· 211.5 apartment, clean, w/d, $750.
Located on 436 and University.
Avail Mar 1st. Call 407-679-4267
VILLAGE OF ALAFAYA CLUB 4/4
Entire apt avail Mar 1st
for ~ friends. Close to UCF.
Call Brian at 407-758-7500

UCF Apartment
Very Large 3BD/ 2BA. 1 min from
UCF. New floors. $750/mo some
utlls Incl Call Bilo,ian @ 407-595-6752
or emall bmyx2002@yahoo.com .

Pegasus Landing Apartment
Looking for female/$490 mo.
Includes: Private room & bathi W&D/
Internet access/ cable/ utilities/ furniture
First Mo. Free/ short term lease, but can
renew. Contact Nicole at (407) 399-2273.

Village of Alafaya Club. $500/mo,
lncls all utlls W/D, trash service, fully
furn. Great People. Call Kate @
503-341-31123.
Sublease PEGASUS LANDING
4/4 Female or 4/4 Male $425/moll
Private bath, cable, ethernet, W/D,
utlls, shuttle. '-'ay 1 - July 31 ·
Call 407-461-9942

Taking bids on 2001 Toyota Tacoma
75K mi, 4X4 extended cab, 4 cylinders
Sealed bids received by 2/28/05
Red True~ at 1~6 Geneva Dr. Oviedo
Call Fran at 407·365-5631

I

VOLVO FOR SALE
1991, white 740. $1200/obo.
Good, solid transportation! Call 407·341-0403
**'2000 FORD MUSTANG...
" Automatic, white w/ tan leather int.
47k miles, great condition.
Asking $9,500 obo.
Call Victoria at 407-304-6434

~5
~
0~
0~
, ~.~~~~~
1 '~~~~~~$

Police Impounds! Cars, trucks, SUVs,
from $500! For info and listings
800-749-8116 ext V502

2004 HYUNDAI TIBURON GT
Black ext/Int, all leather, 6 cylinder
auto, power everything, sliding
moonroof, built-in Infinity sound
system, ABS, tint, rear spoiler, only
7000 mi, 6 mos old. Must sell,

ACROSS
1 Festive affair
14
5 Links grp.
9 Ratify
17
14 Downfall
15 Melodramatic
20
exclamation
16 Bar for lifting
17 Poetic tributes
18 Marshes
19 Bronte or
Dickinson
20 "Higher Love'
singer Steve
22 Ways up
24 Do it wrong
25 Deadlock
26 Experiment
27 Chicago
stopover
30 Well-mannered
32 Harmless cysts .
33 Beyond
scientific
60
explanation
37 Writer Hentofl
63
38 Small crown
39 Whitney or
@ .2005 Tribune Media Services, Inc,
Wallach
All rights reaerwd.
40 Rousing agents
42 Jib or spinnaker
43 Wave tops
9 Actor 13aldwin
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truck loading & unloading,' packing: trailer
towing (up to 5000 lbs), & more services
avail Fri thru Sun to (or from) anywhere
in FL Email: jsmccracken@hotmail.com

Lose Fat? Gain Muscle?
We can help you!
Safe, Effective PersQnal Training
ONLY $20.per session!
407-970-5431
MEETING YOUR HOME OR
OFFICE CLEANING NEEDS
Honest, reliable, and reasonable
references. 25 years exp. You
see the difference. Call Jeannette at
407-366-0983

t13 -

OMIN I Ml
0 8 • Sl3 O 0
1 v •N i 1 lnl l:l
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52 Poses
53 Medicinal plant
54 Boxer Spinks
55 Wanamaker an.d
Waterston
58 Portuguese
saint

MORTGAGE - 1st lime Home Buyers
100% Financing, No Income Verification. '
Interest Only Option-No/Low Credit Ok ·
Refinance/ Home Equity/ Investment Ok
Call Rosie 407-616-8359 United First
HANDYMAN SERVICES
Painting, Fence, Minor Roof, and
Home Repairs. No job too small.
Call Brian at 407-405·6871.

MUSTANG GT 2000
Black ExtJTan Int. w/ 51,000 mi.
28000 mi on new engine, fully loaded
$7000 worttr of MODS I asking
$13,900. Cell (772) 530-5133 .
Classic '88 Four Door Cadillac.
89k original miles. Runs well. Only
$1,000. Call Travis at 407-702-3230.

Mortgage Payments Behind?
We'll Take Over Payments
Sell your house In 48 Hours
No-Equity-OK/Pay No Fees
Any Condition/Price/Liens
Call 800·803-6584

WWW.UCFREALESTATE.COM

German Tutor Available
To he lp you with grammar, conversation ,
or pronunciation. Lived 5 years in
Germany. Can meet in a public place.
Please call 407-482-4898.
Frustrated? Need Assistance?
Term Paper Help?
Call our professionals. With over 20
years experience meeting
your research and writing needs.
Toll Free 1-888-345-8295.

Tsunami Relief Volleyball Tournament
Come to Lake C laire on Sunday,
February 27th from 1-5pm and help UCF
· raise money for Tsunami Reliefl Get a ·
henna tattoo, take a canoe ride, or get·
some BBQI Watch your club battle it out
in our volleyball tournament!

Last Minute Spring Break Specials!
The cheapest package available!
7 nights aU-inclusjve, $499.
www.needspringbreak.com
Spring Break 2005 with STS,.America's
#1 Student Tour Operator. Hirinq
campus reps. Call for group discou{lts.
Info/Reservations 1-800-648-484{!
}
, www.ststravel.com.
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK CRUISE
5 days, $299. Incl meals, celebrity
parties! Panama City. Daylona $159!
Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco, Nassau
$499! Award winn ing company!
www.SpringBreakTravel.com
1-800 -678-6386

189°0
139°0

8
8

J

5 oavs/ 4 Nights
1 Davs/ 6 Nights

Prices include:

Round-trip luxury cruise with food. Accommodations
on the island al your choice of ten resorts.
Free VJ.P. party package upgrade.

lJJpalachla Travel

1-800-867-5018
www.Bahamasun.com

[lI!I!] MISCELLANEOUS
Att: Communication Majors

$600 Group Fundraiser

HOMES FOR SALE

550

PROFESSIONAL DJ
Madd Vybez Ent. Best on campus Dj's
"You say It - We Play It"
Prvt parties, School events, Clubs, Etc.
407-760-2216

Dedicated tp UCF Studentll/Famllies
Real Estate Needs. Avalon ReaJty
Call Eric Voss 407·489-0877
Emall: ucfrealtor@yahoo.com

Looking to Buy or Sell Real Estate? Call
Adam @ Home Joy Real F;:;itate
(407)276-0633
I
Your UCF Realtor

Music Video Shoot
Seeking camera and lighting persons &
dancers. Non union pay. Info @
www.eyenetworld.com
407-740-7407

will

$17,250 OBO. 407-341-0643

DISCOUNTED RENT! Must sublease
Immediately! Lease runs through
7/31/05. 1 room for M with prlv BA
avallable In 414 at Pegasus Landing.
Shuttle to UCF Included!
Contact Heather @ 561-637-4050
Female Christian Roommate Wantedr
Pegasus Connection. Furn 4BD/ 2BA.
$365/mo {already l~cludes $100/mo
disc). All utils incl! Lease now - July 31.
Contact tv1andy @ 863-409·4196

Blvd. & Rouse Rd.

Crossword

NEED HELP MOVING?

VILLAG E OF ALAFAYA CLUB 4/4
Entire apt avail Mar 1st
tor 4 friends. Close to UCF.
Cail Brian at 407-758-7500

READY IMMEDIATELY!!!

Universi

TopGradeTutoring.com
Tutors available in ALL math, science,
English & foreign language courses.
Single sessions and group rates
available. Contact 407-427-0067.

Located on Lake Bargon.
$320/mo plus 1 /4 util.
Call Kevin at 407-470-2370

Village at Alafaya Club

·· University Court, Suite 200

For Sale: Double Up Wakeboard w/ new
binding. Designed by Gregg Nelson. In
really good condition. $250 obo.
Call 321 ·689-6848

ROOM AVAIL IN 4/2 HOME

Room avail in 3/3. $500/mo Incl all
util, w/d, trash service: First month's
rent free. Rent negotiable, ready
immediately. Call 786-302-0511

UCF/Waterford/Oviedo area homes for
rent. Avail. for summer & fall. 3,4, & 5
bedrooms w/ or w/o pools. $1600 to
$2500/mo. Please reserve yours today.
Call 407-737-8312 or email
info@ucfrentalhomes.com Realty World.

ENGAGEMENT RING
18k, white gold, w/ Lg 12 sm princess cut.
diamond. $1200, appraised $1850.
Call Kathy@ 407-366-7655 to see.

UCF/OVIEDO AREA
N/S femal& seeks same. Clean, quiet,
beautiful room w/ private bath.
New W/D, cable. $400 + 1/3 utilities
Call 407-971-6805

HOMES FOR RENT

Huge 4BD 2.5BA w/ office. Wood
floors, fenced-in yd. Pets okl Avall
03/01. Excellent Pricelll
Call Nick @ 407-810-7622

Custom-made Computer. 10Gg hard
drive 125 RAM, CD/DVDRW Microsoft
office. Epson Stylus 66 printer, 17"
Dell Monitor. 30 DVD movies. Win
98. Call Lois @ 407-230-9756

Rooms in new house. Fully furn.,
heated pool. Barbecue grill, pool
table, sec. sys., garage. NS/NP.
Female only. All utll. Incl. $600/mo.
Call Nikki@ 561-212-6291.

UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
and apts. for rent. $649 to $1295.
Call 407-629-6330 or
www.ORLrent.coin to view our
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty.

UCF AREA HOUSE

Designer Inspired Luggage Set
4 pieces, brand new.
Will take best offer
310-809-4493
quadrun16@aol.com

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED
for 2 BO 2 BA townhouse off Alafaya
trail, 5 mins from UCF. $500/mo incls
electric, cable & Internet. Fully furn if
needed. Call Stacy@ 407-754-4697

Large Fully Furnished House
5 mlns from UCF, prvt bdrm,
$525/mo all utlls incl. Call Katie @
941-720- 1886

Classifieds@UCFnews.com

Jan-Aug 4BD/4BA Huge walk in closet,
W/D, cable, ethernet, valet trash. 3 great
roommates brand new furniture $490/mo
Call John @ 321 ·217-5264

Rooms for rent, 5 mln. 1from UCF In
new 4 bedroom house, new neigh.
Lg. rooms, back yard faces preserve.
House furn., bedrooms not. Sec. sys.,
high-speed wireless Internet. Room
w/other students. $500/mo. all util.
incl. 954-816-3127

2 ROOMS AVAILABLE

By E-mail

FIRST MONTH RENT FREE!!
Pegasus Connection (Jefferson
Commons) sublease. $510/mo incl. util.
1 BR with private bathroom out of a 4/4.
Includes carport. 407-234·1324

UCF Afilliated Housing
Pegasus Landing & Pegasus Pointe
Roommate matching / Individual leasing
Apply online at
www.collegeparkweb.com
Currently running Move-in Specials!

Bd avail in big 2/1. Beautiful duplex in
heart of downtown. Spanish tile,
stainless steel appliances, tons of
storage space. $500/mo, negotiable, incl
util except cable. Great male roommate.
Lease until Aug. Call 352-262·7421.

for as low as $4 a week!

FREE 1 MONTH RENT
Female needed for 1 bd & ba avail in
414 at College Station. $470/mo incl
all util, ethernet, and cable. 1 mile
from UCF, free shuttle provided.
Roommates very quiet and friendly.
Lease: Anytime - July 31st.
Call 407-529-9736

2 furnished rooms for rent, both including
utilities & High-speed Internet.
one with priv. bath and fridge $530/mo,
other with shared bathroom $350/mo.
No Smoking. Call 407-275-0230

ACROSS FROM UCF
Nice 3/2 h.ome. W/D., DSL, Furnished.
Walk to Publix, female n/s preferred.
$350/mo + dep.' Utilities included.
Call 407-971-6748

<!tntral 1fodba 'uturt

at Jefferson Lofts.
1 room in a 4/4, available ASAP.
Includes cable, Internet, W/D, and all
utilities. Fully furnished room and great
roommateslll Less than 10 minutes from
UCF. $500/mo. Call 305-775-4119

. 2 BD 2 BA Apartment + Loft
W/D incl. 5 mins from UCF. $750/mo.
Call 973-652-6496
or email mk21201@yahoo.com

Great rooms avail Jan, near UCF, pool,
tennis courts. lake. $500/mo, yearly
lease. Call She rry/Todd @
954-753-3032 or 407-482-4969

Salesperson..

All transfer fees paid for. $485/mo. 4/4 at
last year's rate. Call Adam @
727-385-6403 or 863-860-6671

200

. Lawn Maintenance Help Wanted
Flexible scheduling and good pay
PIT 10-15 hours per week
Experience a + but not necessary
Contact Josh @ 407-118-5412,

Part time· help to assist disabled
person on weeknights. Good ·
opportunity for students interested
in healthcare. Close to UCF.
Call John at 407-678-1729.

How KNIGHTRO
places Classifieds in the

Scheduling Bonus
4 hours of your group's time PLUS
our free (yes, free) fundralslng
solutions EQUALS $1,000-$2,000 In
earnings for your group. Call TODAY
for a $600 bonus when you schedule
your non-sales fundralser with
CampusFundralser.
Contact CampusFundralser, '(888) 923-3238 or visit
www.campusfundralser.com

Win one of two $500 Scholarahlps
for the 2005 Spring Semester.
Pick up an application In
COMM 238.
Final Deadline: March 31.

Wanted Female Ballroom and Latin
Dance Practice Partner. No exp
necessary. Must be patient. Call for
interview. 407-249-1368.
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SGA.Presidential Elections

CAB Cam~dy presents Dane Coak
at the Arena. Doors open at 7.
Free ta UCF students with ID
and $20 far nan-UCF students
at arena box office
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CAB Speakers presents.
Harlen Cohen.
Garden Key AB. Bpm
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We'll help you prepare for the
77th annual Academy Awards
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Rock sandwiches on

Three days you'll
want !O get Conned

Whole Wheat Bread

-PAGE 2

-PAGE 6

Retaining heritage
in Zora~s town
-PAGE 17
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HAPPENINGS

All your dignity
are belong to us
·Geeks, anime lovers, sci-fl fanboys and cross-dressers
amass in one place at annual Megacon convention .
ANDREW LEGGETT·
Staff Writer

T

he end is fast approaching. Already
one can see the dark tides rising,
Raving the way for the inevitable.
Born from but a humble beginning, unfathomable powers will soon collide in a grand
spectacle, shaking this very world to its
core. Be prepared, for Mega.con cometh,
and Orlando is ground zero.
The annual showcasing of everything
from movies and comics to aniine and
video games will be arriving at the Orange
County Convention Centei; Friday through
Sunday. For a mere $20, patrons ·will be
treated to a wide variety of all that is nerdy.
Rare .back ismles, underground anime and
table-top gaming are just a small sample of
the wonders awaiting those brave enough
to venture in. Along with a handful of guest
appearances from big names in the comic
book, television and film industries, you
can bet that every fanboy and basement
recluse will be in full force. And thus, the
focal point of the impending power struggle will come to a head .
.
Among the teeming masses of the pale
and gangly crowd.s will be some of the
most dangerous and powerful beings to
ever ~ the earth. Only here is it possible to see a squadron .o f storm troopers
posing for pi~es ·while standing across
from the awe-inspiring, yet unusually

overweight, Lantern Core. Legends like
the Ghostbusters will be on hand, packing
an impressive array of proton packs and
traps, all the while sporting some uncharacteristic acne and voice cracks.. Heroes ·
, like Daredevil and Aquaman will be there
to keep the peace, while yillains like Mystero and Deathstroke will be sure to stir
up some chaos. Even such obscurities like
the sixty billion double dollar man and a
group of super-powered school girls can
be spotted among the rabble. And if all of
these super powers in one room isn't
· enough to be classified as a powder keg,
the annual cheerleading competition held
a few rooms down will be just the match
these desperate, hormone-induced, geekified super-humails need to ignite.
The ensuing fireworks will be both
exciting and deadly to behold, yet we here
at the indie are dedicated to ensuring our
readers have a.front row seat. Therefore,
we have gone to great lengths in procuring a very special guest to help cover this
event. A being of ·such immense power
that only he can withstand the potential
wrath of Megacon and return to us safely
with a story. Who is this dark-haired warrior both brave and powerful enough to
breach the front lines? Find out next
week, when our reporter goes deep within the battle zone of Mega.con, risking life
ELIZABETH FERNANDEZ //THE INDIE
and limb to get the job done. Just hope
With a little luck, this coy, sexy Sailor Scout, seen in 2004, will be back in 2005 to titillate and terrify. Rowr.
that no one sieps on his tail ...

The indie is the Thursday art<; and entertainment section of the Central Florida
fluJure, the free.independent~ newspaper of the Universi1y of Central
H.orida. Opinions in the indie are those of the iOdMdual columnist only and not
neces.wily those of the editorial stalf. All content is property of the indie and
_may not be reprinted in part or in whole without pernmsi.on from the publisher.

EDITOR: 407-823-63971214 indie@UCFnews.com
SALES: 407-447-4555 x204 saks@UCFnews.com
FAX: 407-447-4556
.
Co-EDITOllS! Brandon Hardin, John Thomason
·SWF WRmills: Joe Anderson, Brett Bonowicz, Chris BoWers,
Eli1.abeth Fernandez, Mike Ferraro, Matt Hedgecock, Michael
Lawrence, Sharon Pare, Robbie Raborn, Emily Jane Scott,
Ouistopher Schwan, Ricky SUrillo, Ivan Vel.12, Dianna Zisman
f.ol'Y Eonoa: Charlie Benton, Jamison Taffel
PRooucnON: Ben Henderson, Jerrod Rockhill
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3361 Rouse Road, Suite 200, Orlando, FL 32817
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First, errata.
Joelle Alcaidinho took all of the
photos for last week's photo package
of local shows. Many apologies.
We've got highlights and lowlights
in the movie biz with both Oscar and
Razzie predictions. Also, check out
our handy guide on how to win an
Oscar yourself.
Robbie Raborn's comic is here,
shiny and in color. Both sex columns
are back in action.

In terms of CD reviews, we have ·
The Mars Volta, Ida, Armor for Sleep
and Kings of Leon.
The movie times this week are a
bit odd - the usual movie times
weren't available thiS early.
Next week get ready for a bunch
of photos of scary, scary people:
Megacon will will have come and
gone, leaving a trail of ~count tentacle hentai in its wake.
- BRANDON HARDIN
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HAPPENINGS
CALENDAR

CAMPUS

9800 International Drive
407-345-9800

Are We There Yet (How Did We
Get Here)

U.S. Pro Rodeo

Feb. 24, noon to 1:50 p.m., free
UCFcampus
407-928-6877

UCF Conservatory Theatre
Presents: The Visit

Feb.25 to Feb.26, 7:30 p.m.,$15to $25
Ocean Center .
101 N.AtlanticAve.
Daytona Beach
386-254-4545.

Orlando Wetlands Park Festival

Feb. 24 to Feb. 27, various times, various
prices
Theatre
Main Stage
407-823-1500

.Feb. 26, 9 a.m. to 3 p.m., free
Orlando Wetlands Park
East Colonial Drive and South Fort Christmas
Road
407-568-1706 _

Black History Mooth Oosing
Ceremonie5

Absolutely Avalon

Friday,Feb.25, 7 p.m. to 10 p.m., free
Student Union
Key West Rm. 218
msc@mail.ud.edu

Feb. 26, 11 a.m. to 7 p.m., free
Founder's Square atAvalon Park
13001 Founder's Square Drive
407-658-6565

Rain

Culture Night
Eeb.26,8 p.m. to 10 p.m., free
Student Union
Pegasus Ballroom
407-8~71

Harlen Cohen
Feb. 28, 8 p.m. to 1Op.m., free
Student Union
Garden Key Rm.221 AB
407-823-6471

EVENTS

feb. 26, 8 p.m., $28 to $38
King Center for Performing Arts
. 3865 N. Wickham Road
Melbourne
321-242-2219

Festival lndependenda
Dominicana
Feb.27, 11:30a.m.to8p.m.,$10
Lee V"ista Center.
7600T.G.1.ee Blvd.
407-231-6093

Mini Cooper Car Show

Peking Aaobats
• Feb. 24, 7 p.m., $18 to $24
King Centerfor Performing Arts
3865 N. Wickham Road
Melbourne
321-242-2219

Hotrod Kats and Kool ••• Kool
Kitties

Feb.27, 11 a.m. to3 p.m., free
Pointe Orlando
9101 international Drive
407-248-2838

SHOWS
Badfish, The Btimin' Smymans
(rock)

Feb. 25, 7 p.m., $5
AKA Lounge
68 E.PineSt.
407-839-3707

Feb. 24, 9 p.m., $8
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

MegaCon

Shat, The Obscene, Libyan Hit
Squad (punk)

· Feb.25 to Feb.27,various times,$17to
$45
Orange County Convention Center

Will's Pub
1850 N.Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

The Sharp Objects, Fashion
Fashion, The Image Boys,
Country Slashers (rock)
Feb. 24, 10 p.m., $5
Screamers
360 State Lane
407-244-0299

Junkie Rush,Julington, Seven
Blue Skies (rock)
Feb.24,8 p.m., free-$6
Hard Rock Live
CifyWalk Universal Orlando
407-351-5483

at

Big Ten-4, Dirty Shannon (rock)
Feb. 24, 9 p.m., $5-$7
Back Booth
37W.PineSt
407-999-2570

The Azulluz (experimental)
Feb.25, lOp.m.,$5
The Peacock Room
1321 N. Mills Ave.
407-228-0048

Robin Yukiko Band, Project
Spotlight (rock)
Feb.25, 7 p.m.,$3
Natura Coffee and Tea
12078 Collegiate Way
407-482-5000

Take Notice, Fallen from the Sky,
No ttarm Done, Fire at Will
(punk)
Feb. 25, 7 p.m., $8
0-ZoneCDs
1002 W. Hwy 436
407-862-1002

Folly, Another Broke~ Promise,
Cannae, My Bitter End, Rodan,
Beauty in Chaos (punk)
Feb. 25, 5 p.m., $8 ·
Back Booth
37W.PineSt.
407-999'.-2570

Feb.24,8 p.rri., $5-$7
PLEASE SEE

CALENDAR ON i4

'

Earn $75 to $200 per day doing promotional work for
one ·of the fastest growing promo agencys in Florida!
--

We are looking for motivated, responsible spokesmodels .for many
upcoming promotions all over.the Greater Orlando Area.
Contact us via email: destinytalentusa@yahoo.com and
check out our web site @www.destinytalen~com
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21+ ID Required

HAPPEN NGS

WEDNESDAYS

0111m Mic llUht
Wllhlamez
THURSDAYS

Karaoke

CALENDAR

SUNDAY

Blues Jam. 4- B11.m.

BILL BELLAMY
Former MTV vee-jay and current
stand-up comedian Bill Bellamy will be
performing in Orlando this weekend at the
lmprov. Anative of Newark, NJ, 39-year-old
Bellamy is aveteran of several Def Jam
comedy specials as well as afew movies of
note, induding Any GivenSunday and How
to Be aPlayer. Bellamy's stand-up comedy
consists of mostly trite stereotypes (I was
born apoor black kid tn the projects ... },
but it's still pretty funny. And at $25 for one
show, it had better be.
So if you have daddy's gold card or a
trust fund or you just haven't blown all of
your student loan money, go see this show.
If for no other reason than Bellamy is actually Shaquille O'Neal's cousin. Shows are
Feb. 24 at 8p.m. and Feb. 25 and 26 at 8
p.m.and 10:30 p.m.atthe lmprov.

FRIDAY

Heather Friedman
101m-close
~~~$3rova~~-

SATURDAY

Roger lee
101m-close
~~~-no cover~~~

SMOKERS WELCOME
CLASS A PLACE

401-211-1665

12727 East Colonial Drive • Orlando, Florida

. (At 408 & E. Colonial)

••
FROM i3

Pain Prindple, Response
Negative, NOIR, Persona
(metal)
Feb. 25, 8 p.m., $6
The Haven
6700 Aloma Ave.
407-673-2712

Divine in Nature, Killjoy,
Dopamean, Outer Darkness
(metal)
Feb. 25,8 p.m., $$
Orlando Island Oasis
2716 N.Forsyth Rd
407-657-6047

Centn>-Matic, The Baptist
Generals, Sugar Oaks (indie)
Feb. 25, 9 p.m., $8
WilYsPub
1850 N.Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

Seven Nations (rock)
Feb. 25, 9 p.m., $6-$8
The Social ·
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

le Band Rocks, Stemm Cell,
Priapism, Ludd Fly, Pulse
Nein,Gotti 13, 1-4 Band,
Fireflight, Nine 13, Rabbits
with Glasses, Eternal
Rhythmz (rock)

Flogging Molly, Hot Water
Music, The Riverboat
Gamblers (punk)
Feb.26, 7:30 p.m., $17.50-$1950
House of Blues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

The Legendary J.C.~ (rock)
Feb. 26, 10 p.m., $3-$5
Copper Rocket Pub
106 Lake Ave.
407-645-0069

Feb.26
5p.m.,$12
UCFArena
407-8B-6006

The O'Jays, Herb Williams &
Gibralter {pop)
Feb. 26, 5 p.m., $39.95-$59.75 ·
Universal Studios at Universal Orlando
407-363-8000

Still Naive, Atomic Tangerine,
Canvas (hard rock)
Feb. 26, 9:30 p.m., $8
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Brandston, Number One Fan
(rock)
Feb. 26, 5 p.m., $8
Will's Pub
1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

Skeleton Key, Landing on
land, Loss for Words (indie)
Feb. 26, 9 p.m., $8
Will's Pub
1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

The Woggles, The Evidents
(rock)

It Dies Today, Twelve Tribes,
Anterrabae, If Hope Dies,
Winter Solstice (hard rock)

Feb.26, 7 p.m., $8
Sereame~
360 State Lane
407-244-0299

Keh' Mo' (blues)

Matchbook Romance, Motion
Crty Soundtrack, From First to
Last, Scatter the Ashes, Whole
Wheat Bread, Boxelder,

'

Feb.27,4p.m.,$9
Back Booth
37W.PineSt.
407-999-2570

Gestalt
' Side Project (indie) ·
Feb. 27, 10 p.m., free
The Peacock Room

j.

·'

.

·Hand BloWn61ass

Slingapour's
25 Wall Street Plaza
407-849-9904

l-679-8365

Mystik NRG (reggae)
Feb.27, lOp.m.,$5
Wall Street Plaza
Wall and Court Streets
407-849-9904

Buck 65 (hip-hop)

Mar. 1, 6 p.m., $~ ·
Will's Pub
1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

Die Young, Seventh Star,
Round for Round, Imperial,
Greedo Shot First (rock)
Mar.1,5 p.m.,$8
Back Booth
37W.PineSt.
407-999-2570

Avail, Lucero (rock)
Mar.2,8 p.m.,$10
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Elvis Costello and the
Imposters (rock)
Mar. 2, 7 p.m., $45
House of Blues
Doi,yntown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

.

·Incense/Pipe Cleaner
• Body Jewelry
,

Feb. 27, 9 p.m., $5

Northstar, Honorary Title,
Communique (punk)

Feb. 26, 7 p.m., $7
0-ZoneCDs
1002 W. Hwy 436407-862-1002

...

c•'.·~AojtkS

Toni Brown, Bonobos {rock)

Feb. 26, 8 p.m., $5-$7
Orlando Island Oasis
2716 N.Forsyth Rd.
407-657-6047

Casei Brewer, Mere Surmise,
Red ave (indie)

'

'1

Feb.27,8p.m.,$5
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-;1419

Feb. 26, 1op.m., $4
The Peacock Room
1321 N. Mills Ave.
407-229-0048

"'(g"', ~(a,5s Smoki'1gMccessor{es''

1

1321 N. Mills Ave.
407-228-0048

Toxic Black Rose, Kool Us, Jam
Lab, Daggers Within Smiles,
Delusional the Platinum
·Punk (punk)

Dodger, 1984 (indie)

Feb.25,5 p.m.,$13
House of Blues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

Feb. 25, 7:30 p.m., $20
House of Blues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

Sloppy Meateaters {punk) for
"Central Florida Extreme Ill
.Action SpOrts and Music
Festival"

LOOKING FOR ACTION?
_LIVE JAi-ALAi ~
NOW THRU MARCH!
MATINEES • THURS, SAT &SUN
EVENINGS • THURS, FRI &SAT
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Heart Like aRiver. .

Genre: md1e-rock
Label: Polyvinyl
Release date: Feb. 22
I

THE MARS VOLTA·
Frances the Mute
Genre: psychedelic
Label: Universal
Release date: Mar.1

Ida is a band with a name that leads
itself well to, puils. Ida is a band with a
sound, however, that does not. Had a
band such as Good Charlotte been named
Ida, this review would be full of such classic lines as "Ida like to recommend this,
but I'd be too worried about .the resting
place of my eternal soUI."
Furthermore, had Ashlee Simpson's
first name been Ida, I could easily include .
lines like "If.I were forced to listen to this,
Ida probably jump out a 16th story wipdow." ·
·
This is where the problem with Ida lies
- the music is simply too good. The band
has ~latantly d~nied the critic the i_oy of
c~mg such witty puns and chuckling to
himself as he writes them down. This
·eould have been the bad review that every
critic, ~t some level in th~ darkest recesses of his soul, longs to wnte.:

But Heart Like a River is simply too
well done to knock. The album opens up
with a lush melody that ·continues ·through each of its 11 tracks. Soft string
arrangements and_gentle piano accompany the harmonizing of Ida's three vocalists, Elizabeth Mitchell, Daniel Littleton
and Karla Schickele, as _e ach song flows
into the next. It is cleaJ." Ida believes in a
simplistic beauty, and if you are seeking
anything except the perfect soundtrack to
an autumn eve then this might not be the
album for yolJ.
Heart Like a River's best strength lies in
its consistency. At no point ·o n the album
is there a song that sticks out or shines
any brighter then the rest, but the collec_tion flows as smoothly as the river its title
metaphorically implies.
With each track, Ida approaches the
listener, gently presents them with its

It's hard to consider The Mars Volta's
sophomore release, Frances· the Mute,
without acknowledging its twisted backstory. Of ~ourse; the band's first fulllength albuin, De-Loused in the Comatorium, was inspired by the death of a
long-time friend, but the most recent
blow to the band was the death of former ·
TMV co-lyricist and sound manipulator
Jeremy Ward, apparently from a drug
overdose. 'fhe remaining members decided to become drug-free, oddly resulting in
a more abstract album than De-Loused.
The five-song epic, meant to be played
in a continuous loop, tells the story o( a
man searchjng for his biologicaJ. parents
and is based on a diary found by the late
Ward in ·the back of a car while working
as a repo man. From the very beginning, ·
with the teeth-grindingly busy ueygnus...
Vismund Cygnus," · The Mars Volta
launches into a 77- minute, unbroken

journey documenting the search of
Cygnus' birth mother, whom is later discovered as the murdered title character
of Frances.
One of the most diverse songs on the
album ~s the Spanish-sung "L'Via L'Viaquez" which blends in a little flamencoinspired horn for your dancing pleasure
and features the Chili Peppers' Flea ~d
John Frusciante; it's reminiscent almost of
a·missing track on De-Loused. The lyrically dark album concludes with "Cassandra
Gemini," a 32-minute monumental track.
that is almost Pink Floyd-esque. Digital
spoken word accents this song superbly,
and the chorus of song (which kicks back
in after 20 minutes of just sound) makes
the half-hour of your life spent listening to
one song actUally enjoyable.
The Mars Volta will also release a 15minute 12" which is to act as a "decoder" to
the rest of the album. What's the defmition

melodic gift and slowly steps away. If the
listener approves, they come right back to
repeat the process.
Some band~ are known for a colorful .
frontman, while others are remembered
for albums that are gaping in both scope
and length, but with Ida you have a band
that understands its place in the musical
landscape. They do not try to be something they're not and are better for it. It is
this maturity that has led them to release
an album that is as haunting as it lovely
and to write songs that induce images of
solitude and falling leaves.
And ultimately, Heart Like a River is an
album whose sifllple power has denied
me from writing the review I truly wanted to write.
See Ida Mar.10 at the SociaL Tickets are

$10 at Park Ave. CDs.
-(tiRIS BOWERS

of ostentatious again?
,
Don't expect the rest of the album to
sound like MTV's scaled-down version of
"The Widow." What.you can expect, however, are minutes, several minutes comprised mostly of background noise and
random guitar. Yes, song breakdowns are
good, in fact essential to albums of this
stature, but can we agree that eight minutes of s]amming screen doors and highway noise are a little .excessive?
Omar Rodriguez-Lopez and Cedric
Bixler-Zavala (both of At the Drive-In
fame) claim that this album is not a continuation to their critically acclaimed DeLoused in a Comatorium, but rather its
own entity. That was probably their first
mistake with Frances the Mute. The major
flaw of the album, though it is actually
pretty amazing, is that it couldn't live up to
the hype created by its own meinbers.
-SARA STOCK

-

•
•
KINGS OF LEON
Aha Shake Heartbreak
Genre: alt-rock
Label: RCA
Release date: Feb.22

The Kings' 2003 debut Youth and
Young Manhood was hailed as the best
thing to happen to southern rock since
Lynyrd Skynyrd. With twangy guitar and
sputtering vocals, the three Followill
brothers and their first cousin brought a ·
fire to your speakers. .
Aha Shake Heartbreak is the·next step
after a stunning debut, a musical exploration that draws on different genres,
including blues and indie rock.
When the Kings (following Metallica)
cut off their trademark beards, it seems
they left their southern rock with it. Aha
was cut live,.with no overdubs, and definitely lives up to their comparison to
The Strokes.
Caleb's incomprehensible vocals still
befuddle lyric-writers and, apparently,
Bono, who invited the Kings to open
U2's U.S. tour. Caleb boasts, "I still bring
it when I got to bring it." They just bring
it differently.
-JON CROOK

ARMOR FOR-SLEEP
What to Do When You
Are Dead
Genre:emo
Label: Equal Vision
Release date: Feb. 22

In the world of dime-a-dozen emo
bands, Armor for Sleep does its best to rise
above the rest but falls just shol,'t..
There is nothing outright to complain
about; the guitars and diums sound great,
the singing is on-key (even if the singer's
voice is grainy), the lyrics aren't too
cheesy (except for the song "Stay on the
Ground") and it's mixed well. The problem is that there is nothing that makes this
CD stand out either. While they are still
better than a lot of the· bands out there,
you feel like they aren't pushing themselves.
There are a few songs that stand out
more than oth:ers, such as "Remember to
Feel Real" and "The End," but for the most
part, there's nothing too memorable. It's a
good CD, but it's not as catchy as their first
album. So it ends up being just average nothing great, nothing horrible, but a good
middle-ground album that leaves room
for improvement.
-RICKY SURILLO

,..
FEBRUARY

MUSIC
Park Ave CDs Jr.: Top 25 for
the week of Feb. 13 - 19
1. Various Artists
Drive-Thru Records: Pure Volume (Qncentration
2. Goldfinger
Disconnection N.otice
3.Lapagon
live 1ri a Dive
4.The<iame
The Documentary

S. LCD Soundsystem
LCD Soundsystem
6.Eisley
Room Noises
,.

'

7. Postal service

We Will Become Silhouettes
8.Pe11per
KonaTown
9. Chris Rock
Never Scared

,
"

10. Bright Eyes
I'm Wi<le Awake, It's Morning

Whole Whe~t Bread may not look the part, but this punk-rock trio has the hooks and the ~elodies to vie with the best of contemporary pop-punk.

11. Bright Eyes
Digital Ash ma Digital Um

Punk rock's not al) white-bread angst

12. Various Artists
Policia: ATribute to The Police

Whole Wheat Bread proves not only that Minority Rules~ but it rocks h3I'.d aS well

13.John Legend
Get Lifted ·

SHARON PARE
14. Unwritten Law
Here's to the Mourning

Staff Writer

W

1S. Jack Johnson &G. Love
Some Live Songs
16.Soundtrack
The Life Aquatic With Steve Zissou
17.Pepper
In With the Old
18. Sage Francis
AHeafthy Distrust
19.Anberlin
Never Take Friendship ~eriously
20. Ani Difranco
Knuckle Down
21; Fallen From the Sky
Tune Out the World
22. Green Day
American Idiot
23.Killers
Hot Fuss
24. Chemical Brothers
Push the Button
·~
<.

25. Ed Harcourt
Strangers

\.

hole Wheat Bread, also known as
Jacksonville's Ghetto Punks, is a
"dirty south punk rock I American
crunkrock" band These few words entirely
describes what this punk-rock group is all
about
The trio is composed of Aaron Abraham,
20 - vocals/guitar, Nicholas Largen, 22 vocals/bass/guitar, and Joseph Largen, 23 drums.
Abraham, a native 1iinidadian, met
·Nicholas Largen (brother of Joseph) to originally1pursue a rap career together. But Abraham soon found out that Nicholas played bass,
and things fell furthur into place when Abraham learned that Joseph played the drums.
· Whole .Wheat Bread (WWB) has only
been together a short while, but since releasing its debut album Minority Rules in late January, the band has already received impressive
revieWs and remarks from critics (their album
is available nationwide).
Whole Wheat Bread's work Was released
by Fighting Records and produced by Darian
Rundall, who has also worked with Pennywise
and Yellowcard. Minority Rules features 11
searing punk rock tracks, but JJy the last
bonus tracks, WWB's "alter-egos'~ Nasty
Nigga Fleetwood, DJ Dirtee Skeet and Mr.
Whitefolks emerge.

three

With genuine punk rock followed by bona
fide rapping to a hip-hop beat, these guys
prove to be a band that can mix it up when
called for. Ifyou couldn't figure it out yet, this
band is made up of black musicians, which is
fairly uncommon in the punk genre.
Abraham took time out of the band's current touring itinerary to- answer a few short
questions about WWB.
·
SP: I am a Jacksonville home-girl too, don't

wekickass?
AA: Hell yeah! DUUUVAL!
SP: For the fans that have never heard or
seenyour band, what is the usual reaction you
see when you hit the first few notes and start
punk-rockin' out on stage?
AA: People don't know how to react. Jaws
drop, heads turn. . ·
PLEASE SEE
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MUSC
Whole Wheat Bread iS rea~Y to retuni to
hip-hop roots after acclaimed punk record
FROM i6

hot Puerto Rican chicks.

SP: I want to congratulate you
on the new record you just released.
What is 'four favorite song on that
reconi, and why? ·
AA: My favorite is "Scar Your
Lungs," because it's the most personal song on the album..

SP: Who has been the best act
you have staged with yet on your
tour?
AA: This band from Atlanta
called El Pus who are coincidentally also all black. The Suicide Girls
were cool Locally, we like One

I

SP: When WWB first_got started after giving rapping the boot,
were you ·ridiculed by other peers
becaus~ of the music you were

playing?
AA: I wasn't really ridiculed, but
I was questioned A lot of my
friends didn't really understand the
punk side of me at first, but they're
all about it now.
SP: What have you heard about
the University of Central Florida

thus fur?
AA: I heard there's a bunch of

Drop.

SP: For those who haven't heard
your stuff More, who would you
primarily compare yourselves to
that has had the heaviest influence
on your music?
.
AA: Green Day
SP: Tell me more about these 3
bonus tracks! Have you decided to
come out with an "alter-ego" CD
and have one totally punk-rock and
one strictly hip-hop?
·.
AA: Yes, it's in the plans. It's
more than alter-egos though. It

· completes the circle. It's another
side of us that's just as real.
This urban punk group will be
performing with headliners such
as Matchbook Romance, Scatter
the Ashes, Motion City Soundtrack and From First to Last on
Saturday at the UCF Arena. Tick- .
ets range from $12-$17. This collaborated music and sports event will ·
feature extreme sports such as
skateboarding, BMX and freestyle
Moto X. Local bands will be playing the outside venue, which
starts at 5 p.m. (free), with
Through You (who has a 12-yearold drummer), Boxelder and Sloppy Meateaters. The main event
starts at 8 p.m. ~chase yo1¥ tickets through ticket master or at the
UCF arena. For mote information
on WWB, go to: www.wholewheatbread.net
or
mys~ce.com/wholewheatbread

COURTESY FIGHTING RECORDS

Whole Wheat Bread will be perfonning Saturday at the UCF Arena - be sure to get there earty.
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Some movies
are a bit dated
BRETT RYAN BONOWIU
Staff Writer

his past Saturday, I went on a quas~:date
with a person who already has a boyfriend
I say quasi because rm sure if you asked
her if it was a date, she would reply ''no.'' As per
the usual standard of my being, we saw a movie
- Assault on Precinct 13. She picked it
Before the film we decided to grab a bite of
food at a local eatery, where we discussed relationships of the past She spoke about how she
couldn't remember why she broke up with her
boyfriends, and .I became nauseated by the fact
that continually througho~t my life I have associated girlfriendS and movies with being able to
factually recall my life in any sort of order. The
sad fact was that I couldn't simply remember
dates or when peopte died or any other marker
·people normally use. I could only mark my life by .
my girlfriends and the movies I saw with them.
And the thing was this: I don't remember every
film rve seen, especially the movies I see alone,
but I could still remember the first film I ever saw
with a girlfriend· of mine, a film I shouldn't
remember at all: the Michael Richards/Jeff
Daniels comedy 1Ha1 and.Error.
I can remember every bit about the night:
how my date wouldn't let me touch her breast,
how the theatre next to us was playing The Lost
World far too loudly and how the air conditioning wasn't working in the lobby.
From 2001-20041 dated one person. Seeing as
how I never had a relationship break·t:Wo years
previous to this, it was the high water mark of a
career with women and film. In this span of my
life I saw over 200 films in the theatre, had sex an
equal (or greater) amount oftimes and had never
had a happier time in my life. I saw films like
Minority Report and Catch Me if You Can, Sidewalks ofNew lbrk and the E.T. re-release. I spent ·
a lot of money on candy with he~ and we ate it
until our ulcers bled. I saw three years of.Best
Picture winners with the .love of iny life. Sadly,
that relationship died when I -stupidly ended it in ,
September: ·
For the rest of my life rm going to associate all
those theatre-going experiences to those girls. I
can chart dates and places rve been bywho'I was
dating and What~ I had seen. ,
.
From my first kiss to 9/11 to graduating high
school and starting college, all these watershed
marks haVe been glared with a feeling of beauty
- the beauty of the movies and the women I've
had the pleasure to share my life with.
rm currently single as I write this, but who
knows what is in store for a person with such
character, such merit and- the ability to buy a
steak dinner' for whoever chooses to accept a,
date with me. As for me, and what I'm thinking as
you read this ... well I'm probably going to go to
a movie tonight, alone. If you see me in the theatre eating away my feelings, come sit next to me.
I promise rm really not that bad of a person.

T

Lynn Collins feeds Heather Goldenhersch a grape in The Merchant of Venice, thereby filling this week's homoerotic picture requirement.

Merchant of Venice: decent Bard film
· .But when it comes ~to Shakespe3re, either you care or you don't
MIKE FERRARO

able to perform (stupid laws), Shylock obliges.
Should the loan not be paid in three months time, Shylock
doesn't demand interest Instead;perhaps due to all the years of
ll too often th~e days, filmmakers lo~e to tum Shake- humiliation he and his people have suffered through, he
speare plays into modern-day _high ~ool affairs. They demands a pound of Antonio's flesh.
The direction and cineinatography in The Merchant of
are more intereSt:ed in garnering a bigger audience than
they are in keeping the origiruil work as it has been for hundreds Venice are absolutely astounding. Every shot is just as beautiful
of years. Ten Things I Hate About You and 0 were some.of the as the last, but you'll wish the story is just as great. As with a lot
latest retellings of his works, and not only was the language of of ShakeSpeare's work, this story is vacant of characters one
Shakespeare tom away, the mood was missing as well. Director should sympathize with. When Shylock doesn't get his money
Michael Radford keeps his version of The Merchant ofVenice in or his flesh, a trial ensues and Shylock becomes -so demanding,
the time period it is supposed to take place in, with the dialogue you almost don't want him to be paid~ Nor do you feel
Shakespeare had intended.
any compassion for Antonio, since the loan was never paid back.
The fllm. takes place in the late 16th century in Venice, when
Al Pacino's performance is the finest amongst ~ cast· He
religious intolerance finds its ways into the laws of the govern- transforms perfectly into the Shakespeare realm, never remindment Christians rule over the Jewish community, and there are ing the audience that it was he who screamed, 'rutica!" in Dog
actual laws that condition Jews to identify themselves with a red Day Afternoon and "Woo-ha!" in A Scent of a Woman. He gets
cap. They are also forced to live in ghettos. How hypocritical the ~t dialogue too, especially during the final court trial,
some of these fine Christians are though - when they need where he qt,iestions the act of sla\rery and reminds them that
something Oike money for instance), they have no problem they are human beings as well.
going to their side ofthe cityto ask for a loan.
While the story lacks certain elements, this is one of the
l\vo such Christian citirens, Antonio {Jeremy IrOns) and finest adaptations of Shakespeare yet Drama fimatics that love
Bassanio {Joesph Fiennes), find their way to Shylock (Al Pacino) · Shakespeare (and this play). will thoroughly ~njoy themselves
and ask him for 3000 ducats. Bassanio needs such a fee so that here, while non-Shakespeare f~ may find The Merchant of
he may try to venture to his love (Portia) and earn her hand in Venice yawn-inducing.
marriage. Since money-lending is the only profession Jews are
Opens ~onwnuw at Enzian.

Staff Writer
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Trust us,:this film is just as bad as its atrocious title
Diary of a Mad Black Woman a
disjointed, cliche-ridden mess
CHRISTY LEMIRE
Associated Press

T

he ads for Diary ofaMad
Black Woman suggest a

re-envisioning of the
Martin Lawrence cross-dressing comedy Big Momma 's
House, or perhaps Mrs. Doubt.fire tailored specifically for
black audiences.
There's Tyler Perry, the
film's co-star and screenwriter,
dragged up in grandma .duds, a
wig and a fat suit, waving a gun
around and whipping out sassy
one-liners about how she ain't
afraid of the 'po-po.
If only it were that simple or that focused Kimberly Elise's
character could be talking about
the film itself when she writes
in her first diary, entry, "Looks
can be deceiving:'
·
Diary ofa Mad Black Woman
is indeed a bawdy comedy. It's
also a domestic drama and a
love story, wrapped up in Chris-·
_tian proselytizing and gospel
music and peppered with jokes
about flatulence and marijuana.

, through faith.
Good for them!
And if anyone can sit through
this experience for two hours
and co:me out with something
. Oh, ~ait - there's also a sub- positive, good for them, too!
· plot involving a drug kingpin on
Perry, who has , two other
trial. And a shooting that leaves roles in the movie, based the
a key character paralyzed
script on his play of the same
In short, it'~ the d~ary of a name, and intended Helen's
mess.
story to be a source of inspiraLongtime music video direc- · tion.
tor Darren Grant, making his , Helen is living a life of opufirst feature film, shifts between lence at the film's start as the
all these elements with such jar- wife of powerful Atlanta lawyer
' ring frequency and disjointed Charles Mccarter (Steve Harrandomness, it sometimes feels ris). Superficially, they seem to
as if the reels have been shown have it all; privately, he treats
her with a cruelty that is1 shockout of order.
EEmple: A character (whom ing.
•
we won't name) is shot in a
_On their 18th wedding
crowded courtroom. Screaming anniversary, Charles coldly
and chaos naturally ensue. Cut kicks her out of the house, liter. immediately to ~e as Helen, ally, to allow his lorlgtime missharing a tender, intimate kiss · tress (Lisa Marcos) to move in.
with her boyfriend, Orlando (The fact that he rejects the
(Shemar Moore), the factory beautiful, classy, thoughtful
worker with a heart of gold who Helen for a bossy hoochie
has restored her faith in men.
mama in tiglit, trashy clothes is
The transition is almost the least of the movie's probfunny. Except it doesn't mean to lems).
be.
And so Helen embarks on a ·
Surely some filmgoers will journey of rediscovery, finding
find affirmation in the film's out who she iS on her oWn after
message that any obstacle or marcying young and deriving
heartbreak is manageable. her identity from being some-

one's wife for most of her life.
She gets a job as a waitress. She
reconnects with the family members and the old neighborhood
from which Charles forced her to
distance herself.
She also learns how to trust
again with the help of the sensitive· Orlando, who is .'truly too
good to be true, even though his
beard, cornrows and perpetual
bandanna scream out ''bad boy:'
(Despite the make-under, the
Young and the Restless star is a
gorgeous creature to behold It's
no wonder she falls for him though he does seem to be stalking her at times, and he tries to

~~,~LOEWS
COURTESY LIONS GATE

Helen McCarter (Kimberly Elise) seemed to have the perfect life until her husband announces he wants adivorce in Diary ofaMad Blade Woman.

romance her with cheesy lines
like, "I know you don't believe in
fairy tales, but if you did, I'd be
your knight in shining armor.,,)
If the filmmakers had stuck to
this storyline, by the way, they
would have been just fine. They
would have come up with a
made-for-Lifetime movie, but
they would have been fine.
"I don't even know where to
pick up the pieces of my life,"
Helen laments while telling her
mother about her failed marriage. "He was my everything:'
Diary of a Mad Black Woman
tries t9 be everything too, and
ends up getting nothing right.

MIDNIGHT SHOW.SEVERY THURSDAY,

-CINEPLEX FF~IDAY, SATURDAY AND SUNDAYf!
E N T E R T A I N

M E N ;

(407) 354-5998 FOR MORE INFO

-

BOX OFFICE

U.S. movie revenues for Feb.18-21
· All dollar figures in millions
RANK• FILM-WEEKEND GROSS
GROSS 10 DATE• WEEKS IN RELEASE• SCREENS

1. Hitch- $36.7
$95.0 ·Two weeks· 3,s-75
2.Constantine- $33.6
$33.6 •One week· 3,006
3. Because of Winn-Dixie- $13.2
$13.2 •One week· 3,188
4.Son of the Mask- $9.1
$9.1•0neweek·2,966
S.Million DollarBaby-$8.1
$SS.6• 10weeks • 2,519
6.Are We There Yet?- $8.1
$71.1 • rive weeks • 2,572
7.Boogeyman- $6.1
$41.7 ·Three weeks• 2,529
8. Pooh's Heffalump Movie- $SJ
$12.6 ·Two weeks• 1,710
9. The Aviator- $4.9
$88.9•10weeks•1,566
10. The Wedding Date- $4.S
$25.9 ·Three weeks• 1,300
SOURCE: AP

MOVIE TIMES

REGAL WATERFORD LAKES
541 N. ALAFAYA TRAIL,407-9n-1107

Andrew Uoyd Webber's The Phantom of
the Opera (PG-13)

The Oscars: Who's snubbed and who'll win
excellent work (particularly
Staff Writers
Hilary Swank and C3:talina
Moreno), but Kate Winslet
Best Picture
absolutely owns this category.
Million Dollar Baby likely con- Her nuanced performance in
fused too many people who Eternal Sunshine helped carry the
thought it was the sequel to The film and prevented Clementine
Next Karate Kid (and wondered from turning into a caricature, a
where Pat Morita was). Sideways. ·very real possibility in lesser
may be considered too subtle, hands. If she doesn't walk_aWa.y
middle-aged, and wine-y to Acad- with the Oscar, something's rotemy voters who prefer" fiery ten in the state of Hollywood.
and
maritime ·
explosions
And the Oscar Goes To: If
tragedies. And although Ray is ~ere's any justice in the world,
riding high on nostajgia and a fan- Kate Winslet. Realistically,
tastic performance from Foxx, the Swank.
movie itself isn't what most people would call "good." 1bat leayes Best Actor
Fmding Neverland and The AviaEveryone has already come to
tor and,.of.the two, Aviator has the· the conclusion that Paul Giamatti
panache and typical Hollywood got robbed of a nomination; lefs
flair that warrants the aWard.
talk about another shaft. The
And the Oscar Goes To: The AcadeQly obviously watched.

Aviator

Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless
Mind (even though it was

12:00

Are We There Yet? (PG),
12:10 3:007:209:4012:20a

The Aviator (PG-13)
4:008:00

Because of Winn-Dixie (PG)
12:203:207:3010:2012:SOa

The Boogeyman (PG-13)
7:5010-.30

Constantine (R)
12:001:104:004:305:007:007:4010:0010:40
11~012:SOa

Cursed (PG-13)
12:301:30 3:204:407:308:0010:1010:5012:40a

Hide and Seek (R)
12:40 3:30 6:409'.3012:30a

Hitch (PG-13)
12:301:001:30 3:404:20 7:00 7:408:1010:0010-.30
12:SOa

Man.of the House (PG-13)
PLEASE SEE

MOVIE TIMES ON i12

.

MIKE FERRARO AND DIANNA ZISMAN

Best Director
Where is Michel Gondry's
nomination for ._ his marvelous
work in Etemaf Sunshine? Any
film that Eastwood or Scorsese
seem to put out these days earns
them a nomination automatically.
Remember Gangs of New York?
Thankfully the Academy doesn't
feel that way about George Lucas.
Since Clint got it last year, the
Academy may feel the need to
. finally award Scorsese, even
though he deserved it for far better films (see Raging Bull or Good-

Fellas).

·

And the Oscar goes to: Martin
Scorsese.

Best Actress
Most

ot the

nominees did

.

finally forget that she was in that
wretched - Ace Ventura sequel.
Linney got the only nomination
for Kinsey and, while she earned
it, where are the others for that
film?
.And the Oscar goes to: Cate
Blanchett. She played Katherine
Hepburn and managed to
embody everything about her.

Best Supporting Actor

Natalie Portman proved between Garden State and Closer
- that she does indeed have talent, unlike her performance -in
Star Wars: Episode II suggests.
Sophie Okonedo can now thank
her lucky _stars that people can

Best Song
Is it too late to re-nominate '~
Kiss at the End of the Rainbow''
or "Belleville Rendez-vous?''
And the Oscar Goes To:
"Believe'' - The Polar Express.
Andrew Lloyd Webber already
has an Oscar to his name, and
"Oscar Winners The Counting
Crows" just doesn't sotind right

That Alan Alda received ·a
nomination for his blink-andyou-missed-it performanc~ . in
The Aviator will mcely a~tound
people for generations to come.
Don't expect to see Thomas
Haden Church bringing the stat- Best Original Saeenplay
The writing categories have
ue home just yet either, as the
Academy won't be inclined to typically been the Academy's
reward someone who starred in consolation prizes to movies
George ofthe Jungle 2 quite so eas- shafted out of the Best Picture
ily.
_nod. No surprise, then, to -see
And the Oscar Goes To: Like both Hotel Rwanda and Eternal
Scorsese, Freeman ·will find him- Sunshine in this one.
self l'ewarded for a lesser role to
And the Oscar Goes To: Eter-:
make up for the countless times nal Sunshine. Show it some k>ve,
he's been screwed by the Acade- Academy.

snubbed in niany categories), but
what about Jim Carrey? Kate
Winslef wasn't working alone,
you know~ And stop with these
"make-up" nominations (Johnny my.
Depp and Clint EastWood). Give
them nominations when they Best Animated Film
deserve it
So the Academy was able to
And the Oscar goes to: Since tell that Shrek 2 and Shark Tale
everyone else is predicting Jamie · were animated, big deal. Too bad
Foxx, we're going to pull for Don they couldn't tell them apart from
Cheadle.
what we call "good films."
Ap.d the Oscar goes to:· The

Best Supporting Actress

Clint Eastwood pµlled a John
Carpenter and scored Million
Dollar Baby and even he didn't
earri a nomination.
And the Oscar goes to: We'll
just wait and see.

Incredibles.

Best Original Score
2004 graced us with two beautiful and haunting scores from
Jon Brion (Eternal Sunshine and I
Heart Huckabees), yet the Academy didn't recognize his skills.

Best Adapted Saeenplay
All the filins in this category
deserve·d it, and this is one of the
few c~tegories this year with a
surprise - Before Sunset. It w~ .
certainly one of the best films of
the year, but not one you'd think
the Academy .would notice. Congratulations are in order for the
ACademy, for noticing this small
yet grand picture.
And the Oscar goes to: Sideways. Since it will no doubt get
the shaft in every other category,
this will be the only one it will
indubitably win. ·

.
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,~ponge

absorbs
more on DVD

m tips for actors to take
·~ome an Academy Award
GINA SCANLON

Cheadle in Hotel Rwanda and of
StaffWrite·r
course, the most buzzed-about
performance of the year, Jamie
fs that time ofyear again, kids, Fox:X playing Ray Charles, who is
for the biggest award show of also blind, which leads to: ·
the season
:fwe: Lose one of your five
, Stars primp for days and_·plit senses. Case in point Samantha
their best egos forward Design- Morton For Sweet and Lowdown
ers go nutty, hair stylists take their in 1999, she played Hattie, a young
jobs way too seriously and Joan .deaf girl who succeeded in being
Rivers makes everyone want to one of the very few nominated
, barf in a~ and.pray for her ter- actresses who spoke no dialogue.
mination
Six: Throw hissy .fits. Case in
The Academy Awards have point Halle Berry. Berry's meloalso reached an unhealthy leve~ of .Q.ramatic crying spells ar:id hyper•
· dangerouslyseriousOscarparties ventilations in 2002's Monster5
that involve gambling and a red - Ball caught the Academy's eye
carpet Why is this ~litical fash- and resulted in a historical preakion ~ow so intriguing to so many through win.
people? After all, Hollywood
Seven: VJSit a psychotic ward
(especially actors) tends to play to get into character. Case in
by the r:uJ.es in order to snag a point Russell Crowe and Angeligolden guy.
na Jolie. Crowe and Jolie got so in
Here are 10 rules, based on tune with their inner psychos for
recent trends, that eager aspiring their roles in 2002's A BeautijW.
thespians can follow to someday Mznd and 1999's Girl, Interrupted,
get. up .on that stage and thank they had audience and Academy
therr agent ... anQ their mom.
members alike screaming to
· noniinate these dynamic and
One/rwo: Gain or lose a complex performances.
whole lot of weight. Case in
Eight: If you're a man, play a
point Renee .lellweger. Her nom- woman, if you're a woman ... you
ination for playing the over-indul- get the idea. Case in point Hillary
gent Bridget Jones in 2001 got Swank in_Boys Don't Cry in 1999,
people talking, although it didn't for_ her role as the young woman
resolve in her favor. However, who was posing as a man. The
after getting people's attention, challenge paid off for Swank, who
she lost the Bridget fat and more won. in the same year Annette
for Chicago (2002), which also got, Bening was nominated for her
her a nomination The foll0wing critically acclaimed performance
yeai; the Academy seemed so sick in American Beauty.
of seeing her stuftand starve herN'me: Speak with a British
self that they decided to grant her accent so well that people think
the Oscar for Best Supporting you're reaJ).y British. Case in point
Actress (Cold Mountain). Smart, · Gwyneth Paltrow. In 1998, she
Renee.
· wooed the academy in ShakeTbree: Wear prosthetics. speare in Love, win,ning the Best
Case in·point Nicole Kidman. As Actress Oson: Her accent was so
soon as she slapped on a fake nose- believable that some people to
to play Vuginia Wolf in 2002, her this day still think she's from the
disguise was 10 times m:ore UK.
believable, and she brought home
Ten: Play a bitch who
the gold Not to mention she also deserves to be a bitch. Case in
had a biographical role, which point Julia Roberts as Erin Brockleads to:
ovich. In 1999, Roberts finally
Four: Play a real ~rson Case walked away with the statue for
in point Almost all of this year's being a tough cookie single mom
Best Actor nominees. Leonardo . battling a hefty civil case.
DiCaprio in The Aviator, Johnny
Now that you lmow a handful
Depp in Finding Neverland, Don · of the rules, go get that Oscar!

I

Also, classic screwball
comedy gets 2-disc set
. BRETT RYAN BONOWIU
Staff Writer

The SpongeBob SquarePants Movie

·•

The inost experimental film to be
released by a major studio last year, The
SpongeBob SquarePants Mavie was one of
the more breathtaking achievements of
2004. Now available on DVD, its features
include a making of called The Absorbing

Tale Behind The SpongeBob SquarePants
. Movie. The SpongeBob SquarePants Movie
Animatic features the writers and creator
Stephen Hillenburg. Saving the Surf and
Case ofthe SpongeBob are both featurettes
that will surely save the case of both
SpongeBob and Surf. The inclusion of the
film's submarine teaser trailer is ~e to
pleru?e those who frrst witnessed this glorious example of marketing in theatres.

Bringing Up Baby
One of the last of the AFI Top 100 to be
released on DVD, director Howard
Hawks' comic masterpiece has fmally
arrived in a two-disc special edition Disc
one features a digitally remastered transfer with commentary by writer/director
Peter Bogdanovich. The only other feature
on disc one is a Howard Hawks movie
trailer gallery. Disc two includes fwo documentari~s about the star and director of
. Bringi.ng Up Baby. First up is a featurelength film about Cary Grant witled
Cary G~ant: A Class Apart. And for those
~ho can't get enough of Hawks, The Men

Who Made the Movies: Howard Hawks
documentary is sure to fill that void.
. As an added treat, two ·vnitage vault
treasures: the comedy short Campus Cinderella and the cartoon A Star Is Hatched.

My Own Private Idaho (Criterion)
The latest from the Criterion Collection, Gus Van Sant's sometimes ignored
film My Own Private Iqaho has been given
a deluxe two-disc once-over by the folks
who do DVD right. See a yoiing Keanu
Reeves and a.still breathing River Phoenix
.before that fateful night. at
~per
Room. Included in the extras are an exclusive new audio conversation between Van
Sant and filmmaker Todd Haynes and The
Making of My Own Private Idaho, a new
documentary featuring interviews with
key crew members.
Also, check out a new video interview
~th film ~ritic Paul ~ur on the adaptation of Sliakespeare m My Own Private
Idaho, a video conversation between producer Laurie Parker and Rain Phoenix and
outtakes.
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Predicting that other Sunday night movie awards shoW .
.

Four child actors
you've never
heard of star in
Superbabies and
act the hell out
of Jon Voight and
Scott Baio. Ouch.

Superbabies, Catwoman,

Stiller and Dubya top bets
at your 2005 Razzie party
MATI HEDGECOCK
Staff Writer

A

round this time every year, there
-comes an award show that recog- ·
nires incompetence, idiocy and lack
of invention
No, ifs not the Grammys.
Ifs the Razzies, an annual "evenf' saluting and denigrating the worst ~ of the
past year. Coming right before The Academy Awards, the Razzies serve as a reminder
of the crap that Hollywood churns out every
yeai:; as though our minds were not scarred
enough already.
Believe it or not, this year actually marks
the 25th anniversary of the Razzie Awards.
The first film to receive the ignominious
Wo~Film of the Year award was the 1980
film Can't Stop the Music, a musical comedy
starring The Village People.
The Razzies haVe gained notoriety over
the past several years thanks to the prolifer.;.
ation of the Internet, which was created in Worst Picture ' 1969 by the Department of Defense for the Superbabies: Baby Geniuses l
In truth, this. film actually deserves
purpose of mocking bad films.
The nominations are usually fairly pre- about ~ Os<;ars. Howeve~ since those libdictable - tQ.e movie which has been beat- erals in Hollywood refused to nominate it
up on most of the year (Battlefield~ for anything, we'll ~e anything it can get
Gigli, etc.) take home the most nominations.
.
This year's whipping boy is the atrocious Worst ActorHalle Berry vehicle Catwoman, with seven Ben Stiller for Along Came Polly, Anchorman, .
nominations. Following close behind is Oliv- Dodgebalt Envy, and Starsky and Hutch
Despite his small roles in the mildly
er Stone's bloated biopic Alexander with six.
Michael Moore's anti-Bush docwnentary amusing Anchorman and Dodgeball, the
Fahrerfleit 5VJ1 was also nominated - more rest of the films were sheer trash. Stiller
specifically President Bush fur "Worst Actor." deserves this award for being the biggest .
. Razzie "winners" will be announced at 7 male whore in Hollywood right now.
p.m. Saturday, Feb. 26.
And, of course, because no awards show Worst Actress - Shawn and Marton (the
can go unpredicted, The indie offers up its Wayans Sisters) for White Chicks
Despite Halle Berry's Catwoman badpreferred picks for the worst of the worst
MOYIE
FROM

12:50 4:50 7:009:4012:10a

Meet the Fockers {PG-13)
12:203:30

MillffM.Dollar Baby (PG-13)
12:50 3:506:409:50

Pooh's Heffalump Movie (G)
12:00l1l04:10

Sideways (R)
12:40 3:407:1010:40

Son of the Mask (PG)
1:104:20 6:50 9'.30 12:00a

The Wedding Date {PG-13)
.1:204:307:5010:1012:30a

COLONIAL PROMENADE 6
4672 E.COlONIAL DRfVE,407-888-8224

Blade: Trinity(R)
Gal...._

Worst Saeen Couple George W. Bush and Condoleeza Rice for

Fahrenheit 9/11 ·

Complete lack of chemistry. I wanted
people! Sparks!

spar~,

He was much better in The Karate Dog.

Worst Director'Pitof' for Catwoman
rm sorry Pitof. ff you direct Catwoman
you are not allowed to have a snooty oneword name. Thems the rules.

Worst Remake or Sequel -

Alien l'S. Predator

Worst Supporting Actress Sharon Stone for Catwoman
Casting Sharon Stone as an evil cosmetic product queen seems like a recipe
for success, but somewhere it all went .
wrong.
·

Worst Sup(lorting Actor-·
·
Jon Voigllt in Superbabies: Baby Geniuses 2

This isn't so much a film as it is a good
reason to launch Paul WS. Anderson into
space. Very few directors can claim to have
ruined two classic movie monsters.

Worst ScreenplaySuperbabies: Baby Geniuses l
My fan-fiction Baby Geniuses sequel
was way better.
·

!

9'..50

Darkness {PG-13)

-

,
ness, at least she doesn't look like the
hideous Chernobyl freak troll-babies from
White Chicks;

;nMEs .

i10

~

--

9:45

Fat Albert {PG)
1:104:05 6:55

Lemony Snicket's ASeries of

Unfortunate Events (PG)
1:OS4:10 7:05 9'.55

The Motorcycle Diaries (R)
10:10

Ocean's Twelve {PG-13)
• 12:45 3:457:0010:00

The Polar Express (G)
12:553:55

The SpongeBob SquarePan~
Movie(PG)
1:203:506:45

White Noise (PG-13)
1:15 4:157:1510:05

UA MOVIES ATWEKIVA
RIVERWALKS
2141 N.SEMORAN BLVD.,407-884-0428
Are We There Yet? {PG)
12:30 2:50 5:20 7:40 9'.SO

Because of Winn-Dixie (PG)
1:10 3:507:0510:00

Son of the Mask {PG)
12:00 2:40 5:007:2010:15

CINEMARK 20 AT FESTIVAL BAY

Diary of a Mad Black Woman {PG13)

5150 INTERNATIONALDRIVE,4o7-351-3117
~We 1beie Yet? {PG)

Finding Neverland (PG)

12:40 3:00 5:20 7:4510:10

The Aviator (PG-13)

Constantine (R)
12:40 3:30 7:30 10'.30

6:109'.35

Because ~Winn-Dixie (PG) ·

Cursed (PG-13)
12:102:304:507:5010:05

Diary of a Mad Black Woman (PG13)
1:004:10/:1010'.25

Hitch (PG-13)

1:154:10 7:10 9:45

Being Julia {R)
2:457:25

Boogeyman (PG-13)
l

12:35 2:45 5:00 7:15 9:25

Coach Carter (PG-13)

12:504:006:5010:20

12:557:05

Man of the House (PG-13)

Constantine (R)

12:20 2:40 5:007'1.010:15

12:251:102:403:204:505:307:408:10
9'5010-lO

12501:203:504:207:007:309'.SOlO'lO

Cursed (PG-13)

1:001:304:004:306:45 7:159'.3010:00
12:25 2:50 5:10 7:35 9'.55

Hide and Seek (R)
7:059:30

Hitch (PG-13)
1:001:304:004:30 7:00 7:309:4010:15

Man of the House(~13)
12:302:555:157:4010:05 '

Meet the Fockers (PG-13)
3:5510:00

Million Dollar Baby (PG-13)
12:504:107:1010:10
Pooh~ Heffalump Movie (G)

12:30 2:204:15

Racing Stripes (PG)

1:154:25

Sideways {R)
12:55 3:55 7:20 10:05

Son of the Mask (PCi)
12:40 2:55 5:15 7:35 9'.55

The Wedding Date (PG-13)
12:35 5:10 9:45

ENZIAN CINEMA CAFE
1300 S. ORLANDO AVC.,407-{;29-1088

The Merchant of Venice (R)
, 3:15 6:30 9:45

D.MAC
39 S.MAGNOLIAAVE.,407-992-1200

Fear and Trembling (NR)
Friday and Saturday: 3:30 5:30 7:30 9:30
Sunday: 3:00 7:30 9'.30

Alllistedtimesare for the wiekfnd andsubjedto

d]ange. .

•

•

--

MARKO A MANNO

Proposing: a ~
public enemy?

BLEEPS AND Bl.OOPS

It is past

time for an

· The potential backfires of
PDA outweigh the benefits

overhaul

NICHOLAS MARKOVICH
Staff Writer

A

Someone, breathe
life into ·coop games
IVANVELEZ
Staff Writer

T

he latest cooperative big-riame
multiplayer video game i$ this
month's underwhelming Champions: . Return to Arms. Champions
added more or less cosmetic features to
last year's attempt to translate the
Everquest franchise into an accessible
four-player hack-:and-slash game. But .
this new sequel hasn't taken any
chances with the genre's tried-and-true
formula.
Before Champions did four-player
fantasy hack-and-slash with swords and
magic, Diablo did it in 1996. And before
Diablo had four players huddled
together closely as they looted dark
caverns and battled the undead, Gauntlet had already done the sam.e thing fu
·arcades in 1985.
.
The difference between those games
and Champions is that those games
defined the genre while Champions
merely rides on their coattails.
Somewhere along the evolution of
multiplayer gaming, cooperative -gameplay took a wrong turn and got stuck
going in circles;
·
Deathmatch turned into team play massively inultlplayer online RPGs.
and then into large-scale virtual warCooperative multiplayer games
fare.
.
haven't changed much in two.decades.
Te~-based multi-user dungeons
Gauntlet let- players control a warturned into multiplayer RPGs and then rior,. a wizard or an elf archer. Diablo let

COURTBY SONY WMPUTER ENTERTAINMENT AMERICA INC.

players contn;>l a warrior, a sorcerer or
a ~e (who specialized in bows). The
_newly released Champions lets players.
PLEASE SEE
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News-flash: your friend might not be right
MARILYN MANNO

sophical and maybe even a little cliche,

-Staff Writer

but gimme a minute to warm up. I might

what's besf for you, don't they? ''You
should do this/that," "call him,'' "don't call
·
· her," "dump him," are all some of the
hut _your eyes and put your hands pearls of wisdom your friends may drop
over your ears. 1\me out the world into your cup on any given day. Why?
for a second and just listen to your- · Well because they ''know you so well,'' of
self breathe. For some reason, you'll be course.
able to think more clearly, and ifs easier
Do they? I mean how well does your
to trust your instincts without the outside best friend· really know you? Do they
distractions.
know everything? Because when it
not.a yoga instructo:r~ and this comes down to it, the person who knows
No, I
isn't a . lesson in tuning into your the most about what's going on in your
"chakras." It's a lesson in tuning out your life is the last person you will go to when
friends.
you nee4 advice: yourse1£
Man, they really . think they know
Now I know rm getting a little philo-

S

am

eventually make a point here.
Remember our little breathing exercise? Aside from the fact that you proba-.
bly looked like a total lunatic· with your
eyes shut and your hands cupped over
your ears in the middle. ·o f your ps}rch
class, you really did manage to have a
clear thought, didn't you?
I don't really kn9w what that thought
was, and for some of you, frankly, I don't
want to know, but the point is that you can
PLEASE SEE

DON'T ON i16

.

couple of weeks ago I was sitting1ft
class when the gigantic bear from
Kanye West's The College ,Dropout
opened the door and walked in. Needless .to
say, everyone in the room froze. My first
~ought was that this creature was about to
pull out the heavy artillery and commit the
2005 Valentine's Day massacre. "Paint the
room red with love!" is what I envisioned him
screaming as he closed the curtain on 30 future
broadcasters.
Maybe I'm more paranoid than I thought..
Or maybe it's my New York upbringing.
Anyway, it didn't happen. In Fuzzy the Love
Bear's hand was not a weapon of any sort, q.qly
a bouquet of flowers. Turns out that he \no
doubt inspired by my last column) decided to
surprise his girl mid-claSs by delivering flowers -in a gigantic teddy bear suit. She seemed
flattered. The professor got a kick out of it. The
class loved it. I was impressed .(t~mpered
slightly by a desire to kick him in the nuts for
haying a girl worth the ordeal for). Great
moment all around. And it is for his actions
~at ~I deem this guy the column's first Love
Superst;;rr of the Week For his efforts, his triumph gets recorded for posterity in this column, and I'm sure his girl would give ·him
something infinitely more wonderful that
evening. ··
.
But qefore everyone gets all excited about
the potential rewards of sticking your ronfantic neck out in public, let me flip the coin. I
·have always been fascinated by guys who propose at sporting events. I believe this practice
has been going on since the invention of the
Jumbotron, and I always considered it a particularly peculiar practice. ~ymond James Stadium may be sacred and holy ground to you, but
perhaps she was thinking more tpward the
beach, a great restaurant or ''that special place"
that the two of you first met.
The fat guy with B-U-C-S scrawled across
-his chest and a wicked case of B.Q. might not
provide the ambience she has envisioned since
she began dreaming of this day 15 years ago.
At halftime of a Magic game, some~~
from here on known as ''The Arbiter of Sadness and Misery" - proposed to his girl on the
floor of the TD Waterhouse Centre. The ticket
gate for this game was 12,497 people. Th.at is
12,497 people more than needed to see what
happen next.
The Arbiter tells his chick - from here on
known as "Evil Heartless Shrew'' - to close
her eyes. He gets down on one knee. Goes into
some uber-romantic heavy stuff (just speculation; I have no idea). Waits for the greatest
moment of his life. She puts her face in her
PLEA$ESEE
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It's almost that

March 12 to March 20: Spring
Break. Make the most of it.
MATT HEDGECOCK
Staff Writer

Ortando Events

time Of year

•March 18 - Kenny Rogers at the UCF Arena
•March 19 - Elton John at the TD Waterhouse Center
• Various games - Atlanta Braves Spring Training at
Disney's Wide World of Sports Complex
•Downtown boozin' - Head down to Orange Avenue any
· day of the week and partake in.the crazy drink specials.

In State
Daytona Beadl events
•Daily- Ocean Deck Sand Bar and Plaza Ocean Club

Parties with live music
• March 19-26 - Extreme Sports Skateboard Exhibition at
the Oceanfront Bandshell
• March 18-20 - Spring Car Show at Daytona International
. Speedway
• Innumerable bars and various events

Key West events

.
•March 12-13- Key West Fishing Tournament Kick-offEvent
•March 19 - 43rd Annual Conch Shell Blowing Contest
• Bars and great beaches
·

Miami Events
• March 4-14 - Miami Carnival ........ biggest Hispanic street

party in the U.S.
•Various games - Miami Heat at the American Airlines
Arena

• N':tkki's Beach Bal; ~p and various other hot nightspots

Panama Ctty Beach
• No.1 Spring Break destination in the United States. Beach
and bar areas feature pretty much never-ending parties
throughout March.

Tampa Events-

.

• Various games -New York Yankees Spring Training at
Legends Field
• Ybor City bars and dubs

/ OutofState
Acapulco, Mexico - Known as the ''Western Jewel" of Mexico,
this city is famous for its ultra-deluxe, multi-million dollar
nightcl!-lbs. .

Cancun,Mexico - The world's most popular Spring Break destination - a Mecca for beer and casual sex.
Mantego Bay,Jamaic.a - Favored spot for vacationers seeking a
more natural spring break - but night spots still abound
Nassau, Bahamas - Close to Paradise Island, home to The
Atlantis Resort and Casino.

, Negril,Jamaica -

One of the more recently discovered Spring ·
Break "hot spots," Negril is famous for its coial cliffs..

New Orleans, La. - Though Mardi Gras is loilg gone, The Big
Easy is still a haven for sin-seekefs.
.
.
Discount Spring Break vacation packages for any of these
locatiens are available from a wide variety of travel agencies.
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LIFE
FUTURE FUNNIES

FacebOok Web site
.
connects colleg1ates
\

'

.

then you. can "poke them." Poking is
done my simply clicking a button to the
person you want to poke.
"Poking is weird, it's a little guy that
pops up 'and basicalJ,y pokes at the
screen ·with his finger," UCF senior
Stacy McCord said. "It's .kinda stupid,
but you can jokingly poke your friends
NICOLE SCHAUB
Staff Writer
to be funny."
Something else that ffiight seem
orget !Ming, chat rooms or mem- strange to the non-facebook member is
ber profile searches. The newest the meaning of a "friend," accordirtg to
craze to hit the Web is theface- the site. Although ·m~mbers may inVi,te
bookcom. Thefacebook is connecting the people they know from classes, high
college 'students from all over the world school or other organizations to join,
through a social directory containing members may also invite people they
pictures and profiles in -a more conven- met online to be their "friends." Inviting
ieri.t and fun way..
someone to be your friend is done by
Tliefacebook, created by five Har- sending them a message to their
vard undergrads last year, currently has account. rhey may either accept or
over 1.5 million members from more reject your friend invitation, and it is
than. 300 colleges and universities all • done completely through messaging
over the world. The Web site contains and einail.
Another facebook term is "groupies."
photos, interest groups and profiles
with information about each member A groupie is a person in a specific group
from their major to their relationship that is friends with more than half of its
status.
members. "I'm a groupie of the 'I love
Each member's page of $efaGebook the KD Ladies,. group because all the
contains a list of "my groups," "my girls in the group are my friends," UCF
friends" and "my messages." Members .senior Jaime Planells said.
Some members have even found·
can join "groups," which range from cat· egories and interest groups such as "The potential relationships from chatting
Bob Marley· and Reggae" group to with other members through messages.
"Napolean Dynamite is FJ.ippin' Sweet" "I met a guy through facebook and went
. to "Greeks" to "Every hourJs happy on a date with him," UCF senior Kristin
· hour."
·
Kludjian ~d." "He goes to UCl and he
Joining a group is a chance for people kiiew some friends of mine, so I figured
to talk about their shared interests and it was safe and we ended up having a
also make new friends from other great time."
schools online. These groups are creatAlthough many college students are
ed by members and allow them to iI).vite taking advantage of the new Web sensaanyone and join anything that applies to . tion, there are others that are less excittheir interests and personality.
1 ed about it and feel that it is a waste of
"I love the group I started called 'Dia- time. "I think it's a creepy way of stalkmonds and Pearls, for the Classiest ing people," UCF senior Ryan Fagan
girls,"' UCF junior Maggie Johpson said. said. "I really want nothing to do with it
"I invited all my close girl friends from and don't want other people to know all
UCF and my high school to join, and my information, but iny girlfriend loves
.
it."
now it has over 30 members."
Thefacebook is also a great way for
"If I want to talk to one of my friends
people to rekindle past friendships from then I'll call or IM them," UCF junior Jilhigh s'chool and find out ·what those lian Cruz said. "However, thefacebook
classmates are doing now. "I like talking forces you to talk to people you may not
to people from high school that I would- want to and before you know it your
n't normally have kept in touch with," talking to 'Ronald Forkner from ninth
UCF sophomore Julie Bre~ said. "I'll grade English. But, hey, maybe I'll join it
just go to the search link and type .ip. once I figure out how, to ~ign up."
people's n~es from my graduating
. The signing-up process for thefaceclass. I ended up finding over 1,000 book is simple and only requires a stumembers."
dent's college/university e-mail address
Thefacebook also has certain lingo and password. Once you find. that out,
that one must learn once they become a · then you're on your way to joining
member. For example, if you want to groups, chatting with old friends and
playfully flirt with another member, meeting new ones.

~

The indie now has full access to the Future's archives, so each week we're bringing
you an old editorial cartoon. Check out this one from Jan.16, 1992. Pretty much holds

true to today. Different.governor, sapie problems. Way to go, government!

oNc£ AGAIW

UCF students are
embracing this
MySpace alternative -

WE ARE .

LEFT WITH
~IR.1:

F

REAL LIFE FOR REAL

by robbie raborn

.-.""'=~--t

UCF f iMlly ,,._rote the faculty
corrtl"O¢.t tQ provide 11\C wiih go.y
pmection rightst

you'rcobvioU.ly missing 1'_he point.
you don't nead to 11 0& gay" to
ho.ve someone that ·"is goy11
protect you.

------nicel ·congratulcrtionsl
•...•hey, wait ct saeond,
you 1re not gciyl

AR6HI ·I should kick
your aa for saying·
eo~ing so stupidl

woah woah woahl no precious.
asses will be harmed today,
· misterl prepare for the "
slapping of ci lifetimef

f

~~
write to robbie@theindie.com
f ..

...

~
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, COMIC REVI~

-Don't let
·•·friends rule
your love life
FROM

i13

think. You have the inalienable and Godgivenright to make your own decisions, and

A Titan of a show appeals to all
-. TEEN TITANS

t

~

Genre: Animated Series
Network: Cartoon Network

~ Air date: Now Showing

•

MICHAEL LAWRENCE
Staff Writer

T

een Titans was one of the most

popular comics of the 1980s. Every
month the highly detailed art of
George Perez combined with the multilayered and at· times humorous writing
of Marv Wolfman to form one hell of a
dynamic duo. Each niember of the team
was given his or her own moment to
shine but also played off each other brilliantly. The troubled Raven would clash
with the goofy Beast ~y (Also known as
Changeling)~ the serious Robin formed
the oddest of odd couples with the ruiive·
alien Starfire, while Cyborg would

always try to prove to himself that he was
worthy of taking charge of the team.Jt
never ceased to be entertaining; which is
why the the faux-anime stylings and
goofiness of the Cartoon Network Teen
-Titans cartoon appeared to be so ill-fitting. That is, initially.
The show. used to be bubbly and
kiddy. Now it's dark and more accurate
to the feel of the comics. The show isn't
100% faithful to the comics, but it gets
the important stuff right. There's enough of a balance to appeal to everyone from
die-hard fans to 8-year-olds. Yes, the
show is geared for childre~ .but the
scriptwriting goes beyond that, and the
writers fill the show with cameos from
the DC universe to appease comic geeks.
Second-rate villains like Dr. Light (in
non-rapist . form) and former Green
Arrow sidekick Speedy (a former Titan
. member) are only two.of the many clµiracters who make appearances. As gOod
as that sounds, you can't have a super-

.

hero show without some worthy adversaries. They have tweaked some of the
villains from the comics to fit the Standards and style of the show and it works.
Brother Blood, a centuries-old European cult leader in the comics, runs a
school called the Hive on Titans, and he's
just as vicious and powerful The battles
between ·him and Cyborg are brutal.
Slade (Deathstroke the Terminator in the
comics), a treacherqtis mercenary who
was the central villain in the first season,
has come back this season with entirely
different motives and powers. And
theyve slowly been building toward the
.c oming of the Titans' most dreaded
enemy, 1iigon.
.
The suspense has been ,s tellar, and
with the way the fight scenes have
become intense and void of the cheesy
cliches that plagued them earlier on in
the show, you know that when the Titans
PLEASE SEE

SHOW ON i17

I wanted to show it to you in case you had
forgotten.
Here's where I start to get ·cliche. Ever
heard of the expression "too many cooks
spoil the broth?'' Well, too many friends giving you advice on any romantic decision can
turn out eXa.ctly the same way, and these
"cooks" aren't very qualified to know exactly what's stewin' in your pot, if you know
what rm sayin'. Still, just because they don't
know the whole story·about your relationship, it won't stop a friend from giving ·y ou
advice.
Your friends mean well, and sometimes
I'll give it to them; they really do know
·· · whafs up. They might know that yellow is
absolutely not your color or that you
shouldn't have that fifth shot of vodka
because after all, you are the designated
driver.

It's times like that when it's really great to
have friends, but when it comes to relationships their advice can be intrusive, distracting, or just.. bad.
Your friends will tell you the textbook
answer, what is generally expected ofyou in
· · a given situation, or whatever they read in
the latest book of relationship propaganda
What's the new one called? He's Just Not
, That Into You, or Men are Stupid, Let's Kill
Them? (Who can keep track anymore. ..?)
Resist the urge to consult with them on
every-romantic decision. Make afew ofyour
' own. Otherwise, a relationship between two
people can start to resemble a group game
of chess, each team collaborating on the
player's next move.

.

Mediocre games flood rp.ultiplayer game genre . Always wear a
bear suit for ·
,: . romanticizing

FROM

i13

blue packs that restore mutant energy.

rience from competitive multiplayer
games. Coordinating strategy or even
players. blast their way through ghosts accidentally thrpwing your teammate
and gargoyles while collecting new over a cliff in X-Men Legends makes for a
weapons, ammunition and spells and much more light-hearted multiplayer
developing their characters into pure experience than talking smack and getdeath machines.
ting frustrated by having your head
In the previous sentence, change the repeatedly blasted off in Halo 2. Cooperenemies to ririders and mutants and the ative games give a team a sense of
game title to Fallout: Brotherhood ofSteel progre5s not just through a story, but also
and now you have yet another derivative through the improvement of their char-·
cooperative game.
acters via new abilities and more effecIt's a sad situation when an entire tive equipment
genre is so utterly saturated with cookieIt's. been nine years since Diablo
cutter, mediocre games. Cooperative established the standard for cooperative .
games need new life because they·pro- multiplayer games - we're about due.
vide such a vastly different gaming expe-_ for an overhaul.

In Hunter: The Reckoning Wayward,

choose a barbarian warrior, an erudite
\\lizard or a wood elf ranger. The setting
for all three games is heavily inspired by
·Dungeons and Dragons, which is to say
everything resembles Lord of the Rings
- adventurers, magic and monsters.
Unfortunately, similarities run in
more than just cooperative games that
share fantasy settings.
Diablo · taught that monsters often
drop red potions which refill health and
blue potidns that restore mana for magical spells.
Enemy soldiers in last year's X-Men
· Legends often drop red health packs. or

hands and runs off the floor. Guy contemplates the most joyous suicide in
human history (speculation again). .
Wow. My heart is bleeding for this guy.
No one should endure this. I want to
. marry this guy just to dampen the pain.
So what's the moral of the story?_Always
' wear a gigantic bear suit when you're trying to bring the romance. Duh.

..
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New boulevard keeps
heritage in ZORA! site
Eatonville residents
keep tradition alive
JOSH STRASSNER
Staff Writer

U

rban sprawl has been swallowing
Central Florida like kudzu since a
certain theme park established
itself here decades ago. But along with the
development comes growing pains. In a
. culture where "out with the old and in
with the new" appears to define progress,
a few small commtµrities have been fighting to keep their identities and heritage
intact for future generations to build upon
and learn from One of these communities
is the oldest black-incorporated municipality in the United States, Fatonville, Fla
Fatonville has a rich heritage and was
where author Zora Neale Hurston hailed
from Hurston, a major figure during the
Harlem Renaissance of the 1920s, wrote
prolifically abouf the town and based her
characters from the people she grew up
with.
In 1987, the town council was informed
that the county planned on building a fivelane road directly up Kennedy Boulevard,
right in the middle of the community. See. ing the potential devastation that such a
project could render. upon the citizens'
finnily-owned businesses and the culture
itself, members of the community took
action to protect their proud heritage from
going the way of fast food chains and strip
II1$. One .of the people who stood firm
by the F.atonville legacy was NY Nathiri,
the General Manager for the .As&>ciation
to Preserve the Eatonville Community
(P.E.C.), Inc.
The P.E.C. turned national attention
toward Eatonville by putting together the
Zora Neale Hurston Festival, which the
American Busmess Association deemed
as "one of the top 100 events in America."
The event spotlighted the historical signif-

icance of the cozy community and the .
potential peril of the five-Ian~ highway.
Then, along with the Friends of Maitland -·
- another small, neighboring community
that was under duress brought about by
the road project- came years oflobbying,
petitioning, and compromise. Through
these years, the WRA! Festival was growing to over fifty thousand visitors a year ·
and collecting over $1 million dollars in .
revenue for the membership-based, tax- .
exempt P.E.C.
Fmally, a compromise was reached for
all parties. A ·medianed four-lane road
wolJld saunter through the heart of the
municipality. In true F.atonville form, the
community, with the help of the P.E.C.,
turned lemons into lemonade by creating
the ''Kennedy Boulevard'' Streetscape Project. The project was given a grant of $3
million, with partial funding from the
Department of 1bm.sportation, and will
include underground utilities, sidewalks,
light fixtures, median landscaping, red
brick pavers and benches. It will take
around eight months to complete and will
run the length ofKennedy Boulevard.from
Wymore JIDad to the.eastern boundary of
Eatonville, which is approximately one

mile.
''The [Kennedy Boulevard] Streetscape
project will be an. example of civic pride
and gocxl planning" NY Nathiri said The
project will also keep EatonVill.e from
being a "drive-through'' community by
taking into account the integrity of the residential areas and the town's small businesses, and allowing-them to keep their
identity.
In other words, one would still feel
compelled to stop off and enjoy a cup of
coffee or visit the WRA! Museum despite
having to cross a couple of lanes.
groundbreaking for The ''Kennedy
Boulevard" Streetscape Project is at 1:30
p.m. this Friday in front of the To\vn Hall
at ~Kennedy Blvd, F.atonville, FL 32751.
The public is invited

,
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meet Trigon, it'll be a battle for the ages.
If you're looking for a fun-filled 22
minutes of solid superhero action, it
doesn't get any better than the Teen,
Titans is right now. It's more than mere
kids stuff: It's fine episodic storytelling,
with a compelling ensemble of heroes
who aren't sure of an~ but the trust
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Show addictive and arinoying
FROM
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. they have for each other (and even tbaf
fades at times).
Who knows how long this streak of
quality will last, but if you're a. comics
fan, you should be there till it's over. New
episodes air Saturdays at 8 p.m. with
repeats showing all week long, so there
are plenty of opportunities to catch up.
This show is as addictive as its theme
song is annoying.

• 'Bilt~bong
• V'Neitt
bu.H a~

3 separate pieG&s _
· &get the 4th separate pieae f'K££!
•seloot pfiood items'

Oviedo Marketplace Mall

407.977.4480

UCF location

407.380.7427
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NEAR-LIFE EXPERIENCE
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Hanson's
Let me be a Japanese schoolgirl revenge
Blouse, knee-high socks and plaid skirt spell adveriture!

ELIZABETH FERNANDEZ.

·1

Staff Writer
....,_

wish I was a little Japanese

high school girt Imagine
. me, but with adorable
Asian features in a little plaid
skirt with knee high ~,with
pigtails and a shy little smile. It
· would certainly make at least
some of my dreams come true.
I would live a life of stress in
tiny .cramped conditions,

because I would live in Tokyo _one evil girl who ruins my hole, a well, maybe into a book
for sure; I am a city girl at heart. social life and before you know or something, and end up in a
There would be crazy school it, all the girls will be teasing me miracle .land of crazy powers
sessions, activities and con- yet the cutest and most popular and magicians. I would gather a
stant pressure, but I could boy in school will realize he's team of heroes and go search
'a lways blow that off and madly in love with me and for some diamonds ofpower or
become a rebellious little punk come to my rescue.
dream earrings or something
girl dyillg my pigtails red just to
Then again, I may face even random like that. Against all
break my familys heart.
more dangerous adventures odds we would prevail in the
All the bad boys would want than that Perhaps, ifI am lucky. face of evil demons, sleeping
me, and all the good girls would enough and sq full of mischief! under the stars as we travel
hate me.· Just like in all the am bursting at the seems with
· romance manga, there will be trouble, I will fall into a dark
PLEASE SEE THE GREAT ON i19

CRAZED INDIE ROBOT

the awards not seen on TV
Redundant title
gets Manos flick
its first victory.
DIANNA ZISMAN
Staff Writer

W

ith the Oscars almost
upon us, I can think
of no better way to
celebrate than to look back at a
few of cfuema's finest
moments. That'li right; this col-·
umn will attempt to narrow
more than 100 years of motion
pictures down to a handful of
really random awards.
The Premio for Redundant
Titles Award: Manos: The
Hands of Fate (1966)~ Manos is
Spanish for hands. So what we
have is, Hands: The Hands of
Fate. Sometimes ... there just
~t any words.
.
The Shut Up and Die Award:
Trinity in The Matrix Revolutions (2003). She had just been
impaled by, like, every metal
pole in existence but somehow
found the strength to ramble on
to Neo for abo~t five hours.
Seriously. She was able to recite
the Complete Works of Shakespeare Unabridged (three
times) before finally croaking.
As if that Wasn't bad e1;10ugh, frantic "oh, no!' Oh, no. It
Keanu's reaction · to his the kind of "oh, _no" someone
"beloved" dying? A weak "oh, might unleash ifthey just found
~no." Not even an agonized or . out they ran out of milk.

was

'-

line Accident Award: Zoo'lander
(2001). If there'S a death scene
more brilliant than one featuring three male models getting
into a gasoline fight and inadvertently blowing themselves
up, I have yet to see it
The Wha' Happened?
Award: The Cabinet ofDr..Caligari. (1920). Am I really going on
the ~rd as saying that an 85. year-old movie has the best
twist ending ever? Yes, I am.
Forget The Usual Suspects or
Sixth Sense, Caligari's final revelation is more affecting than all
ofthe ''thrillers" out there today.
Rent it and see for yourself.
Think of the fun you can have
seeing a silent, non-Vm-Dieselstarring, German expressionist
film from the 1920s!
The Graduate of the Marion
Barry Casting School Award:
Keanu Reeves as Siddhartha in
Li~le Buddha (1993). Casting
· Sofia Coppola as Mary ·Corleone in Godfqther m doesn't
hold a candle to the blunder
that is cboosing Keanu Reeves
to play Buddha. There was, at
least, a reason (nepotism gone
horribly, horribly wrong) for
the Coppola decision. The casting directors for Little Buddha,
on the other hand, defied all
logic with their -choice and
COURTESY PARAMOUNT
were responsible for beWi.1The Just Because You Have dered audiences the world ovei:
Chiseled Abs and Stunning Fea- They should have realized that
tures, It Doesn't Mean That You
Too Can't Die In a Freak GasoPLEAsE SEE STUPID ON i19

MICHAEL LAWRENCE
Staff Writer

W

hy does Hanson's The Middle of
Nowhere haunt me so, as I mentioned last week in part one of

this tale? It all started in the ninth grade, the
spring of 1998 to be exact. Birds and bees
were copulating (producing "beards," I
assume), my Jewish curly hair was sprouting in places I thought only pedophilic ra1r
bis hact and Seinfeld was about to get cancelled. This is when I met Chrissy.
She was the friend of my friend's gidfrierid or something like that I was give~
her numbet; and being an eager gentleman
. with loins ever-bursting, I gave her a call.
We got around to talking about music eventually, and she briefly mentioned that she
' listened to ''weird music." Intrigued, I start-.
ed dropping names until something would
give; "Gregorian Monk chants? Tori Amos?
Huey Lewis?'' Not a yes to any of the bands
- or artists I threwce.t her. Then she muttered
it ''Hanson!.'
''Henson? The Muppet guy? Do you listen to the Labyrinth soundtrack on repeat?
Bowie dancing the magic dance is awesome!"
''Hanson! Those cute boys from Oklahoma" Hanson. Those Midwestern wunderkinds who managed to douse the country in syrupy goodness. Like the Osmonds
but withoutthe-polygamy.
Being in an Offspring/Nme Inch Nails
"Screw all authority'' phase at the time, I
started laughing. Then she started telling
me just how obsessed she was. Posters and
magazine clippings, even going to see them
live. I hadn't thought of Hanson in the least.
That was middle schools*** ~o me. I admit,
I knew half the words to MMMBOP and
thought the drummer was cute until I
found out it was a guy, but that happened to
the.best ofus. Hanson was history to me. A
year_ in the life of a teenager is equal to that
of 20 adult years. At least.
,
Desperation makes you believe you're in
love and love makes you do stupid things.
Wanting someone who liked Hanson was
one of them. We continued talking on the
phone for about two more weeks before
deciding to meet each other in person. I had
already written her sappy poetry foot
unlike Hanson's lyrics) and used the word
"heart" 1n every single way possible during
casual speech. What could go wrong?
I was dropped off a~ her house on a Saturday at 2 p.m.. and was picked up at 6:30
p.in. Those were the most painful four-and-·
a-half hours of my life.
Unbeknownst to me, she invited her
friend and fellow Hanson fan to take notes
PLEASE SEE
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Not Proud of KittyCatDance queries
video is sure to win something at rm a little overweight and women
·. next,year's Grammies, but not don't like me ... jerking offloses its
before the world finds new · fun after a while .-.."The envy cat.o!lletimes, ~e Internet ~ro dimensions within their soul egory gives me this gem at the
vides me with enough time- courtesy of lyrics like ''Dance!/fm moment "I truly envy anyone
ly material to make my job a kitty cat/And I dance dance who can raise a single eyebrow..
easy. This week is simply an out- dance dance dance dance dance:' Even more so if ¢.ey can raise
pouring of a bunch of links that Not since Schnappi the Crocodile either one without having the
lack any coherent theme, yet fit have I' heard sucli poetry. Watch, other go up or wrinkle at all. My
primative [sic] brow cannot mastogether anyhow by all being fit listen and enjoy. .
ter this:' Hurray.
for your amusement Read on!

CHRISTOPHER SCHWARZ

Staff Writer

S

~a nee
.
h~:/fWWW.rephlex.net/fileslkitty-

cat<lance.wmv
Here's a stupid little mov.ie
that's been going around for a bit
It's apparently from a gshack.com, but that site's band.:.
width has been predictably
exceeded; so rve googled another
, link to the file. Ill the ''foreign people are strange" category, this one
features some guy's cat "dancing"
to a song he wrote about it The

NOfProud
.
http://www.notproud.com

Query Letters I Love http://querytet-

ters.blogspotcorn/

Remember a few weeks ago
when I wrote about grouphug.us?
1hat was awesome. StilL there's
another site that does the same
thing. Now you can boost your
ego as each click reminds you of
ho:w other people are so much ,
weirder than yourself. Onlirie at
the moment are masterpieces
sorted into categories~ From the
''lust;'' section, we have the sad but
common: ~Tm still a vUgin at 28 •••

This link's for the movie buffs
out there. The premise is that this
blog's owner works someplace in
Hollywood that receives scores of
movie suggestions and puts tip the
massively ·stupid ·o nes for all t~
see. It could be fake, but I qm.'t
resist gems .like "Hendcase is
about angel, an innocent,
deformed gypsy boy, who is part
of carnival freak.show in the year.

a

Stupid, stupid aliens
FROM

·The great.
adventure
of your life:
high school

i18

Keanu would punctuate Siddhartha's sentences with some
air .guitar and an emphatic
''WYLD STAILYNS!"
The OMGWTF! Award:
Arnold ·
Schwarzenegger's
Thumb Wrestling Face of
DOOM from Th.te Lies (1994). At
the denouement ofthis spy capei;
Arnold decides to wind down
from his adven~s by thumb. wrestling his wife and daughte:r:
What follo~ is a facial expression so frightening, it can only be
described using netlish. An
expression that's less "1,2,3,4, I
COURTESY 20TH CENTURY FOX
declare a thumb war;• and more
(2002). The "heroes" in Snya"I will eat your soul.." Horrifying.
The Only Scene Ever · malan's 2002 "thriller" are able to
Improved By .Rick Springfield -fend off their hostile alien
Award: Wet HotAmerican Sum- invaders using ~ substance that's
mer (2001). hi the middle of this toxic to the ETs: water. So, let's get
brilliant comedy, the m.ain char- this straight. These technologiacters go on a hilariously expedit- cally advanced aliens have decided drug binge that lasts all of two ed to land on and make trouble
minutes, in movie and real time. for a planet whefe ~5 percent of
The absurd scene is punctuated the surface will kill them. A planby the decision to use Spring- et where this fatal substance roufield's peppy· "Love is Ahight tinely falls from the sky. Isn't that
Tonight" in the background like humans.deciding to colonire
Words can't do the sequence jus- . a planet where the air is made
entirely of hydrochloric acid and
tice. Just watch it;.
The These Aliens Are Dwnb- razors frequently tumble out of
er Than Tara Reid Award: Signs . the clouds?
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from village to obscure village in
our pursuit of the sacred. items.
It would be great I loved high
school, I really did It just fel~ so
very important while I was living it Everything I did took on
this oh-so-special meaning.
Every glance was soaked with
secret meanings. We all dripped
emotions and hormones as we
walked the halls. 1hat crush in
third period was suddenly the
most important thing in your life
for 32 weeks. That imagined
enemy was always plotting and
needed to be destroyed, their
sodal stature tom from them
and left to rot in the dumpster
near where· the teachers took
their smoke breaks~
I would be the happiest girl
on Earth.if only I got the lead
part in the school play, and if I
didn't I would be a shattered
wreck for weeks because it was
all of such great consequence

1955." or 'Mens are after Mary and
trY to kill her because of secret
about our galaxy. There's a plenty
of action and a few romances
between young people." Here's
another: "SPAGHEITI KID is a
coming-of-age story about a 15year-old loner who dreams of
becoming a professional wrestlei:
One day he discovers a magic
breakfast cereal that gives him the
super-strength to actually become
a pro wrestler." Back in my day, all
lever got fro:µimy children's cereal was my daily dose of iron and I
was damed happy for it Finally,
here is 1HE GREATEST STORY
, EVER TOW, according to its
author: ''broad comedy that centers around how Jesus invents the
game of professional football as
told .by Father O'Ryan in order to
prevent the. Irish ·g randfatherly
priest from being transferred ~o
Siberia:' Heartwarming, isn't it?

· and magnitude.
Ha!
If they had told me back then
that all that stuff was insignificant, small and forgettable, I
never would have believed
them. For good reason, I think,
too. All the stuff that happened
back then, while it may have had
very little direct effect on most
, of our present daily lives, has
made us whoever we happen to
be at the moment Decades may
pass; but by · just thinking of
some of the drama we all suffered through we will imagine
ourselves ba:ck then in such
vivid ways.
Thanks to the struggles and
heartache and cattiness we
learned to live in this real world
where, though they may not be
to such an intensity, are much
more relevant and destructive.
·No wonder the idea of being
an eternal schoolgirl has such an
appeal to me. I thrive on intensity and wither in repetition and
·boredom. In high school, where
everything is so meaningless yet
so damned powerful, ~ything
can happen
And this is the very reason
those geniuses in Japan make
those poor crazy girls survive so
much. Because high school truly
is such a great adventure
already.
Who's even going to notice a
·dragon or two?

COURTESY MERCURY I UNIVERSAL

Mmmbop
Part Deux:
B9pharder
FROM

i18

about me. There I was, sweating
like an Amazon:, and there they
were, scribbling and giggling. A
lump in my throat the size of presurgery John Poppedormed and
continued to expand in size. All
the while Middle ofNowhere was
playing on an endless loop in the
background, making me wish I
could teleport to that titular locale
and be away from the humiliation
I was experiencing.
I spent that night clutching a
pillow, taking turns crying in it
and trying to suffocate myself
withit, but I was sow~and
devastated that I had a~tter
chance of giving myself a sodium
overdose from the saline in my
tears than I did in fmding the
strength that would put me out of
my misery.
I talked to her a few times
afterward, but things quickly dissolved into nothingn~ and that
was that. But the memory
remains. Two years after the incident I purchased the album for a
$1.99 in a used CD store. I
should've destroyed it by now.. But
I can't And I won't I've always
known that being different uld
cause me to be. ridiculed and
would eventually leave me unfulfilled and ultimately unloved and
that thinking Chrissy could ever
do anything but laugh at me was
an act of futility. And anytime I
hear a reference to Hanson or
hear one of its songs, I'm taken
back to being a laughingstock in
that bedroom. And those songs
are playing, and they grow louder
and loudei: And they always will
· Such is my curse. MMMBOP. rm
about to relive it all over again.
t
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PlfESENT TH 1s·AD WITH YOUR STUDENT ID & RECEIVE A
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4-DAV SUPERTICKET FOR JUST s35!! .·

Now, ·by popular
demand ...
Crispers
introduces
Pick a Pair!

436 & UNIVERSITY
391 SOUTH SEMORAN

WINTER PARK·
ph (407) 673-4100

REGAL 20
WATERFORD THEATRES

CRISPER~

.,.,..Gl....i..

.

MON.-SAT. I 0:30 AM - 9 PM ·
SUN. I I AM - 8 PM

AttdaFREE

COOKIE
for dessert!

WATERFORD LAKES
SSS N.ALAFAYA TRAIL

ORlANDO

Easy instructions for building your own gourmet meal:
CHOOSE ANY TWO of the following selections for only $6.79!
A:• Cup of any soup selection
.....•;~;,r7.
, .. ..A.~
.1:,.>•,:•"
· . I .
• Half of any classic sandwich
• Garden or small Caesar salad
-

.~

•.'-

Substitute any chowder or gumbo for soup...just $1 more!
Add cheese to any classic sandwich for only 30¢

~

ph (407) 482-4727
MON-THU. I 0:30 AM - 9 PM .
FRI. SAT. I 0:30 AM - I 0 PM
SUN. I I AM - 8 PM

.

•'
,

:r.. '

(: ' . ...

The coupon is worth a cookie ... but not just any cookie.
We're talking Crispers. ridiculously delicious gourmet cookies.
Buy your Pick a Pair combination, give us the coupon,
and we'll give you a cookie for dessert.

Visit: t:he Crlspers near campus today!
Find out about Crispers restaurants, our groWth and career opportunities at -.crispers.com
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